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Zusammenfassung
Um die molekularen Mechanismen, welche Knorpelentwicklung und Somitogenese steuern, aufzuklären, wurde eine globale quantitative Genexpressionsanalyse unter Verwendung von SAGE (Serial Analysis of Gene Expression) an
der knorpelbildenden Zelllinie ATDC5 und an somitischem Gewebe, präpariert
von E10.5 Mäusen, durchgeführt.
Unter insgesamt 43,656 von der murinen knorpelbildenden Zelllinie ATDC5
gewonnenen SAGE Tags (21,875 aus uninduzierten Zellen und 21,781 aus
Zellen, die für 6h mit BMP4 induziert wurden) waren 139 Transkripte unterschiedlich in den beiden Bibliotheken repräsentiert (P ≤ 0.05). 95 Tags
konnten einzelnen UniGene Einträgen zugeordnet werden (77 bekannte Gene
und 18 ESTs), aber überraschenderweise wurden viele davon bisher nicht mit
der Differenzierung von Knorpel in Verbindung gebracht. Interessanterweise
wurde von einer signifikanten Fraktion dieser Gene Gruppen physikalischer
Verknüpfung gebildet.
Für die Untersuchung der Somitogenese wurden Expressionsprofile von
vier verschiedenen Teilen des caudalen bereiches von E10.5 Maus Embryonen verglichen: Schwanzknospe (A), die caudalen zwei Drittel (B) und das
rostrale Drittel (C) des präsomitischen Mesoderms und zwei Paare werdender Somiten. Insgesamt wurden 171,639 LongSAGE Tags (A: 21,595; B:
50,699; C: 49,732; D: 49,613) generiert, wodurch 1007 Transcripte identifiziert wurden, welche zumindest zwischen zwei Bibliotheken unterschiedlich
repräsentiert waren (P ≤ 0.05).
Alle LongSAGE Tags, die mindestens zwei Mal in dem gesamten Datensatz vorkamen, wurden mit der momentanen EnsEMBL Genom- Annotierung
verglichen. Die Analyse von LongSAGE Tags ohne entsprechendem EnsEMBL Gen führte zur Identifikation von 1872 Gene, welche bisher noch
nicht an das Genom annotiert wurden, aber durch einen UniGene Cluster
repräsentiert sind. Zusätzlich konnten 2348 GeneScan Vorhersagen verifiziert
und 547 Antisense- Gene identifiziert werden.
Eine Analyse von öffentlich zugänglichen SAGE Bibliotheken zeigte, dass
Zielgene von anderen Signaltransduktionswegen als BMP4 auch Cluster im
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Genom bilden. Desweiteren wurden die beobachteten Veränderungen in
der Genexpression von ribosomalen Proteinen in verschiedenen Geweben
unter unterschiedlichen Bedingungen untersucht. Erstaunlicherweise zeigte
eine Cluster- Analyse, dass verschiedene Gewebetypen eindeutig abgegrenzte
Genexpressionsprofile ribosomaler Proteine haben.
Zusammenfassend bietet die Transkriptiom- Analyse von BMP- induzierter
Knorpelentwicklung sowie Somitogenese einen Einblick auf die molekularen
Ereignisse, welche beide Entwicklungsprozesse steuern. Generell sind mehrere
Signaltransduktionswege sowie eine vielzahl zellulärer Prozesse involviert.
Weitere Studien werden zeigen, wie diese Veränderungen in der Genexpression hervorgerufen werden und wie sie in die fein abgestimmten zellulären
Ereignisse von Knorpel- und Somitenentwicklung organisiert werden.

Summary
In order to better understand the molecular mechanisms that control chondrogenesis and somitogenesis, a global quantitative expression profiling using
SAGE (Serial Analysis of Gene Expression) was performed on a chondrogenic
cell line, ATDC5, and on somitic tissues dissected from mouse E10.5 embryos.
Among a total of 43,656 SAGE tags derived from mouse chondrogenic
ATDC5 cells (21,875 from uninduced cells and 21,781 from cells induced
with BMP4 for 6 h), 139 transcripts were differentially represented in the two
libraries (P ≤ 0.05). Ninety-five of them matched to single UniGene entries
(77 known genes and 18 ESTs), but surprisingly, many of them have never
been implicated in chondrogenic differentiation. Interestingly, a significant
fraction of these genes formed physical linkage groups.
For the study of somitogenesis, the expression profiles in four different
subsets of the caudal part of E10.5 embryos was compared: The tail bud
(A), the caudal 2/3 (B) and the rostral 1/3 (C) of the presomitic mesoderm,
and two pairs of nascent somites (D). A total of 171,639 LongSAGE tags
(A: 21,595; B: 50,699; C: 49,732; D: 49,613) were generated leading to the
identification of 1007 transcripts differentially represented between at least
two of the libraries (P ≤ 0.05).
The LongSAGE tags with a count of two or more were compared against
the current genome annotation of EnsEMBL. The analysis of LongSAGE
tags with no corresponding EnsEMBL gene lead to the identification of 1872
genes, that were not yet annotated to the genome, but represented by a
UniGene cluster. Furthermore, 2348 GeneScan predictions could be verified
with LongSAGE tags and 547 antisense genes were identified.
A analysis of publically available SAGE libraries showed that target genes
of signaling pathways other than BMP also cluster to the genome. Furthermore, the observed changes in the expression of ribosomal protein genes
in various tissues under different conditions were examined. Surprisingly,
cluster analysis showed that different tissue types had distinct profiles of
ribosomal protein gene expression.
In conclusion, the transcriptome analyses of both BMP-induced chondro-
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genesis and somitogenesis provided an insight on the molecular events during
both developmental processes. In general, multiple signaling pathways and
a variety of cellular processes are involved. Further study will clarify how
these changes in gene expression are brought about and are organized into
the concerted cellular events of chondrogenic and somitogenic differentiation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the 1970s the advent of DNA cloning technologies revolutionized developmental biology. Currently a similar revolution is taking place. As summarized in Tables 1.1 and 1.2, bulk amounts of nucleotide sequence data
is provided through the whole genome sequences of mouse [1] and human
[2, 3], the sequencing of a large set of mouse full-length transcripts [4] and
ongoing EST (expressed sequence tag) sequencing projects [5]. However, the
real challenge of the so-called ’post-genomic’ era will be to extract biological
information on a large scale from the available sequence data. This includes
annotation of genes to the genome (reviewed in [6]) and large-scale gene expression screens (reviewed in [7]), and might finally allow (in conjunction with
functional data) to model biological processes (systems biology) (reviewed in
[8]).
In 1995 a very powerful tool, Serial Analysis of Gene Expression (SAGE)
[9], was published, which is applicable for the first two tasks. Surprisingly,
SAGE was given little attention compared to its complement, DNA microarrays [10]. Both methods were published head-to-head in the same issue of
Science, and are primarily methods for large-scale gene expression analysis. However, SAGE has certain advantages over microarray techniques like
that no prior knowledge about gene sequences is required, that the data is
quantitative and that it can be applied to limited amounts of RNA. SAGE
is a sequence-based approach that identifies which genes are expressed and
quantifies their level of expression. Two basic principles underlie the SAGE
methodology (Figure 1.1): (A) Short sequence tags at the defined position
within a transcript sequence contains sufficient information to uniquely identify a transcript; (B) the concatenation of tags in a serial fashion allows for
an increased efficiency in a sequence-based analysis. With its recent improvement, LongSAGE [11], tags with the length of 21 bp are generated. Such tags
are long enough to directly be assigned to the genome (Table 1.3). Therefore,
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Table 1.1: Statistics of Human (build 161) and Mouse (build 123) UniGene
releases
Human
number of sequences
Build
161
mRNAs
111,183
HTC
78,46
EST, 3’reads
1,543,802
EST, 5’reads
2,048,480
EST, other/unknown
688,432
total sequences in clusters
4,407,974
number of clusters
sets total
108094
sets contain at least one mRNA
28,412
sets contain at least one HTC sequence
6231
sets contain at least one EST
106,580
sets contain both mRNAs and ESTs
26,952
RIKEN Fantom 1 and 2[4]
full-length mRNAs
n.a.
transcriptional units
n.a.
Statistics for number of available transcript sequences from different projects.
pressed sequence tag; HTC high throughput cDNA.

Mouse

124
54,936
54,473
1,559,727
1,617,335
235,786
3,522,257
88185
18,374
29518
86,997
17,313
60,770
33,409
EST: ex-

Table 1.2: Statistics of EnsEMBL database
EnsEMBL Version
Genome Assembly Version
EnsEMBL genes1
EnsEMBL transcripts
Current EnsEMBL releases of annotated genomes.

1

Human
Mouse
15.33.1
15.30.1
NCBI 33 NCBI 30
24,261
24,948
32,997
32,911
Not including EnsEMBL EST genes.

LongSAGE is feasible to annotate expressed genes to the genome.
In order to better understand the molecular events that control chondrogenesis and somitogenesis, I performed SAGE on a chondrogenic cell line,
ATDC5, and on somitic tissues dissected from mouse E10.5 embryos. Furthermore I performed in silico analyses of my own and publically available
SAGE and LongSAGE data.

1.1

Chondrogenesis

Appendicular and axial skeletons of higher vertebrates are formed by a multistep process called endochondral bone formation (see Figure 1.2), in which
cartilaginous rudiments are replaced by bone [12]. In the embryonic limb,

1.1 Chondrogenesis
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Figure 1.1: (A) Principle of SAGE. (B) Release of SAGE tag.
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Figure 1.2: Mesenchymal cells (A) condensate and become chondrocytes
prefiguring the bone rudiment (B). Primarily proliferating chondrocytes in the
center stop to proliferate (C) and differentiate into hypertrophic chondrocytes
surrounded by a mineralized matrix. Blood vessels invade the area of
hypertrophic chondrocytes (D) and apoptotic chondrocytes are finally replaced
by osteoblasts (E).

1.1 Chondrogenesis

Table 1.3: Theoretical mapping of SAGE/ LongSAGE tags to genes and to
genome
tag length1 (n)

complexity2

tag
uniqueness tag
uniqueness
against all genes3 4 against genome3 5
10
1.0 · 106
98.5%
0.0%
11
4.2 · 106
99.3%
0.0%
12
1.7 · 107
99.8%
0.0%
13
6.7 · 107
100.0%
0.0%
14
2.7 · 108
100.0%
0.0%
15
1.1 · 109
100.0%
0.1%
16
1.0 · 106
100.0%
16.7%
17
1.0 · 106
100.0%
64.0%
18
1.0 · 106
100.0%
89.4%
19
1.0 · 106
100.0%
97.2%
20
1.0 · 106
100.0%
99.3%
21
1.0 · 106
100.0%
99.8%
Tag uniqueness of SAGE (14 bp) and LongSAGE (21 bp) tags against genes and genomes.
A tag must be unique to be able to unambiguously assign it to its corresponding gene.
1
Including recognition site of anchoring enzyme (NlaIII, 4 bp in length). 2 Possible number
of different tags (with length n) consisting of all four bases (A,T,G and C): Complexity
C = 4n . 3 Assuming random distribution of all four bases among transcriptome/genome.
4
Assuming 30,000 genes for human and mouse genome. 5 For mouse genome (length: 2,5
Mb)

the classical experimental model used for studying chondrogenesis in vivo,
undifferentiated mesenchymal cells of somitic or lateral plate mesoderm origin with a substantial amount of filopoda and large, featureless intracellular
matrix start to condensate. Starting in the condensation centers, the cell
density and cell packing increases due to targeted cell movement (not mitosis). Rounded cells with only few filopoda, which among themselves are not
in direct contact, form many intercellular contacts of tight junctions and/or
zona occludens type, thereby shaping the first indication of the cartilage
element. At this stage, the intercellular space is extremely reduced. During midcondensation phase, the cartilage element is separated from adjacent
non-chondrogenic mesenchyme by a membrane celled perichondrium. In a
proximal-to-distal procedure, concomitant with the secretion of a characteristic granular and fibrillar extracellular matrix, cells flatten and progressively
become separated from each other (oriented in a right angle to the long
axis). These dividing cells eventually increase in size five- to tenfold and
regain a round shape. The excretion of high amounts of extracellular matrix
continues, however, the composition changes. Next to the proximal, most
advanced chondrocytes (hypertrophic chondrocytes), calcification starts at
focal sites between collagen fibrils and spreads throughout the extracellu-
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lar matrix, forming longitudinal septa with cells surrounded by mineralized
cartilage matrix. These areas of hypertrophic chondrocytes are invaded by
blood vessels and are ultimately replaced by bone cells ([13, 14, 15, 16])
Key signaling molecules and transcription factors that control the process of endochondral bone formation have been identified in the past years.
These secreted signaling molecules include members of the TGF-β superfamily, the Wnt, FGF, Hedgehog families, and parathyroid hormone related
peptide (PTHrP). A number of transcription factors of the Hox, Pax, Sox,
Runt-domain, Forkhead, and basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) families are also
implicated in endochondral bone formation. Interplays or regulatory feedback loops between theses signaling pathways and the coordinated actions
of these transcription factors are thought to play key roles in endochondral
bone formation (reviewed in [17, 18]).
Among these signaling molecules, bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs),
which are members of the TGF-β superfamily (except for BMP1), can induce
and promote the formation of cartilage and bone by recruiting mesenchymal
precursor cells when injected intramuscularly or subcutaneously into an ectopic site [19, 20]. Thus, BMPs are considered to play a pivotal role in
cartilage and bone development. BMP signaling is received by specific serine/threonine kinase receptors, which consist of two type I receptor subunits
(BMPRIA and BMPRIB) and two type II receptor subunits (BMPRII), and
is transduced to the nucleus by Smad proteins (the canonical BMP-Smad
pathway). BMP ligands as dimers bind to the type II receptor (RII), leading
to the recruitment of the type I receptor (RI). Formation of a ternary complex consisting of ligand/RII/RI results in phosphorylation of RI by RII. The
activated RI in turn phosphorylates a subgroup of Smad proteins including
Smad1, Smad5, and Smad8 (collectively called receptor-regulated Smads, or
R-Smads). Phosphorylated R-Smad can interact with Smad4 to form a complex, and this R-Smad/Smad4 complex translocates into the nucleus, where
downstream target genes of BMP signaling are either activated or repressed
by the Smad complex together with various nuclear cofactors like p300, CBP
and SNP1. BMP signaling is controlled by a number of extracellular, cytoplasmic or nuclear modulators. Aside from this canonical Smad pathway,
BMP signaling is also transduced via the MAP kinase pathway (reviewed by
[21, 22, 23, 24]).
Bmp2 and Bmp4 are expressed in mesenchymal cells prior to condensations and later in the perichondrium, with the highest level adjacent to
prehypertrophic and hypertrophic chondrocytes. Functions of BMP2 and
BMP4 during endochondral bone formation have been extensively investigated in overexpression studies, showing their involvement in the condensation phase as well as in the progression of chondrocytes to hypertrophy.

1.2 Somitogenesis
Overexpression of BMP2 or BMP4 leads to the formation of broader cartilaginous rudiments due to increased proliferation and a delay in hypertrophy
of chondrocytes [25]. Similar results have been seen by overexpression of
constitutively active forms of the type I receptors, BMPRIA or BMPRIB.
Bmpr1b is highly expressed in pre-cartilagous condensations, but not in differentiating chondrocytes, while Bmpr1a is specifically expressed in prehypertrophic chondrocytes. Accordingly, the enhanced mitosis of mesenchymal
cells prior to condensations is specifically mediated by BMPRIB, while the
delay of hypertrophic differentiation is realized by overexpressing the constitutively active form of BMPRIA, but not that of BMPRIB [26]. Inhibition
of BMP2/4 signaling by overexpression of Noggin [27], a potent antagonist of
BMPs, a dominant-negative form of BMPRIB (but not that of BMPRIA) [26]
or dominant-negative BMPRII in vitro [28] delays or inhibits chondrogenic
condensations.
The molecular mechanism of chondrogenesis has been extensively studied
in in vitro systems with either primary chondrocytes or cells from established
chondrogenic cell lines. Mouse embryonic carcinoma-derived cell line ATDC5
provides an excellent model system to study chondrogenesis in vitro. In a
long-term culture system, all steps of chondrogenic differentiation from the
pre-condensation stage to the calcified cartilage stage can be reproduced with
ATDC5 cells [29, 30]. When recombinant BMP2 or BMP4 is administered
to undifferentiated ATDC5 cells at confluency, the cells synchronously and
rapidly start to differentiate into chondrocytes [31]. Similarly, overexpression
of a constitutively active form of BMPR-IA or BMPR-IB induced chondrogenesis of ATDC5 cells [32]. Conversely, overexpression of dominant negative
forms of BMPR-IA or BMPR-IB failed to induce formation of cartilage nodules in ATDC5 cells although the formation of condensing areas was induced
[32, 31].
Despite the well-established implications of BMP signaling in chondrogenic differentiation, molecular events downstream of BMP signaling are
largely unknown.

1.2

Somitogenesis

The segmental nature of the body plan in vertebrate embryos is best represented by the metameric organization of somites. Somites are blocks of cells,
which in a strict anterior to posterior sequence periodically bud from the rostral end of two rods of unsegmented mesoderm lying laterally to either side of
the neural tube (called presomitic mesoderm in mouse and segmental plate
in avians; for convenience, the abbreviation PSM is used for both) (see Fig-
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Figure 1.3: Paraxial mesodermal cells derived from primitive streak and later
from tailbud form the presomitic mesoderm (PSM). At the anterior end of the
PSM epithelial somites bud at a constant rate. Over time, epithelial somites
differentiate into the dermatome, myotome, syndetome and sclerotome. Scanning
electron microscopy pictures courtesy of Ulrich Heinzmann.
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Table 1.4: Somitomeres in different species
Species

# somitomeres PSM/
segmental plate

# somites formed of cultured PSM/ segmental plate
with

Ref2

without tail bud/
node
11.9 ± 1.1
[36]
10.0 ± 1.5
[37]

Chick (stage 9-13)
≥ 18-20
Chick/ Jap. quail
10.0 ± 1.5
(stage 9-16)1
Jap. quail (stage 5-21
12.1 ± 1.9
pairs of somites)
Mouse E8.5
5.8 ± 0.2
6.9 ± 0.2
Mouse E9.5
6.1 ± 0.3
≥ 12.3 ± 0.6
6.4 ± 0.2
1
Numbers for chick and japanese quail combined. 2 Reference.

[38]
[39]
[39]

Table 1.5: Number of cells contained in potential somites and the newly
segmented somites of mouse embryos
Stage

Somite
I

E8.5
286 ± 29
E9.5
963 ± 5
E10.5 1203 ± 184
E11.5
1614± 178
Taken from [40].

potential somites in the presomitic mesoderm
0
311 ± 23

-I
319 ± 27

1025 ± 140
882 ± 95
1209 ± 74 1086 ± 179

-II
275 ± 40

759 ± 68
809 ± 99

-III
222 ± 19

561 ± 68
554 ± 61

1420 ± 122 1370 ± 109 1243 ± 211 672 ± 112

-IV
154 ± 15

371 ± 29
367 ± 53

486 ± 73

-V
99 ± 9

374 ± 26
270 ± 33

-VI
81 ± 8

259 ± 26

321 ± 36

ure 1.3). Cells are constantly added to the caudal end of the PSM, initially
by ingression through the primitive streak and later by cell division within
the tail bud, keeping the length and cell density of the PSM relatively constant. Nascent somites, which are formed every 90 minutes in mouse (varies
among species), are initially epithelial spheres, but progressively the ventral
part de-epithelializes and form the sclerotome. The remaining dorso-lateral
epithelial cap of cells, the dermomyotome, further becomes sub-divided into
the medial myotome and the dermatome (reviewed in [33, 34]). In addition,
a fourth compartment, the syndetome, which is derived from a dorsolateral
domain of the early sclerotome and contains progenitor of tendons, recently
was identified [35].
Even before somites form, the PSM plate is segmented into somitomeres,
units composed of loose mesenchymal cells organized into squat bilaminar
discs, separated by a deep transverse groove. Somitomeres have been observed in most species, including chick [41], mouse [42] and Japanese quail
[37], however, as shown in Table 1.4, between species they differ in number. Within a particular species, the number of somitomeres is almost constant over different developmental stages, although its length and cell number
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varies [36, 38, 39]. Explants of PSMs cultured in vitro showed, that after the
removal of the tail bud/ node, the number of somites is almost identical to
the number of somitomeres (see Table 1.4) [36, 38, 37, 39]. In vitro tissue culture also helped to narrow down the tissues, which are necessary for somite
formation. In the absence of the primitive streak, no somites are formed,
whereas ’somite centers’ (tissue lateral to and slightly caudal to Hensen’s
node, originally thought to be essential for somite formation) or the node
as well as the notochord and the neural tube are not necessary for somite
formation. However, in the absence of the node, less somites are formed (as
many somites as there are somitomeres in the PSM) [43, 44]. Removal of
axial structures and endoderm also do not affect somite formation [36]. Contrariwise, surface ectoderm is crucial for somite formation and elongation of
the PSM [45]. Reversion of the whole PSM or scrambling of the PSM within
otherwise intact embryos can be compensated and somites still form [46, 47],
but only if notochord and neural tube are not separated by a physical barrier [47]. However, the anterior-posterior polarity of the formed somite is not
overruled and corresponds to the original orientation of a somitomere within
the PSM [46]. Measurements of the mitotic activity within the tail bud/
node and the PSM showed an elevated rate of cell division within the tail
bud/ node compared to the PSM [48, 40]. Obviously, the tail bud/ node is
the major source of cells compensating the removal of cells everytime a new
pair of somites is formed. Therefore it is not surprising, that in the absence of
the tail bud/ node, no more somites are formed than there are somitomeres
in the PSM. Within the PSM, cells at the same level along the A/P axis
show cell synchrony [49], which is consistent with observations that cell cycle
inhibitors as well as heat shock leads to periodic anomal somites every 10
hours in chick embryos, which exactly corresponds to one cell cycle [50, 49],
suggesting the existence of a cyclic event underlying somitogenesis, which
is linked to the cell cyclus. These observation of a cellular oscillator are in
accordance with more recent molecular data. A variety of genes have been
identified that show a dynamic expression pattern within the PSM, recurring
everytime a new somite is being formed. This lead to the postulation of a
molecular oscillator, which is established and regulated by concerted actions
and regulatory interactions of multiple signaling pathways including those of
Notch-Delta, Wnt and FGF (reviewed in [51, 52]).
However, the precise mechanism of how the yet identified genes and its
protein interplay or function remain unclear. Furthermore, it is expected
that additional yet unknown important players may be involved.

Chapter 2
Materials and methods
2.1
2.1.1

Molecular biology methods
RNA extraction

Total RNA was prepared from ATDC5 cells harvested at various time points
of BMP4 induction by the single-step method of [53]. RNA from somitic
tissue was extracted using the Dynabead mRNA DIRECT kit from Dynal.
Somitic tissue was sonicated prior to library constraction with a microtip on
a Branson Sonifier W-450 (Branson) with settings output control = 7 and
duty cycle = 40%.

2.1.2

Cycle sequencing

Cycle sequencing was performed with the ABI PRISM BigDye Terminators
v3.0 and v3.1 Cycle Sequencing Kit (Applied Biosystems) on an ABI PRISM
3100 Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems).

2.1.3

Cell culture of ATDC5

ATDC5 cells were maintained in a medium consisting of a 1:1 mixture of
DME and Ham’s F-12 (DME/F12) medium (Flow Laboratories) containing
5% fetal bovine serum (JRH Biosciences), and ITS, i.e., 10 µg/ml bovine
insulin (Roche), 10 µg/ml human transferrin (Roche), and 3 (10−8 M sodium
selenite (Sigma), as previously described [29]. The inoculum size of the cells
was 6 (104 cells/well in 6-multiwell plates (Corning Glass) at 37C under 5%
CO2 in air. The medium was replaced every other day. For induction of
chondrogenesis, human recombinant BMP4 (R & D Systems), diluted with
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PBS containing 0.1% bovine serum albumin (Sigma), was added to ATDC5
cells at confluence.

2.1.4

Serial analysis of gene expression

SAGE and LongSAGE libraries were constructed according to the standard protocol ([9, 11] and the updated version of the protocol available at
www.sagenet.org), with some modifications according to published proposals
[54, 55, 56]. Instead of NlaIII, the isoschizomer Hsp92II (Promega) was used,
because of its advantage with stability in storage. To eliminate the possibility
of cross-contamination of ditag molecules (templates for ditag amplification)
between the different libraries, a distinct (library-specific) linker/primer combination for each library construction was used.

2.1.5

GLGI

The GLGI (Generation of longer cDNA fragments from SAGE tags for gene
identification) method was performed as described [57, 58] with the following modifications: cDNA was synthesized by using a biotinylated oligo(dT)
oligonucleotide containing a primer-binding site as described [57], and processed according to the protocol for SAGE library construction up to the
linker ligation step. Linker-ligated cDNA was used as template for amplification of fragments between SAGE tag and poly A, using a primer specific
to the oligo(dT) oligonucleotide and a tag-specific primer. The tag-specific
primer contains 10 (or whenever possible, 11) bases of the SAGE tag, the
CATG and as many bases from the linker as necessary for getting a reasonable melting temperature. Amplified fragments were gel-purified, cloned into
pCR-TOPO (Invitrogen) and sequenced.

2.1.6

Probes used for northern blot analysis and whole
mount in situ hybridization (ATDC5)

DNA fragments as specific probes corresponding to SAGE tag genes were
amplified by RT-PCR from ATDC5 RNA (either undifferentiated or induced)
with specific primer pairs listed in Table 2.1, and cloned into pCR-TOPO.
All cloned RT-PCR products were confirmed by sequencing. The probes for
Col2a1, Bmp4 and noggin were as described [31, 59].

2.1.7

Northern blot analysis

Conditions for Northern blot analysis were as described [31].

2.1 Molecular biology methods
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Table 2.1: Primer pairs: ATDC5
Tag
Gene
Forward
Reverse Size (bp)
#
D2 Vim
CAGCAATATCAGCAGCAACG
CTGGTCCACAGACGGTGG
D20 Igfbp5
TTGAAGTGAATCCACCAAGCC
TTGGATCCTGAATCAGTTACC
D21 Ptmb10
GTCTCTTGCTGCAGCAACG
TTCACAGTGCAGCTTGTGG
D26 Bgn
AATCCATGACAACCGTATCCG
TTGTTGAAGAGGCTGATGCC
D31 Actg
CTGCATCATCTTCCTCCTAGG
AAGGCAACTAACAACCGATGG
D42 Gas1
TCCAATGGACTTGGAGAAGG
TAAGACACGGGTGCAGAGG
D62 Itgp
CAAGGATCAGCCTGTTCTTACG
GTTCCTTCCAGCTGTGAGTCG
D72 Fxc1
CTTGGAGCATGGAGCAGC
CCAAGGTCCATAGAGGAGCC
D74 EST
GCTAGCTTGTACAGGTTACAGGTTGGAGAA AGATCTAATATTGAAGTCAGGCAGGTCTGT
U77 Ptn
GAGTGTGTGCGTGCCTACC
GCCTCTCTCCTCTCAGTCTGC
U78 F2rl1
TGAACATCACCACCTGTCACG
GATTGGTGCAGAGACAGACAGC
U81 Cox6c
CGTTGGTGTAGAGGACATTGG
TCATAGTTCAGGAGCGCAGG
U82 EST
GCTAGCCTAAATAAAGCAGAGAAGGCTTGG ACGCGTAAGTCCAGGTCTTTGCCTATAGTG
U84 EST
AGTTCCTGGTGGTTCCTGTAGG
CAGCATGCAGTAGACAGAAGCC
U87 EST
AGAAGGATGATGAACGTGTCC
TCCAATCATCACGACTACGC
U88 EST
GTGTGAACTCTGACAATAGCGG
GAGCGTACAGTCTATCACCTGC
U90 Sparc
ATCCATGAGAATGAGAAGCGC
AGTCGAGAAGACAGCAAGGTCC
U91 Sui-rs
GCTAGCGGAAAAGGAATCGTATCGTATGTC ACGCGTCTCAACCTGTTTAAATGAGGGACT
U92 Osf2
AAGAGAATGTTAACCAAGGACCTG
GTCACAATGTCTTTCTTGTTCACC
U94 Fn1
GCCGAATGTAGATGAGGAGG
AGTTGACACCGTTGTCATGG
U97 Pcbp2
GCTAGCAGAGAATTATCACTTTGGCTGGAC ACGCGTCCTTGAATGGTATAGGCCTCTAGA
U98 Hspa8
CAAGGCTGAGGATGAGAAGC
ATCCACCTCTTCAATGGTGG
U99 Ywhae
ATAACCTGACGCTGTGGACC
AACTGTTACCAGCACCATGC
U100 Hk1
GTGAGATTGGACTCATCGTGG
GCATGATTCTGGAGAAGTGTGG
U103 Tgfbi
GGAATCTGACGTCTCCACTGC
CAGATCTCAATATGGTGCGCC
U106 Idb3
GCCTCTTAGCCTCTTGGACG
CAGCTCTTATGCTGCCTTGG
U107 Fin14
TCTGTTCAAGCTGCGTTGAG
GTTATGGCTACACGCCAATG
U110 Vcp
ATCATTGGAGCTACCAACAGGC
CAGACTGAGGAATGGAGCAGG
U111 Atp6g1
GCTAGCCATCCAGCAGCTACTGCAGG
ACGCGTAAAAAGTGAAGGGTCCTACAACAG
U117 EST
AGAACAAGTTGAGGAACGGC
CCGTTCTAATCCTCCTGTGC
U126 Idb2
CAACATGAACGACTGCTACTCC
CATTCAACGTGTTCTCCTGG
Primer pairs used to amplify northern blot and in situ probes.

522
521
328
525
964
362
658
366
574
960
707
330
661
540
501
505
935
573
545
542
523
600
699
612
1033
623
967
680
474
555
421
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2.1.8

Quantitative real-time PCR

Quantitative Real-Time PCR was carried out using the LightCycler DNA
Master SYBR Green I kit (Roche) on a Roche LightCycler instrument.

2.1.9

Whole mount in situ hybridization

Whole mount in situ hybridization was performed as described [60].

2.2
2.2.1

Methods for experimentation on animals
Preparation of mouse embryos

C57BL6 females and males were purchased through Charles River (Germany). The day in which a vaginal plug was observed for mated females
was considered as day 0.5 of embryonic development (0.5 day post coitus
[dpc] or E0.5).

2.2.2

Microdissection

Embryos were fixed with etched tungsten needles (0.2 mm) on plates coated
with Sylgard 184 (Dow Corning). Cuts were made with surgical knifes from
Surgical Specialities Corporation (Reading).

2.3

Data processing

The following paragraphs will describe the algorithms underlying the respective programs for the data analysis. All custom programs were written in
Perl (practical extraction and report language) [61]. Non-standart APIs, that
were implemented into the programs, are listed in Table 2.2. Existing programs integrated into the own programs are listed in Table 2.4 and external
data sources are summarized in Table 2.3. For clarification, database and
database tables are highlighted (database table), as are sequences (ATGC).
Species are indicated by SPECIES (shortcut: Sp if original file contains Mm
or Hs prefix). Version numbers and dates are denoted by VERSION and DATE .
Alternation is symbolized by ’|’ and optional items are within brackets ([]).
All schemas for the database tables are given in the appendix A.

2.3 Data processing
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Table 2.2: Bioinformatics Perl APIs utilized

name
version reference
BioPerl
1.2.1
[62]
EnsEMBL
13
[63]
GO
n.a.
[64]
Additionally, a large number of non-bioinformatics Perl APIs were downloaded from the
Comprehensive Perl Archive Network (www.cpan.org).

Table 2.3: Version/ date of datasets utilized
name
EnsEMBL
GO
InterPro
MGD
GXD
UniGene
1
Human and 2 mouse.

version/date
13
Aug 2003
7.0
Sep 19th 2003
Sep 19th 2003
Builds 1611 / 1232

reference
[63]
[64]
[65]
[66]
[67]
[68]

Table 2.4: Locally installed bioinformatics tools utilized
name
blastz
NCBI BLAST
MegaBLAST
phred
InterProScan

version/date
May 14th, 2003
2.2.6
2.2.6
0.020425.c
3.2

reference
[69]
[70]
[71]
[72]
[73]
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2.3.1

SAGE tag assignment

SAGE First, a database table is constructed comprising of all sequences
within a UniGene release containing the 3’ end of the transcript (3prime unigene VERSION | fantomVERSION , database SPECIES master). Starting with
the non-redundant UniGene sequences (file Sp.seq.all), all cDNAs annotated as being full-length (description line contains ’full-length enriched’,
’complete cds’ or ’RIKEN cDNA riken clone id gene’) are taken, as well as
3’ ESTs containing at least either a polyadenylation signal1 or a polyadenylation tail2 . 5’ ESTs as well as partial cDNAs are only considered if they
contain both polyadenylation signal and tail. Sequences with wrong orientations containing polyadenylation signal and tail3 at the beginning of the
sequence in reverse-complement orientation are changed to 5’ to 3’ orientation. All filtered sequences, which now can be considered as both containing
the 3’ end of the transcript as well as being in 5’ to 3’ orientation are written
into the database table. Furthermore, the sequences are linked to the RIKEN
Fantom2.0 Representative Transcript units (RTS) by MegaBlast. From all
sequences4 , the 3’ most CATG (last CATG before poly(A) tail) is identified
and the 10 bases5 downstream are extracted6 . The sequence of each kind
of tag together with the relative abundance7 within a UniGene cluster for
both full-length cDNAs as well as ESTs is written to another database table
(map TAGLENGTH unigene VERSION , database SPECIES mapping). For the
final tag assignment only entries with at least one cDNA or with a relative
abundance of at least 10% of the 3’ ESTs are retrieved from the table.
LongSAGE Initially, all tags are loaded in a master table, called tags
(database SPECIES longSAGEmapping VERSION ). For each tag, every ap1
within 50 bp to the end of the sequence; in addition to the canonical polyadenylation signals (AATAAA and ATTAAA) [74], four additional polyadenylation signals
(AATTA,AATAAT,CATAAA, AGTAAA), occurring with a frequency between 5.7 and
8.4% [75] in Human, are used.
2
3’ ESTs from RIKEN are only deposited to GenBank if they contain a poly(A) tail,
although the poly(A) tail has been removed before submission.
3
Unless otherwise specified for the particular sequence, the correct orientation 5’ to 3’
(default) has to be assumed. An alignment against other members of the same UniGene
cluster is not appropriate, since due to the UniGene algorithm (uses MegaBLAST[71]),
the same UniGene cluster potentially also contains antisense transcripts.
4
for RIKEN ESTs, poly(A) tail is artificially added.
5
or 11, if 11th base is also considered.
6
sequences without CATG are ignored.
7
frequency of particular tag divided by total number of 3’ sequences within UniGene
cluster, from which the tag can be derived.

2.3 Data processing
pearance in the EnsEMBL genomic sequence8 (hereafter called ’Genome hit’)
is written to genome hits. All EnsEMBL genes and EST genes spanning
the Genome hit are stored in genome hit transcripts. The databases are
linked through its unique identifers (e.g. tags.id = genome hits.tags id;
genome hits.id = genome hits transcripts.id). In addition, mappings
to UniGene (’UniGene hits’) are retrieved from map 17 unigene VERSION 9 ,
if the LongSAGE tag can be derived from at least one cDNA or 10% of
the 3’ ESTs, and written to unigene hits. The representative sequence of
each UniGene hit is compared against all EnsEMBL transcripts (genes and
EST genes) using BLAST and the highest scoring hit with at least 92% percent identity over at least 250 bp10 is taken as EnsEMBL gene/ EST gene
corresponding to the particular UniGene cluster. To take the redundancy
of EnsEMBL genes and EST genes into account, all other genes and EST
genes, whose annotated position on the genome overlaps with the corresponding EnsEMBL gene/ EST gene and also possess a percent identity of at least
92% percent identity over at least 250 bp, are together with the corresponding gene/ EST gene written to unigene hit transcripts. Again, the tables
are linked thorough its unique identifers (tags.id = unigene hits.tags id;
unigene hits.id = unigene hits transcripts.id). Genome hits and UniGene hits are merged, if at least one EnsEMBL gene or EST gene in genome hits transcripts and unigene hits transcripts are identical. It
should be noted, that in this way, multiple UniGene hits could be assigned
to a single Genome hit, but never multiple Genome Hits to the same UniGene hit. For each tag, its mapping Genome hits and/ or UniGene hits are
written to hits. Multiple Genome hits, multiple UniGene hits that can not
be merged to a single Genome hit as well as non-merged Genome hits and
UniGene hits result in multiple ’Hits’ (multiple entries in hits).
LongSAGE evaluation based upon ESTs aligned to the genome
For each single Genome hit, all ESTs significantly aligning to the corresponding chromosomal position (all included in EnsEMBL table dna align feature with ≥ 92% percent identity) are stored in genome hit ests. Next,
the sequences of all hitting ESTs (temporarily stored in genome hit est sequences) are analyzed for sequence homology using BLAST against all En8

all possible SAGEtags (17 bp downstream of any CATG on both strands) in the
genome are initially extracted and written to table map 17 genome VERSION .
9
generated as described for SAGE tag assignment, with the exception that tags are 17
bp long.
10
empirical values according to [76]; due to the presence of alternative splice or
polyadenylation forms, polymorphisms or sequencing errors (of both genomic and transcript sequence), the alignment of an EST to its transcript is not always 100%.
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sEMBL gene and EST gene transcript sequences. According to the results
the LongSAGE tags are categorized (stored in table est mapping) into (1)
EnsEMBL transcript(s) plus aligned EST(s), (2) EnsEMBL transcript(s)
without aligned EST(s), (3) aligned EST(s) with homologous EnsEMBL
transcript maximally 10000 bp upstream (3’ UTR is not completely annotated to EnsEMBL), (4) aligned EST(s) with exons of homologous EnsEMBL transcript flanking Genome hit (not annotated Intron), (5) aligned
EST(s) with homologous EnsEMBL transcript in opposite orientation (antisense transcript), (6) aligned EST(s) without homologous EnsEMBL transcript in vicinity (putative novel gene) as well as (7) Genome hits without
any hit.
Verification of GeneScan prediction by LongSAGE tags All Genome
hits without a mapping EnsEMBL gene are analyzed for cDNAs predicted
by GeneScan to the corresponding chromosomal position.

2.3.2

Statistical analysis

For statistical evaluation of SAGE counts, the method described by Audic
and Claverie [77, 78] was used.

2.3.3

Virtual subtraction

After loading all publically available SAGE data into separate tables within
database SAGE data, a project NAME database table (database SAGE project) containing tag and tag-per-million counts for all tags of the two ATDC5
libraries as well as the libraries to be ’subtracted’ against is created (column
names are preceeded by ’vs ’). Then, the tags exclusively observed in the
ATDC5 libraries compared to all or to subsets of the publically available
SAGE libraries are determined by selective queries against the database.

2.3.4

Link of mouse SAGE tags Mouse Genome Informatics

For Mouse, the Mouse Genome Informatics (MGI) Marker ID [66] is used as
a primary ID. UniGene IDs as well as EnsEMBL genes and EST genes11 are
linked to MGI Marker ID (according to entries in the file MRK Sequence.rpt
(MGI) (written to table link mgd DATE in database SPECIES master)).
11

MarkerSymbol in table dbxref returns the official gene symbol; not all EnsEMBL genes
and EST genes have an gene symbol associated.

2.3 Data processing

2.3.5

automated annotation of LongSAGE tags

GeneOntology GeneOntoloty (GO) [64, 79] annotations are directly retrieved from a local copy of the complete core GeneOntology MySQL database.
They are linked to the according genes (LongSAGE tags) through the MGI
Marker ID.
InterProScan Initially, every SAGE tag to be analyzed is written to a
database table (annotation in database SPECIES longSAGEannotationVERSION ) and only tags with single hits in SPECIES longSAGEannotationVERSION are further processed. Also tags with no hit, but have only one
Genome hit with an associated GeneScan prediction including the LongSAGE
tag are taken. For all mappings, that have an EnsEMBL gene12 associated,
analysis results using InterProScan [73] against Pfam [80], Prosite [81] and
Prints [82] that are provided through EnsEMBL are retrieved and stored
into table go similarity. For all other tags, the cDNA sequence(s) 13 of its
corresponding gene is analyzed in all three frames, but only in sense orientation14 by InterProScan [73] against Pfam [80], Prosite [81] and Prints [82].
The output is parsed and the database ID for each significant hit to the three
databases is written into table go similarity. This original database ID can
now be linked to GeneOntology terms using the files PROTEIN DATABASE 2go,
loaded into tables PROTEIN DATABASE 2go.

2.3.6

Chromosomal localization of differentially expressed
SAGE tags

First, a database table is created, containing a non-redundant list of EnsEMBL genes, EST genes and GeneScan predictions (cluster2chromosomeensembl VERSION unigene VERSION ). Because of the overlap between EnsEMBL genes and EnsEMBL EST genes15 , and since most of the EnsEMBL
12

are annotated based upon protein sequences.
the sequence is retrieved in the following with the following ranking (if not available,
the next lower ranked source is used): EnsEMBL ESTgene associated with mapping: all of
its transcript sequences are used; MGI ID: all GenBank entries (sequence EMBL) provided
through MGI (entries in link mgd DATE in database SPECIES master); UniGene ID(s):
representative sequence (from sequence unigene unique buildVERSION ); GeneScan prediction: sequence of prediction.
14
orientation is specified by LongSAGE tag; in case of multiple cDNAs for a single tag,
identical protein sequences generated by translation are removed.
15
EnsEMBL genes are solely annotated based upon protein sequences from the same or
other species, and EST genes are based upon cDNA and EST sequences [63].
13
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genes and EST genes are at least partially also predicted by GeneScan, EnsEMBL ESTgenes are only considered if they do not overlap with EnsEMBL
genes, and GeneScan predictions only if no overlap to EnsEMBL genes and
EST genes is detectable. Therefore the table is initialized with all EnsEMBL
genes mapped to the genome. In a next step, EnsEMBL EST genes are
compared against the genes in the table. If no EnsEMBL gene(s) spatially
overlap with the EnsEMBL EST gene16 , the EnsEMBL EST gene is directly written to the table. Whenever an overlap exists, all overlapping
transcripts of both EnsEMBL gene(s) and EnsEMBL EST gene(s), which
are annotated to the same genomic strand, are compared against each other
by BLAST (bl2seq). If any combination of transcripts give rise to a significant hit (1e-30 or lower over at least 250 bp17 ), both EnsEMBL gene and
EnsEMBL EST gene are considered to represent the same gene. Otherwise,
the EnsEMBL EST gene is written to the table. GeneScan predictions are
compared to both EnsEMBL genes and EnsEMBL EST genes in the same
way and only written if there is no overlap to any of them. Next, a BLAST
database with all transcripts for the written EnsEMBL genes, EST genes and
GeneScan predictions is generated(formatdb). It is queried (blastn) with
all representative UniGene sequences (file Xx.seq.uniq, previously loaded
into table unigene sequence unique VERSION ). For each UniGene cluster,
the best hit is identified (at least 92% identity identity over a length of at
least 250 bp18 ; a ranking of EnsEMBL gene - EnsEMBL EST gene - GeneScan prediction is applied, meaning that hits to EnsEMBL EST genes are
only considered if there is no hit matching those criteria to any EnsEMBL
gene, and hits to GeneScan predictions, only if no EnsEMBL gene or EST
gene hits to the UniGene cluster). It should be noted, that for one entry in the database multiple hits to UniGene are possible, but a UniGene
cluster is never assigned to more than one gene. Next, for every entry in
cluster2chromosome ensembl VERSION unigene VERSION in ascending order on each chromosome, all possible tag sequences mapping to the associated
UniGene cluster(s)19 are retrieved from map 10 unigene VERSION | fantomVERSION 20 . For each of the SAGE tags, the counts in the two libraries analyzed are retrieved and analyzed for being significantly differentially ex-

16

start and end of both do not overlap.
or, if the queried sequence is shorter (over the whole queried sequence).
18
Although UniGene cluster and a different very homologous gene might have a percent
identity higher than 92%, the score for the right gene is higher and is therefore considered.
19
multiple UniGene cluster could represent the same gene and are thus mapped to one
EnsEMBL gene, EST gene or prediction.
20
tags mapping to more than one UniGene clusters are not considered.
17

2.3 Data processing
pressed21 . Whenever two or more tags corresponding to EnsEMBL gene(s),
EST gene(s) and/or GeneScan prediction(s) within an interval of up to 1
Mb are significantly differentially expressed, the interval is analyzed (see ).
Intervals might be extended, if the next EnsEMBL gene, EST gene or prediction with significantly differentially expressed tag(s) is localized less than
1 Mb downstream. All intervals are dumped to a separate file.

2.3.7

Analysis of syntenic regions between mouse and
human

Each interval, defined by the two most distance of the outermost two genes,
is extended by additional 10,000 bp. For the whole sequence, all ’syntenic’
blocks22 for the other species (Human, if interval is from mouse, or vice versa)
are retrieved from the EnsEMBL ensembl-compara database. The blocks are
separately analyzed for both species by ordering all blocks and analyzing the
length of non-conserved gaps in between. If not all blocks for the second
species are on the same chromosome, or if a non-conserved gap in between
conserved blocks is longer than 50 kb23 , the analysis is stopped. Then, both
chromosomal fragments are compared against each other by blastz to identify conserved non-coding sequences (CNS) (at least 70 percent identity over
at least 100 bp). Additionally, the percentage of genes with an orthologue
in the other species (by reciprocal BLAST analysis of protein sequences) is
measured. Conserved (within CNS of both mouse and human) and nonconserved binding sites are identified by the DNA motifs listed in Table 2.5.
All features retrieved in this way are plotted to two separate pictures (one
for the genomic fragment in each species) and manually evaluated to decide
whether conserved synteny applies to both genomic fragments.
21
thus, a gene would still be considered as being differentially expressed, when one transcript form (resulting in one particular SAGE tag) is statistically differentially expressed,
even if the sum of all tags mapped to this particular EnsEMBL gene, EST gene or prediction are not; multiple differentially expressed transcripts for one gene are also possible.
22
Blocks are generated by reciprocal BLAST analysis are called syntenic in the ensembl
API. However, strictly speaking, without subsequent analysis the blocks itself can not be
considered as syntenic, since they are too short; also, the presence (but not necessarily
same order) of multiple genes genes and other features is required for conserved synteny
(see [83] for a definition of ’conserved segment’ and ’conserved synteny’).
23
the maximum allowed gap is rather big. However, since the genomic DNA has been
masked for repeats prior to reciprocal BLAST (blastz) analysis, large gaps could be
introduced in this way. However, break points are avoided by disallowing hits to other
chromosomes or other regions within the same chromosome.
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Table 2.5: Consensus sequences for downstream DNA binding sites of Shh,
cJUN, TGF-β and cMYC pathways
Factor
Shh
GLI1
TGF-β
Smad3
Smad4
cJUN
AP1
CRE-binding protein1/cJUN heterodimer
cMYC
cMYC/MAX heterodimer

2.3.8

Binding motif

Reference

GACCNCCCA

[84]

GTCTGG
GTCTMGNC

[85]
[85]

TGASTCA
TGACGTYA

[86, 87]
[88]

CACGTG

(reviewed in [89])

House-keeping genes

From a project (see section ’virtual subtraction’) database table (database
SAGE project) containing all SAGE libraries with more than 50,000 tags
(normalized to tags-per-million values), tags are determined that are present
within every single library and mean as well as standard deviation are calculated. As a measure for the smallest changes over all libraries, the ratio of
mean and standard deviation is used (the ratio is indirectly proportional to
the gene expression change over the libraries).

2.3.9

Clustering of ribosomal protein genes

For all mapped human ribosomal and human mitochondrial ribosomal genes
mapped in [90, 91, 92] the corresponding human EnsEMBL stable ID is
retrieved through EnsMart (using GenBank accession IDs provided in the
paper), as well as the syntenic mouse orthologue (EnsEMBL stable ID). If
the clone with the GenBank accession ID is not mapped to EnsEMBL, the
sequence is manually searched by BLAST against the genomic sequences. If
the mouse orthologue can not be automatically determined, it is manually retrieved from the syntenic mouse chromosomal fragment. All obtained mouse
genes are confirmed by (if available) mapping data within the Mouse Genome
Informatics database. For all transcripts of the determined EnsEMBL genes
(in both species) any UniGene cluster with sequence homology of at least 92%
percent identity over at least 250 bp (if one UniGene cluster hits to multiple
ribosomal protein genes, only that with the highest product of percent identity and hit length is used) are taken, and all single-hit reliable SAGE tags
are written to a project table. A dataframe with the counts for all tags
mapping to every ribosomal protein gene (normalized to tags-per-million) is

2.3 Data processing
applied to hierarchical clustering (euclidian distance) using R[93].
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Chapter 3
Results
3.1

Tag to gene mapping

To evaluate SAGE data (in the following paragraphs, the term SAGE will
be - unless otherwise specified - used for both SAGE and LongSAGE), each
single tag has to be assigned to the transcript it has been experimentally
extracted from (see Figure 3.1 A). Like during the experimental procedure,
the 3’ most CATG of a transcript sequence is identified and the 10 or 17
nucleotides downstream are taken as the SAGE or LongSAGE tag. It is
crucial to extract the SAGE tag from the 3’ most CATG. Using the sequence
downstream of any other CATG would lead to the wrong assignment of a
completely different tag to the particular gene. It should be noted, that if a
gene is alternatively spliced or polyadenylated, different could be extracted
from a single gene (see Figure 3.1 B). This assignment of a SAGE tag to a
gene will subsequently be called ’mapping’.

3.1.1

Mappings against transcript sequences (UniGene)

Prior to extracting the SAGE tag from any sequence within the UniGene
dataset, the sequences were parsed for containing the 3’ end of the particular
transcript. By an algorithm analyzing poly(A) signals and tails, explained
in detail in the section Materials and methods, those sequences that do not
reliably contain the 3’ end of the sequence were disposed. After extracting the SAGE tags from the remaining sequences of each UniGene cluster,
SAGE tags are only taken as reliable if they either occur in a full-length
cDNA sequences or in at least 10% of the ESTs within one UniGene cluster. By this compromise, most of the artificial SAGE tags derived due to
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A
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT

1
61
121
181
241
301
361
421
481
541
601
661
721
781
841
901
961
1021
1081
1141
1201
1261
1321
1381
1441
1501

aggtaatcca
tccagcaagt
tttctgtcaa
agtcctgcta
cgccgagatt
ggacttcgag
gagcgccgtc
ggaggaagag
caacactgtg
gagctctgct
ctcggcagag
cttccaccgt
cctcatcaca
tttcgatgtg
ggccattgag
cagccgatcg
ttttggccat
gcatcaccca
ggacttcagt
ctactgccat
cattgtgcag
cactgaactg
aaattatcag
ggcggacaca
cacctacaca
aaaaaaaaaa

ttccgtagtg
ttgttcaaga
gacaccatga
ggaggcgcga
cagggccacg
gcgacacttc
attccggatt
cagagccagg
aggagtttcc
tttcgtttcc
ctccggctct
ataaacattt
cgactactgg
agccctgcag
gtgactcacc
ttacctcaag
gatggccggg
cagcggtcca
gacgtgggct
ggggactgtc
accctagtca
agtgccattt
gagatggtgg
cacacacaca
taccacacaa
aaaaaaaaaa

ccattcggag
ttggctccca
ttcctggtaa
gccatgctag
cgggaggacg
tacagatgtt
acatgaggga
gaaccgggct
atcacgaaga
tcttcaacct
ttcgggagca
atgaggttat
acaccagact
tccttcgctg
tccaccagac
ggagtggaga
gccatacctt
ggaagaagaa
ggaatgattg
cctttccact
actctgttaa
ccatgttgta
tagaggggtg
cacacacaca
actgcttccc
aaaaa

cgacgcactg
agaatcatgg
ccgaatgctg
tttgatacct
ccgctcaggg
tgggctgcgc
tctttaccgg
tgagtacccg
acatctggag
cagcagcatc
ggtggaccag
gaagccccca
agtccatcac
gacccgggaa
acggacccac
ttgggcccaa
gacccgcagg
taagaactgc
gattgtggcc
ggctgatcac
ttctagtatc
cctggatgag
tggatgccgc
cacacacaca
tatagctgga

ccgcagcttc
actgttatta
atggtcgttt
gagaccggga
cagagccatg
cgccgtccgc
ctccagtctg
gagcgtcccg
aacatcccag
ccagaaaatg
ggccctgact
gcagaaatgg
aatgtgacac
aagcaaccca
cagggccagc
ctccggcccc
agggccaaac
cgtcgccatt
ccacccggct
ctcaactcaa
cctaaggcct
tatgacaagg
tgagatcagg
cacacacgtt
cttttatctt

tctgagcctt
tatgccttgt
tattatgcca
agaaaaaagt
agctcctgcg
agcctagcaa
gggaggagga
ccagccgagc
ggaccagtga
aggtgatctc
gggaacaggg
ttcctggaca
ggtgggaaac
attatgggct
atgtcagaat
tcctggtcac
gtagtcccaa
cactatacgt
accaggcctt
ccaaccatgc
gttgtgtccc
tggtgttgaa
cagtccggag
cccattcaac
aaaaaaaaaa

B

Figure 3.1: (A) Since the Linker is ligated to the 3’ most CATG and the 10 or 17
bp downstream are excised, concatenated and finally sequenced, the last CATG
(5’-3’ orientation) before the poly(A) tail within a transcript sequence (e.g. from
GenBank) is identified and the 10 to 17 bp downstream are extracted. (B)
Examples for hypothetical genes with alternative transcript sequences, that lead
to alternative SAGE tags due to (top) alternative polyadenylation or (bottom)
alternative splicing. Red: CATG, blue: SAGE tag.

3.1 Tag to gene mapping
sequencing errors within the underlying sequence were discarded1 , whereas
SAGE tags of alternative polyadenylation or splice isoforms that make up at
least ten percent of all sequenced transcripts were recorded. Columns two
and six in Table 3.1 summarize in how many cases a reliable SAGE tag is
assigned to only one or multiple UniGene clusters. Compared to the theoretical considerations in Table 1.3, the number of SAGE tags (11% in human
and 14% in mouse) that can not uniquely be assigned to a single UniGene
cluster, is higher. Like expected, this numbers are reduced by the use of
LongSAGE (2% in human and 3% in mouse), but still in some cases a tag
can not unambiguously be assigned to a single gene. As shown in the graphs
of Figure 4.1 (a), the assignment without a pre-selection for 3’ sequences
provided through SAGEmap [94, 68] are less useful. In this way, more SAGE
(38% in human and 18% in mouse) as well as LongSAGE (55%/ 53%) tags
are not grasped. Also the number of multiple hits is increased (human: 5%
to 18% mouse: 11% to 18%), whereas in this respect no differences can be
observed for LongSAGE tags.

3.1.2

Mappings against genomic sequence (EnsEMBL)

As shown in columns three and seven of Table 3.1, only 69% of the human
and 57% of the mouse LongSAGE tags extracted from the corresponding
UniGene releases were detected exactly once in the genomic sequence. This
is considerably less than expected based upon theoretical considerations summarized in Table 1.3. 24 % of the human and 38% of the mouse LongSAGE
tags are not found in the whole genome sequence, whereas of the remaining
ones (7% in human and 5% in mouse), most hit twice to the genome. If only
those hits to the genome are considered, to which a gene has been annotated
through EnsEMBL2 , the number of multiple hits decreased to around 1% in
both species. On the other hand, for the majority of LongSAGE tags with a
single hit to the genome no gene could be reliably assigned to, leaving 71%
of the human and 78% of the mouse LongSAGE tags without any mapping
in this strategy.
1

EST sequences are single-pass reads, with error rates up to 1-3% [94, 95], and are often
contaminated by genomic sequences as well as by unspliced introns [95]; a sequencing error
of 1% suggests that 10% of the SAGE tags extracted from EST sequences contain at least
one sequence error: calculated with a binomial probability distribution, the probability of
having no sequencing error (0.99 for each base) within 10 bases is 1−(0.99) 10 = 0.096 ≈ 0.1.
2
at least one transcript sequence of the gene has to contain the LongSAGE tag, even if
it is not derived from the 3’ most CATG: If the hit is unique to the genome, the LongSAGE
tag is most likely from this particular gene, but derived from a not annotated transcript
isoform.
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Table 3.1: Statistics of different SAGE and LongSAGE mappings
UniGene1

Human
Genome2
Combined UniGene3
Raw
W.
seq.5
gene6

Mouse
Genome4
Combined
Raw
W.
seq.5
gene6

SAGE
0 hit
0%7
0%7
1 hit
89%
86%
2 hits
9%
11%
3%
3-5 hits
2%
6-10 hits
<1%
<1%
> 10 hits
<1%
<1%
LongSAGE
0 hit
0%7
24%
71%
0%
0%7
38%
78%
0%
1 hit
98%
69%
28%
89%
97%
57%
22%
94%
2 hits
2%
4%
1%
5%
2%
3%
1%
4%
3-5 hits
<0.1%
2% <0.1%
1%
<0.1%
1% <0.1%
1%
6-10 hits
<0.1% <0.1% <0.1% <0.1%
<0.1% <0.1% <0.1% <0.1%
> 10 hits
<0.1% <0.1% <0.1% <0.1%
<0.1% <0.1% <0.1% <0.1%
SAGE and LongSAGE tags analyzed are those extracted from the particular UniGene
releases that are considered to be ’reliable’ (see Materials and Methods), 7 therefore all
tags must hit at least to one UniGene cluster. UniGene builds 1 161 and 3 123, Assemblies
2
NCBI33 and 4 NCBI30. 5 Raw sequence: Any hit against genome. 6 Only hits against
genome with gene annotated to it.

3.1 Tag to gene mapping

3.1.3

Combination of UniGene and EnsEMBL mappings

In order to get the best possible tag-to-gene assignment, both previously described mappings were combined, as illustrated in Figure 3.2. With the two
approaches described above, for each LongSAGE tag the corresponding UniGene cluster (hereafter called ’UniGene hit’3 ) and the accordant hit to the
genome (together with the gene(s) annotated to it; ’Genome hit’4 ) were identified. To merge both mappings, EnsEMBL genes5 linked to both UniGene
hit and Genome hit will be used as the bench mark to determine whether
both correspond to the same gene. Only Genome hits with a gene associated
were used. For the identification of the EnsEMBL gene corresponding to
a UniGene entry, all UniGene clusters were queried for sequence homology
(using BLAST) against all EnsEMBL transcript sequences6 . The EnsEMBL
gene with the highest sequence similarity7 to the UniGene cluster is taken as
being identical. Since the EnsEMBL genome database contains redundant
entries8 , all genes with an overlapping chromosomal localization to the gene
identified as being identical to the UniGene hit are also considered, if its
sequence similarity to the UniGene cluster is above the threshold and it also
contains the LongSAGE tag. Next all Genome hits and UniGene hits for a
particular LongSAGE tag were compared, and a Genome hit and a UniGene
hit were taken as identical, if at least one of the associated EnsEMBL genes
overlapped.
Not all LongSAGE tags were found only once within the genome and/ or
derived from only one UniGene cluster. Figure 3.3 gives an overview, how
3
in case of multiple mapping UniGene clusters, each UniGene cluster is considered as
an independent UniGene hit.
4
in case of multiple hits to the genome, each hit together with the gene(s) annotated
to it is treated as a independent Genome hit.
5
this mapping does not discriminate between EnsEMBL genes and EnsEMBL EST
genes; therefore, for simplicity, the term ’gene’ used in this paraph will account for both.
6
one gene could have multiple transcripts, due to alternative splicing of polyadenylation.
7
above a certain threshold: The threshold is critical, since a too low cutoff could
result in a miss-assignment to a wrong gene with high sequence homology. But due to
sequencing errors or alternative transcript forms, the alignment between UniGene sequence
and EnsEMBL transcript sequence (is derived from the genomic sequence) for the same
gene will not always be 100%. Since only the best hit for a UniGene cluster is used,
as long as the corresponding gene is annotated to EnsEMBL, the UniGene cluster will
always be assigned to its corresponding gene. Please note, that one EnsEMBL gene could
be associated to multiple UniGene clusters, but every UniGene cluster is only assigned to
a single EnsEMBL gene.
8
EnsEMBL genes (genes supported by protein sequence of same or other species) and
EST genes (supported by cDNA or EST transcript sequences) often overlap.
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LongSAGE tag

Genome hit

UniGene hit
BLAST UniGene sequence
against ALL EnsEMBL
genes (transcripts)

ALL EnsEMBL genes
annotated to the
chromosomal position
of the LongSAGE tag

EnsEMBL gene

best hit

Highly similar EnsEMBL
genes annotated to the same
chromosomal position

EnsEMBL gene

EnsEMBL gene

EnsEMBL gene

EnsEMBL gene

Join both if at least one EnsEMBL
gene is common to Genome hit
and UniGene hit

hit
Figure 3.2: Strategy used to merge Genome hits and UniGene hits. First
EnsEMBL genes associated to Genome and UniGene hits are identified. If at
least one gene is common to both, hits are considered to be identical.
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LongSAGE tag

Genome hit

LongSAGE tag

UniGene hit

Genome hit

EnsEMBL gene

EnsEMBL gene

EnsEMBL gene

EnsEMBL gene

EnsEMBL gene

EnsEMBL gene

LongSAGE tag

UniGene hit

UniGene hit

EnsEMBL gene

EnsEMBL gene

EnsEMBL gene

EnsEMBL gene

EnsEMBL gene

EnsEMBL gene

Genome hit

UniGene hit

EnsEMBL gene

EnsEMBL gene

EnsEMBL gene

EnsEMBL gene

hit

hit

LongSAGE tag

LongSAGE tag

LongSAGE tag

UniGene hit

Genome hit

Genome hit

UniGene hit

EnsEMBL gene

EnsEMBL gene

EnsEMBL gene

EnsEMBL gene

EnsEMBL gene

hit

Genome hit

EnsEMBL gene

EnsEMBL gene

EnsEMBL gene

EnsEMBL gene

EnsEMBL gene

EnsEMBL gene

EnsEMBL gene

UniGene hit

UniGene hit

EnsEMBL gene

EnsEMBL gene

EnsEMBL gene

EnsEMBL gene

EnsEMBL gene

EnsEMBL gene

hit

EnsEMBL gene

EnsEMBL gene

hit

Genome hit

EnsEMBL gene

Genome hit

EnsEMBL gene

hit

Figure 3.3: Examples showing hypothetical cases in which one LongSAGE tag
gives rise to a single (top) or multiple (bottom) hits. Identical EnsEMBL genes
(genes as well as EST genes; for simplicity, only EnsEMBL gene is written into
the boxes) are drawn with the same color. If one LongSAGE tag is found in the
genome two times or mapped to UniGene two times, two Genome hit or two
UniGene hit boxes are drawn. See text for details.
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Table 3.2: Genome annotation by verification of EST alignments with
LongSAGE tags
all
unique hits only
total
13127
antisense gene
805
547
new intron for existing gene
2
0
extension of 3’ UTR of existing gene
371
260
novel
2595
1827
Result of genome annotation based upon combining a LongSAGE hit and ESTs aligned to
the chromosomal position. All LongSAGE tags with a count of two or more in all somite
LongSAGE libraries were analyzed.

multiple Genome hits and/or multiple UniGene hits were dealt with. Like
LongSAGE tags with single Genome and UniGene hits, that share at least
one EnsEMBL gene or EST gene (top left), LongSAGE tags with a single
Genome hit and multiple UniGene hits having at least one EnsEMBL gene
or EST gene in common (top middle), were treated as a single hit, since
the different UniGene clusters should correspond to the same gene. Genome
hits with no gene annotated to the position of the LongSAGE tags were not
considered (top right). On the other hand, if none of the EnsEMBL genes
linked to the Genome hit was identical to the UniGene hit derived from the
LongSAGE tag (bottom left), both were taken as being different. Whenever
two or more different Genome hits with an associated EnsEMBL gene were
found for one LongSAGE tags (bottom middle), or if two UniGene hits were
linked to different EnsEMBL genes (bottom right), all hits were treated as
being independent. Not all single-hit LongSAGE tags were mapped to both
to EnsEMBL and UniGene. UniGene clusters without a significant BLAST
hit against at least one EnsEMBL gene were taken as being different from
any other Genome hit. The numbers in Table 3.3 almost do not change
(slightly worsen due to more multiple hits) by this strategy (columns five and
nine) compared to the UniGene mappings, since only LongSAGE tags with
a reliable mapping to UniGene were used. When analyzing the LongSAGE
tags generated by the LongSAGE analysis of somitogenesis (Table 3.15), the
number of no-hits could be decreased in all abundance classes.

3.1.4

Gene annotations based upon aligned ESTs and
GeneScan predictions

Due to the fact that many unique hits of LongSAGE tags to the genome are
not associated to a EnsEMBL gene, a different approach was used. As it will
be discussed below, the homology-based assignment (e.g. by BLAST) of ESTs

3.1 Tag to gene mapping

Table 3.3: Genome annotation by verification of GeneScan predictions by
LongSAGE tags
total
13127
UniGene hit, no Genome hit
651
no UniGene hit, no Genome hit
2348
GeneScan predictions verified by LongSAGE tags. GeneScan predictions are only listed if
only a single GeneScan prediction is associated to a particular LongSAGE tag.

to a chromosomal position, and thereby to its genomic locus, is the most
difficult task of genome annotation. Here, the uniqueness of the LongSAGE
tag within the whole genome was taken to definitely associate ESTs to the
particular chromosomal position. All ESTs containing the LongSAGE tag
that could be aligned to this position on the chromosome9 were considered
as representing the gene. As shown in Table 3.2, in this way 1827 genes,
that are not represented in EnsEMBL, could be annotated to the genome.
Furthermore, by extending the 3’ UTR, which originally was not annotated to
EnsEMBL, 360 additional LongSAGE tags could be assigned to a EnsEMBL
gene. In addition, 547 cases were identified, in which the LongSAGE tag
proved the existence of a yet unknown antisense gene.
Furthermore, for the chromosomal positions to which a LongSAGE tag
mapped, genes were predicted by GeneScan [96]. If a predicted cDNA overlapped with the LongSAGE tag, the predicted gene was considered to be
a real gene (Table 3.3). For 651 cases, the newly annotated gene was represented within the UniGene dataset. In addition, 2348 novel genes not
represented in the UniGene database could be annotated to the genome.

3.1.5

Assignment of SAGE tags to genomic sequence

SAGE tags are too short to be unambiguously assigned to genomic sequence
(see Table 3.1). Thus an indirect approach was used and the UniGene cluster(s) mapped to every SAGE tag were located to its corresponding genomic
sequence. In principle, such a link between UniGene and EnsEMBL genes is
available through LocusLink [97, 68], but this is only the case for a fraction
of all genes annotated through EnsEMBL (see Table 3.4). Therefore, a own
algorithm was developed. Due to the exon-intron structure of eukaryotic
genes, transcript sequences can not be directly queried against the genome
by homology search programs (see Discussion). Thence the assignment of
UniGene transcript sequences is solely generated by sequence similarity to
9

≥ 92% percent identity
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Table 3.4: UniGene clusters assigned to EnsEMBL genes
number of human UniGene
clusters linked
15,602
23,825
18,040
3415

number of mouse
UniGene clusters linked
12,812
21,231
18,451
2267

LocusLink - total
UniGene clusters mapped in this study - total
EnsEMBL genes
EnsEMBL genes with more than one UniGene
cluster
EnsEMBL EST genes
2805
4576
EnsEMBL EST genes with more than one Uni356
189
Gene cluster
EnsEMBL GeneScan Predictions
798
386
EnsEMBL GeneScan Predictions with more
30
9
than one UniGene cluster
Number of EnsEMBL genes, EST genes and GeneScan Predictions, to which at least one
UniGene cluster was assigned. UniGene clusters were only assigned to EST genes and
then to GeneScan Predictions, if they did not match to the former.

genes or predictions annotated to the genome10 . As shown in Table 3.4, in
this way more UniGene clusters could be mapped to EnsEMBL genes, EST
genes and GeneScan predictions11 than through LocusLink. Since in some
cases multiple UniGene clusters could be assigned to the same gene (alternative transcripts), a total of 29,434 human and 24,464 mouse UniGene clusters
were assigned to 23,853 and 21,231 chromosomal positions.

3.2
3.2.1

SAGE of chondrogenesis
Induction of chondrogenic differentiation of ATDC5
cells by BMP4 treatment

To determine a proper amount of BMP4 for inducing chondrogenic response
in ATDC5 cells, ATDC5 cells were treated with different amounts of human
recombinant BMP4 for 36 hours. The expression levels of type II collagen
(Col2a1) were monitored as an early marker for the onset of chondrogenesis
by Northern blot analysis (Figure 3.4 A). A range of BMP4 concentration
between 100 and 200 ng/ml was sufficient to induce early chondrogenesis
in ATDC5 cells with a detectable increase in Col2a1 expression. After 76
hours, the cells induced with 200 ng/ml of BMP4 showed the typical round
10

EnsEMBL genes as well as EnsEMBL EST genes and GeneScan predictions, for details
see Materials and methods.
11
Ranking gene - EST gene - GeneScan prediction.

3.2 SAGE of chondrogenesis

A
0

BMP4 (ng/ml)
10 100 200 500

35

B
BSA (76 h)

Col2a1
BMP4 (76 h)

C

0 h 3 h 6 h 9 h 12 h 15 h

Col2a1

0 h 3 h 6 h 9 h 12 h 15 h

Bmp4

Noggin

Figure 3.4: Pilot study to determine optimal conditions for BMP4 induction in ATDC5
cells. (A) Northern blot analysis of Col2a1 expression in ATDC5 cells treated with
different amounts of BMP4 for 36 hours. Col2a1 is upregulated in the presence of
exogenous BMP4 at 100 - 500 ng/ml. (B) Cellular morphology of BMP4 treated cells.
Phase contrast microscopy shows that after 76 hours BMP4 induced a typical
morphology of round chondrocytes all over the culture. The scale bars: 100 µm. (C)
Northern blot analysis of expression of Col2a1, Bmp4 and noggin in ATDC5 cells treated
with 200 ng/ml of BMP4 for 3 - 15 hours. 0 h means RNA extracted from ATDC5 cells
at confluence without BMP4 treatment. Note that upregulation of Col2a1 and noggin
becomes detectable in 6 hours, while downregulation of endogenous Bmp4 is detected
already in 3 hours. Ethidium-bromide stained RNA gels showing 28S and 18S rRNA are
provided to control amounts of loaded RNA samples.
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morphology of chondrocytes all over the culture (Figure. 3.4 B). Since the
aim of this study was to identify genes involved in the early phase of chondrogenesis, a suitable time point had to be explored, that could be compared
with undifferentiated ATDC5 cells. Thus, expression levels of Col2a1 were
measured over a time course of 15 hours after the BMP treatment with steps
of three hours. It is known that the administration of exogenous BMP4
rapidly induces downregulation of endogenous Bmp4 and upregulation of
noggin [31, 59]. As shown in Figure 3.4 C, endogenous Bmp4 was already
downregulated 3 hours after treatment. However, the first changes in Noggin and Col2a1 expression levels became clearly detectable by Northern blot
analysis after 6 hours. Therefore, gene expression profiles between uninduced
ATDC5 cells at confluence (hereafter referred to as ’undifferentiated’) and
those induced by BMP4 at 200 ng/ml for 6 hours (referred to as ’induced’)
were compared in this SAGE study.

3.2.2

General Overview of SAGE libraries

As summarized in Table 3.5, a total of 43,656 tags including 21,875 tags
(excluding linker tags) from the SAGE library made from undifferentiated
ATDC5 cells were sequenced, and 21,781 tags from the induced ATDC5
library. The whole SAGE tags collected consisted of 17,166 kinds of SAGE
tags, of which 7,064 tags (including 815 tags with a count of two or higher)
were observed only in undifferentiated and 6,884 tags (including 822 with a
count of two or higher) only in differentiated ATDC5 cells. In the case of tags
found in common between the two libraries (3,218 kinds of tags), most tags
were represented in both libraries at similar levels (see Figure 3.5), indicating
the reproducibility of our SAGE analysis. Furthermore, the low frequency of
linker contamination (average 1%) and the low incidence of identical ditags
(average 1.6%) proved the high quality of both SAGE libraries. A complete
list of all SAGE tags from this study is available online at the Gene Expression
Omnibus (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo) with the accession numbers GSM2575
and GSM2576.

3.2.3

Tag to gene assignment

In total, 8,138 kinds of tags (47%) could be reliably assigned to UniGene
clusters, including matches to 4,800 named (known) genes (27%) and 3,338
ESTs (19%) (Table 3.6). The remaining tags (53%: 9,028 tags) could not be
assigned to any gene (hereafter designated as ’no-hit’ tags). As it has been
reported [22], the frequency of no-hit tags was inversely proportional to their
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Figure 3.5: Scatter plot of tag abundance distributions in undifferentiated and
BMP4-induced ATDC5 cells. Note the log scale. The numbers represent tag
counts in the undifferentiated (X-axis) and BMP4-induced (Y-axis) ATDC5
libraries. Each dot simply means the presence of tags in a given X-Y coordinate,
but does not provide information on how many different tags represent a single
dot. Yellow and green lines indicate the confidence limits of 95% and 99%,
respectively.
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Table 3.5: Summary of ATDC5 SAGE libraries
Sum1

Udf2

Def3

Statistics
Total tags (excluding linker tags)
43656
21875
21781
Unique transcripts
17166
10282
10102
Transcripts observed in both libraries
3218
Transcripts observed only in one of the two libraries
7064
6884
with a count of > 1
815
822
Quality
Linker contamination
430 (1%) 99 (0.5%) 331 (1.5%)
Frequency of identical ditags
677 (1.6%) 446 (2.0%) 231 (1.1%)
1
Sum, tag counts from the two ATDC5 libraries combined. 2 Udf, tag counts from the
undifferentiated ATDC5 library. 3 Def, tag counts from the BMP4-induced ATDC5 library.

Table 3.6: Statistics of SAGE tag assignment sorted by abundance classes
Tag counts Abundance Different
Total
Hits to
Hits to
No hit
in the
in tpm1
kinds
number
named
ESTs
data set
of tags
of tags
genes2
> 100
> 2,291
25
5,383
19 (76%)
3 (12%)
3 (12%)
31 - 100
710 - 2,291
124
6,408 102 (82%)
9 (7%)
13 (10%)
7 - 30
160 - 687
651
7,918 497 (76%)
83 (15%)
71 (11%)
2-6
46 - 137
4,055
11,636 1,945 (48%) 910 (22%) 1,200 (30%)
1
23
12,311
12,311 2,237 (18%) 2,333 (19%) 7,741 (63%)
Total
17,166
43,656 4,800 (28%) 3,338 (19%) 9,028 (53%)
1
tpm: tags-per-million. 2 Tags with multiple hits to named genes and ESTs are only
counted for the former.

abundance: 63% of single-count tags, 30% of tags with a count between two
and six, and about 11% of tags with a count of seven or higher.

3.2.4

Genes abundantly expressed in ATDC5 cells

The 30 most abundant tags (with tag numbers preceded by A, i.e., abundant)
in the two ATDC5 libraries combined are listed in Table 3.7. When compared
to other SAGE data from twelve studies in the mouse (see Table 3.9), all
tags but two (tag A15 and A21) were also abundantly expressed with levels
higher than 1,000 tags-per-million (tpm) (i.e., ≤ 1%) in one or more of these
libraries. One of the exceptional tags, A15 (3,781 tpm in ATDC5 cells),
corresponded to Col1a2, and the representation of this tag in other libraries
was low (0 - 347 tpm). The other exceptional tag A21 (2,955 tpm in ATDC5
cells) did not show any match in the databases, and its representation levels in
the other libraries remained modest (15 - 690 tpm). The most abundant tag
in the ATDC5 library, A1 (16,312 tpm in ATDC5 cells), showed no match,
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but was also highly expressed (1,397 - 8,740 tpm) in four other libraries
including ones from granular cell precursors, medulloblastoma, limb buds and
intraepithelial lymphocytes. This result suggests the presence of a potentially
novel gene that is abundantly expressed in many different tissues. Tags A2
(multiple hits), A14 (ESTs) and A26 (Cfl1 ) were highly expressed also in all
other seven libraries compared. The high expression of tags A10 (S100a4 ),
A27 (Fn1 ) and A30 (Eno1 ) was only seen in one of the seven libraries: 3T3
fibroblasts (4,161 tpm), R1 ES cells (1,305 tpm) and limb buds (1,067 tpm),
respectively.
Table 3.7: List of thirty most abundant tags in the ATDC5 libraries
#
Sequence Sum1Udf2
A1 ATAATACATA 712 330
A2 GTGGCTCACA 301 193
A3 CAAACTCTCA 288 102
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
A10
A11

TGACCCCGGG
GTGAAACTAA
AAAAAAAAAA
GAATAATAAA
GCGGCGGATG
GGCTTTGGTC
TGCACAGTGC
TTTTATGTTT

282
271
265
263
241
225
223
220

160
150
120
55
141
103
116
101

A12 ATGTCTCAAA 216 104
A13 TGGATCAGTC 213 92
A14 GCTGCCCTCC 200 103

A15 GTTCCAAAGA 165
A16 TGGGTTGTCT 154

71
97

A17
A18
A19
A20

ATACTGACAT
TAAAGAGGCC
CTAGTCTTTG
CTAATAAAGC

151
141
139
132

58
78
75
73

A21
A22
A23
A24
A25

TAGATATAGG
TGGTGACAAA
GGCAAGCCCC
GGATTTGGCT
AGGCAGACAG

129
127
112
109
104

64
75
62
61
72

Def3 Symbol UniGene
Description4
382
no hit
108
multiple hits (710)
186 Sparc 35439 secreted acidic cysteine rich glycoprotein
122
multiple hits (2)
121 Rps4x
66 ribosomal protein S4, X-linked
145
multiple hits (195)
208 Hspa8 197551 heat shock 70kD protein 8
100 Lgals1 43831 lectin, galactose binding, soluble 1
122 Rplp1
3158 ribosomal protein, large, P1
107 S100a4
3925 S100 calcium binding protein A4
119
EST 213020 Highly similar to RL32 HUMAN 60S
ribosomal protein L32
112
multiple hits(3)
121
multiple hits (2)
97
EST 23906 Weakly similar to retinitis pigmentosa
GTPase regulator interacting protein
1; 0610005A07Rik
94 Col1a2
4482 procollagen, type I, alpha 2
57
Tpt1
254 tumor
protein,
translationallycontrolled 1
93
no hit
63 Rps26
372 ribosomal protein S26
64 Rps29 154915 ribosomal protein S29
59
Fau
4890 Finkel-Biskis-Reilly murine sarcoma
virus (FBR-MuSV) ubiquitously expressed (fox derived)
65
no hit
52
multiple hits (2)
50 Rpl10a
2424 ribosomal protein L10A
48 Rplp2 14245 ribosomal protein, large P2
32 Eef1 a1 196614 eukaryotic translation elongation factor 1 alpha 1
table continues on following page
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#
Sequence Sum1Udf2 Def3 Symbol UniGene
Description4
A26 GAAGCAGGAC 98 54 44
Cfl1
4024 cofilin 1, non-muscle
A27 CCAACGCTTT 93 33 60
Fn1 193099 fibronectin 1
A28 TGTAGTGTAA 90 48 42 Rps8
3381 ribosomal protein S8
A29 TCAGGCTGCC 89 50 39
Fth
1776 ferritin heavy chain
A30 CAAAAATAAA 88 28 60 Eno1 90587 enolase 1, alpha non-neuron
Count values in tags-per-million. For 1 Sum, 2 Udf and 3 Def, see the corresponding footnotes in Table 3.5. 3 Description: in case of multiple hits, the number of matching genes
is given in parenthesis

3.2.5

Differences between undifferentiated and BMP4induced ATDC5 cells

3.2.5.1

Statistical analysis

By comparing hit counts of individual tags in the two ATDC5 SAGE libraries,
a total of 139 tags were predicted to be differentially represented at the
confidence limit 95% or higher (P ≤ 0.05), including 74 tags at the confidence
limit 99% or higher (P ≤ 0.01). Of these differentially represented tags, 72 (P
≤ 0.05) or 35 (P ≤ 0.01) tags were downregulated, and 67 (P ≤ 0.05) or 39
(P ≤ 0.01) tags were upregulated in ATDC5 cells upon the BMP4 treatment.
These tags are listed in Table 3.8 with tag numbers preceded by either D (i.e.,
downregulated) or U (i.e., upregulated), and they are illustrated as outliers
in the scatter plot in Figure (3.5). Ninety-four of these 139 tags were assigned
to 77 known (named) genes and 17 ESTs (including nine RIKEN full-length
cDNA genes of undefined functions), while 27 tags matched to more than
one gene (multiple hits), and 17 tags did not show any match (potentially
novel genes).
Table 3.8: List of differentially expressed tags
#
Sequence Udf1 Def2 Symbol3 UniGene
Description4
Downregulated (99 % significance)
D1 AAGAGGCAAG 30 10
multiple hits (2)
D2 AAGGAAGAGA 29
5
multiple hits (2), including Vim 6,7
D3 AAGGTGGAAG 24
5
multiple hits (2)
D4 AGAGCGAAGT 47 17 Rpl41 13859 ribosomal protein L41
D5 AGGCAGACAG 72 32 Eef1a1 196614 eukaryotic translation elongation factor 1
alpha 1
D6 AGGTCGGGTG 32 13 Rpl13a 13020 ribosomal protein L13a
D7 ATACTGAAGC 36
7 Rpl13 42578 ribosomal protein L13
D8 ATTGCTTAGA 35 11 Rbm3 2591
RNA binding motif protein 3
table continues on following page
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#
Sequence Udf1 Def2 Symbol3 UniGene
Description4
D9 CAAGGTGACA 64 23 Rps2
1129
ribosomal protein S2
D10 CAGAACCCAC 35 12 Rps18 42790 ribosomal protein S18
D11 CAGTCTCTCA 24
5 EST
39130 RIKEN cDNA 2210402A09 gene
D12 CCCTGGGTTC 17
3 Ftl1
7500
ferritin light chain 1
D13 CCGAAAGTAA 13
1 Sdc2
29350 syndecan 2
D14 CCTACCAAGA 29
8 Rps20 21938 ribosomal protein S20
D15 CCTGATCTTT 35 12
multiple hits (2)
D16 CTGAACATCT 63 24 Arbp
5286
acidic ribosomal phosphoprotein PO
D17 CTGTAGGTGA 49 10 Rps23 30011 ribosomal protein S23
D18 GACGCTGCCA 11
1 Rpl22 13917 ribosomal protein L22
D19 GAGACTAGCA 11
1 Tm4sf8 28484 transmembrane 4 superfamily member 8
D20 GCAACCTCCC 40 14
multiple hits (3), including Igfbp56,7
D21 GGGGAAATCG 23
6 Ptmb10 3532
thymosin, beta 10
D22 GTGGCTCACA 193 108
multiple hits (562)
D23 GTGTTAACCA 22
6 EST
2050
RIKEN cDNA 2510008H07 gene
D24 TCCTTCCGAC 12
0 EST
no hit - Mus musculus similar to G protein pathway suppressor 1 XM1 265425
D25 TCTACAAGAA 40 14
multiple hits (2)
D26 TCTGACTTCC 35 14
multiple hits (2), including Bgn6
D27 TCTGGACGCG 15
2 H2afx 14767 H2A histone family, member X
D28 TCTTCTATGC 36
4 Col1a2 4482
procollagen, type I, alpha 2
D29 TCTTCTCACA 32
6 EST
30478 RIKEN cDNA 2810465O16 gene
D30 TGCTCTCCCT 12
1 EST
30016 expressed sequence C87222
D31 TGGCTCGGTC 46 16 Actg
196173 actin, gamma, cytoplasmic 5
D32 TGGGTTGTCT 97 57 Tpt1
254
tumor protein, translationally-controlled
1
D33 TTCATTATAA 50 11 Ptma 19187 prothymosin alpha
D34 TTCTCCTCAG 9
0
no hit
D35 TTGGCTGCCC 31
6 Rps14 43778 ribosomal protein S14
Downregulated (95 % significance)
D36 AAACCCCCAG 6
0
no hit- mitochondrial DNA5
D37 AAGAAAATAG 27 11 EST
22723 Mus musculus, clone IMAGE:3586350,
mRNA, partial cds
D38 ACAGTGCTTG 8
1 Ppp2cb 7418
protein phosphatase 2a, catalytic subunit, beta isoform
D39 ACTGCTTTTC 10
2 Ndufa7 29513 NADH dehydrogenase (ubiquinone) 1
alpha subcomplex, 7 (14.5kD, B14.5a)
D40 AGAAGGAGGT 12
3 Lag
28479 leukemia-associated gene
D41 AGATCTATAC 14
4 Rpl7
37835 ribosomal protein L7
D42 AGGAATCCAC 26 10 Gas1
22701 growth arrest specific 1 7
D43 AGGAGGACTT 14
3
tag reliably matches mitochondrial DNA
D44 ATCAGTGGCT 8
1 Psmb4 368
proteasome (prosome, macropain) subunit, beta type 4
D45 ATGGCTCACA 6
0
multiple hits (19)
D46 CACCACCACA 15
4
multiple hits (2)
D47 CAGAGATCCC 6
0 Gnai2 196464 guanine nucleotide binding protein, alpha
inhibiting 2
table continues on following page
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#
Sequence Udf1 Def2 Symbol3 UniGene
Description4
D48 CCCAATGGCC 17
6 EST
219039 ESTs, Highly similar to S32604 collagen
alpha 2(VI) chain
D49 CCCTCTGGAT 10
1 S100a6 100144 S100 calcium binding protein A6 (calcyclin)
D50 CGGCGCGGAG 12
3 Emp3 20829 epithelial membrane protein 3
D51 CGGGTCATAT 32 14 Psmb1 42197 proteasome (prosome, macropain) subunit, beta type 1
D52 CTGCTATCCG 23
9 Rpl5
4419
ribosomal protein L5
D53 CTGGTGGGCA 7
0 Rab11b 35727 RAB11B, member RAS oncogene family
D54 CTGTAAAAAA 16
5 Cxcl12 465
chemokine (C-X-C motif) ligand 12
D55 GAGGATTCCC 8
1
multiple hits (2)
D56 GCGGATTCTG 9
1 Plp2
18565 proteolipid protein 2
D57 GGCGTCATCG 9
1 Psmb3 21874 proteasome (prosome, macropain) subunit, beta type 3
D58 GGGAAATCGC 7
0
no hit
D59 GTTGCTGAGA 50 30 Rpl10 100113 ribosomal protein 10
D60 TAAAAAAAAA 37 20
multiple hits (68)
D61 TAATAAAAAT 15
5 Hmgn1 2756
high mobility group nucleosomal binding
domain 1
D62 TCACATAAAT 6
0 Itgp
167842 integrin-associated protein 7
D63 TCATCTTCAG 8
1
no hit
D64 TCATCTTTAA 22
9 Calr
1971
Calreticulin
D65 TCCCTTCGAC 6
0
no hit
D66 TCCTTGGGGG 8
1 Hint
425
histidine triad nucleotide binding protein
D67 TCGCAAGCAA 13
3 Naca
3746
nascent polypeptide-associated complex
alpha polypeptide
D68 TCTCTCAGTC 19
6 Anxa5 1620
annexin A5
D69 TCTGTGCACC 11
2 Rps11 196538 ribosomal protein S11
D70 TCTTCTTTGG 13
4
28044 filamin-like protein8
D71 TCTTTGGAAC 12
2 Mor1 21743 malate dehydrogenase, mitochondrial
D72 TGCTGTGAAA 15
4
mulitple hits (2), including Fxc17
Upregulated (99 % significance)
U73 AAAAATCATC 10 44
no hit- mitochondrial DNA5
U74 AAAAGAAATA 6 25
mulitple hits (3), including EST
(AK009226)e
U75 AAAATAAAAC 0
8
multiple hits (2)
U76 AAATAAAACA 2 18
multiple hits (2)
U77 AAATCCTTTC 3 23 Ptn
3063
Pleiotrophin
U78 AACATTAAAA 3 17
multiple hits (2), including F2rl16
U79 AACATTCAAA 25 53 EST
115442 ESTs, Weakly similar to S16783 probable RNA-directed DNA polymerase
[R.norvegicus]
U80 AACTTTTGTT 3 15 Serpinh122708 serine (or cysteine) proteinase inhibitor,
clade H (heat shock protein 47), member
1
U81 AATATGTGTG 7 22 Cox6c 548
cytochrome c oxidase, subunit Vic
U82 AATTCAATTA 0 12 EST
219670 Mus musculus, Similar to eukaryotic
translation initiation factor 4 gamma,
1
table continues on following page
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#
Sequence Udf1 Def2 Symbol3 UniGene
Description4
U83 AATTTCAAAA 11 31 Rps17 3428
ribosomal protein S17
U84 ACCTATATTG 1 15 EST
181880 RIKEN cDNA 1110007A14 gene 7
U85 ATAATACGAA 0 12
no hit - NOVEL5
U86 ATACTGACAT 58 93
no hit- mitochondrial DNA5
U87 ATTAATCAGT 3 16 EST
46754 expressed sequence AI316867 7
U88 ATTTGATTAG 4 28 EST
182471 RIKEN cDNA 2610524G07 gene 7
U89 CAAAAATAAA 28 60 Eno1
90587 enolase 1, alpha non-neuron
U90 CAAACTCTCA 102 186 Sparc 35439 secreted acidic cysteine rich glycoprotein 7
U91 CAATAAACTG 10 39 Sui113886 suppressor of initiator codon mutations,
rs1
related sequence 1 (S. cerevisiae)
U92 CAATGTGGGT 2 21 Osf2
10681 osteoblast specific factor 2 (fasciclin Ilike)7
U93 CCAAATAAAA 28 56 Ldh1
141443 lactate dehydrogenase 1, A chain
U94 CCAACGCTTT 33 60 Fn1
193099 fibronectin 17
U95 CCAATACGAA 0 37
no hit - NOVEL5
U96 GAAATATATG 4 26 Idh2
2966
isocitrate dehydrogenase 2 (NADP+),
mitochondrial
U97 GAAATGTAAG 5 19
multiple hits (2)7 , including Pcbp2 6
U98 GAATAATAAA 55 208
multiple hits (2)5 , including Hspa8 6,7
U99 GAATTAACAT 2 15 Ywhae 42972 tyrosine 3-monooxygenase/tryptophan
5-monooxygenase activation protein,
epsilon polypeptide7
U100 GCCCGGGAAT 17 39
multiple hits (2)5 , including Hk16
U101 GCCTAATGTA 21 57 EST
209503 ESTs
U102 GGTTTCTTTT 8 45
no hit
U103 GTGCATTTGT 7 61 Tgfbi
14455 transforming growth factor, beta induced, 68 kDa7
U104 GTTTTTTAAA 4 17
multiple hits (2)
U105 TCCCCCAATG 0 10
no hit
U106 TGATGTATAT 9 37 Idb3
110
inhibitor of DNA binding 3 7
U107 TGCTGTGCAT 2 14 Fin14 18459 fibroblast growth factor inducible 14 7
U108 TGTTCATCTT 2 13 Col3a1 147387 procollagen, type III, alpha 1
U109 TTAATAAAAG 17 37 EST
391
RIKEN cDNA 9130413I22 gene
U110 TTGTAAAAGG 1 11 Vcp
18921 valosin containing protein
U111 TTTTTGGTGT 2 15 Atp6g1 29868 ATPase, H+ transporting, lysosomal
(vacuolar proton pump)g
Upregulated (95 % significance)
U112 AAAAATAAAA 4 14
multiple hits (6)
U113 AAAATGTTGT 2 10
multiple hits (3)
U114 AACATTCGCA 25 46
no hit
U115 AACTTTTAAA 0
6
multiple hits (2)
U116 AAGTAAAGCG 6 17 Sec61g 1164
SEC61, gamma subunit (S. cerevisiae)
U117 AATGATAAAA 2 10 EST
29363 RIKEN cDNA 2310044F10 gene 7
U118 AATGTGAGTC 1
9 Ywhag 29717 3-monooxgenase/tryptophan 5monooxgenase activation protein, gamma
polypeptide
table continues on following page
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#
Sequence Udf1 Def2 Symbol3 UniGene
Description4
U119 ACAAATAAAC 15 32
multiple hits (2)
U120 ATGAGAACAG 0
6
no hit- mitochondrial DNA5
U121 ATGTGAATAA 1 10 Usp5
3571
ubiquitin specific protease 5 (isopeptidase
T)
U122 ATTTGACTGG 1
8
no hit
U123 CCCTGATTTT 0
6 Eif4g2 525
eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4,
gamma 2
U124 CTAATAAAAG 26 45
multiple hits (3)
U125 GAGTGGATTC 21 42 Cd63
4426
Cd63 antigen
U126 GGGAGCGAAA 2 10 Idb2
1466
inhibitor of DNA binding 2 7
U127 TAAGGGAAAT 14 32 Tpi
4222
triosephosphate isomerase
U128 TAATAAGGTA 0
6 EST
24543 RIKEN cDNA 4833415N24 gene
U129 TATATTGATT 2 10 Btg1
16596 B-cell translocation gene 1, antiproliferative
U130 TCCACAATGA 0
6
no hit
U131 TCCCAAATGA 0
6
no hit
U132 TGACAATAAA 4 14 EST
28978 RIKEN cDNA 1200013A08 gene
U133 TGCAGTGTGC 0
6 Sara
6698
SAR1a gene homolog (S. cerevisiae)
U134 TGGTGTAGGA 7 19 Hspa5 918
heat shock 70kD protein 5 (glucoseregulated protein, 78kD)
U135 TGGTTACGTA 2 10 Bnip2 1561
BCL2/adenovirus E1B 19 kDainteracting protein 1, NIP2
U136 TTACAACACT 0
7 Pla2g4a 4186
phospholipase A2, group IVA (cytosolic,
calcium-dependent)
U137 TTGATTTTTT 8 21
multiple hits (3)
U138 TTGGATAATA 0
6 EST
219678 Mus musculus, Similar to hematopoietic
PBX-interacting protein
U139 TTTATTTCAT 14 31 Shfdg1 2469
split hand/foot deleted gene 1
For 1 Udf and 2 Def, and for 4 Description, see the corresponding footnotes in Table 3.5
and 3.7, respectively. 3 Symbol: ESTs and all RIKEN clone genes without gene names
are designated as ’EST’. 5 Gene assignment by GLGI for originally no hit tags. 6 For
Northern verifiation, the indicated gene was selected among multiple hits. 7 Predicted
change confirmed by Northern blot. 8 No official symbol is assigned in mouse. The prefixes
for Tag #, D or U, indicate predicted downregulation or upregulation, respectively.

3.2.5.2

Cloning of genes corresponding to no-hit tags

In order to identify the gene corresponding to some no-hit tags listed in Table
3.8 (indicated by footnote 5), a PCR-based cDNA cloning by the procedure of
Generation of Longer cDNA Fragments (GLGI) [57, 58] was performed, with
slight modifications (see Material and methods). In seven cases (tags D24,
D36, U73, U85, U86, U95 and U120) the 3’ fragment (between the SAGE tag
and the poly A tail) of the corresponding gene could be successfully cloned.
Four of them (tags D36, U73, U86 and U120) matched to mitochondrial
DNA, and tag D24 corresponded to an EST (LOC209318), while the cDNA
sequences for tags U85 and U95 still did not show any match. Thus, 112
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of the 139 tags predicted to be differentially expressed were assigned to 77
known genes, 18 ESTs, five mitochondrial DNA and 12 potentially novel
genes.
3.2.5.3

Validation by northern blot analysis

In an approach to validate the predicted differences in gene expression, the
expression of selected genes was tested by Northern blot analysis. In total,
22 probes corresponding to uniquely assigned tags as well as nine probes
selected from nine multiple-hit cases were selected. The blots used were
generated with RNA from undifferentiated ATDC5 cells and with RNA from
cells treated with BMP4 for 6 and 24 hours. In the case of unique-match tags,
16 genes showed expected differential expression as indicated by footnote 6 in
Table 3.8, while in five cases (tags D21, U81, U82, U91 and U110) no change
in expression levels was detected. Only in one case, tag U77 (pleiotrophin),
the result from Northern blot analysis was discrepant from the SAGE prediction. On the other hand, in the case of multiple-hit tags, three genes (probes
selected for tags D2, D20 and U98) exhibited the expected differential expression, while four genes (probes selected for tags D72, U74, U78 and U97)
did not change in their expression levels and two (probes selected for tags
D26 and U100) gave rise to discrepant results. Figure 3.6 shows 15 examples where we could confirm the SAGE predictions. In summary, verification
by Northern blot analysis confirmed the predicted differential expression in
19 out of 31 cases (61%) in total, or in 16 out of 22 cases (73%) from the
unique-match tags.
3.2.5.4

Whole mount in situ hybridization

The 139 genes that we have identified are potentially BMP-regulated genes.
In many cases, their functional implications in chondrogenic differentiation
are not known. We therefore examined expression of selected genes in E10.5
mouse embryos by whole-mount in situ hybridization (Figure 3.7). For this
purpose, we chose six upregulated genes that had been verified by Northern
blot analysis, including three ESTs from tags U84, U87 and U117, and three
genes from tags U90 (Sparc), U103 (Tgfbi ) and U111 (Atp6g1 ). Remarkably,
expression of all the six genes was found in similar (i.e., overlapping or neighboring) tissues including limb buds, somitic regions, branchial arches, nasal
processes and the dorsal region of the neural tube. When compared to the
expression pattern of Bmp4 (Figure 3.7, A-C), the expression patterns of the
six genes largely overlapped to that of Bmp4. This result suggests that these
six genes are under the control of BMP signaling in these diverse tissues.
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D2 Vim
0h 6h 24h

D20 Igfbp5
0h 6h 24h

D31 Actg
0h 6h 24h

D42 Gas1
0h 6h 24h

U84 EST
0h 6h 24h

U87 EST
0h 6h 24h

U90 Sparc
0h 6h 24h

U91 Sui-rs
0h 6h 24h

U92 Osf2
0h 6h 24h

U94 Fn1
0h 6h 24h

U103 Tgfbi
0h 6h 24h

U106 Idb3
0h 6h 24h

U111 Atp6g1
0h 6h 24h

U117 EST
0h 6h 24h

U126 Idb2
0h 6h 24h

Figure 3.6: Northern blot analysis for the verification of differential expression
predicted by SAGE. Expression profiles were examined at three points:
uninduced (0 h) and induced for 6 or 24 hours with BMP4. The prefixes for the
tag numbers, D and U, indicate predicted downregulation and upregulation,
respectively. Ethidium-bromide stained RNA gels showing 28S and 18S rRNA
are provided to control amounts of loaded RNA samples.
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Figure 3.7: Whole-mount in situ
hybridization of six selected genes
(D-U) in comparison to Bmp4 (A-C)
in E10.5 embryos. Upregulation of
all six genes was confirmed by
Northern blot (Figure 3.6). Panels
A, D, G, J, M, P and S show an
overview from the right lateral side,
and other panels depict magnified
views from either a facial-branchial
region (panels B, E, H, K, N, Q and
T) or a trunk region including limb
buds (panels C, F, I, L, O, R and
U). Arrowheads in panels C, F and
R point to the apical ectodermal
ridge (AER). Note three major
positive domains (limb bud, nasal
and branchial regions) in all six
cases, as well as in the case of Bmp4.
Weak expression is also seen in the
trunk region within or around
somites in all cases, and in the
dorsal part of the neural tube in
some cases (F: tag U84, R: tag U111
and U: tag U117). In limb buds,
Bmp4 is expressed in the AER and
also in restricted parts of limb bud
mesenchyme (C). AER-specific
expression is seen for tag U84 (F)
and for tag U111 (R). In other cases,
expression is observed in restricted
parts of limb bud mesenchyme (L, O
and U), or in the entire limb bud (I).
Taken together, note that expression
patterns of the tested six genes
largely overlap to that of Bmp4. a:
telencephalic vesicle, b: lateral nasal
process, c: medial nasal process, d:
maxillary arch, e: mandibular arch,
f: hyoid arch. FL: fore limb bud,
HL: hind limb bud.
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3.2.6

Virtual subtraction with data from other mouse
SAGE libraries

The SAGE data generated from both ATDC5 SAGE libraries combined was
compared in a ’virtual subtraction’ approach against all other currently available mouse SAGE libraries (listed in Table 3.9). In a total of 1,672,620
tags, collected from the publicly available SAGE data, transcripts present
at 1 count per cell on average are to be detected at a probability of over
99%,based on calculation according to [98] under the assumption of 3 × 105
mRNA molecules per cell. Thus, tags exclusively observed in our ATDC5
libraries are most likely specific to our experimental system. Table 3.9 shows
the numbers of ATDC5-specific tags with a count of 2 or more (excluding
tags with a count of 1 to avoid potential errors from sequencing), compared
either to tags from libraries grouped by the source they were derived from
or to tags from all the libraries combined. In this way, 190 tags could be
identified, that were not observed in any of the libraries. The most abundant
tags of them, which are expressed at a count of 5 or higher, are listed in
Table 3.10 with the tag numbers preceeded by S (i.e., specific). They include tags corresponding to one known gene and three ESTs, as well as three
multiple-hit and 14 no-hit tags. In general, genes of unknown function (EST
and no-hit tag genes) over-represented this list (17 out of 20). Interestingly,
seven of them were previously listed also in Table IV as tags predicted to
be differentially expressed: Tags S1, S2, S3, S5, S9, S10 and S11 in 3.10
correspond to tags U95, U85, D24, U105, U131, U130 and D65 in Table 3.8,
respectively. It should be noted that all these seven tags are ’no-hit’ tags and
also that they are found only in either of the two ATDC5 SAGE libraries.

3.3
3.3.1

LongSAGE of somitogenesis
Tissue dissection

Initially the subsets of somitic tissue, which were taken to generate the
LongSAGE libraries, were determined. As shown in Figure 3.8, a total of
four cuts were made, so that known marker genes of somitogenesis would be
differentially represented within the different LongSAGE libraries.
With the first cut (blue) at the level of the posterior neuropore, the tail
tip (hereafter called tissue A), that expresses Wnt3a [106], is separated. The
two successive cuts, between somitomeres S-III and S-IV (red) and at the
border of the newly formed somite (between S-I and S0, yellow), result in
two tissue pieces encompassing the caudal 1/3 (tissue B) and the rostral 2/3

3.3 LongSAGE of somitogenesis
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Table 3.9: Virtual subtraction

Total tags

Tags unique
to ATDC5
Cerebellum1
20,713
2775
Hearts2
253,149
1083
Medullablastoma3
278,385
644
ES cells4
153,000
1349
E11.5 limb buds5
136,856
1184
Brain6
152,791
1679
Intraepithelial lymphocytes7
148,821
2127
CD4+ T cells8
96,388
2063
CD4+ spleen T cells9
83,855
2748
Dendritic cells10
179,202
1416
Testis11
143,506
1651
Mouse 3T3 fibroblasts12
25,954
2978
all combined
1672,620
190
common to all
624
SAGE tags with a count of 2 or more from both ATDC5 libraries combined compared to
other publicly aviable SAGE libraries. 1 Cerebellum: Tags are combined from three libraries, one
generated from C57Bl6/J P23 cerebrella (1 male, 1 female) (GSM2415) (unpublished) and two from
P10 wildtype (GSM5050) and lurcher (GSM5051) mice (unpublished). 2 Hearts: Tags are combined
from four libraries, one generated from adult C57Bl6/J heart (GSM1681) [99], one from undifferentiated P19 EC cells (GSM1682) and two from P19 cells induced for 0.5 (GSM16834) and 3.0 (GSM1684)
hours [100]. 3 Medullablastoma: Four libraries, generated from primary tumors in PTCH +/- knockout
mice (GSM766), primary granule cell precursors (GSM767), granular cell precursors cultured for 18 h in
serum-free medium (GSM787) or in serum-free medium containing sonic hedgehog (GSM788) (unpublished CGAP libraries). 4 ES cells: Two libraries, generated from R1 ES cells (GSM56) [101] and ESF116
ES cells (GSM3829) (unpublished). 5 E11.5 limb buds: two libraries, generated from forelimbs (GSM55)
and hindlimbs (GSM56) of E11.5 embryos [22]. 6 Brain: three libraries, generated from whole brains
and spleens from three adult control females, four adult control males (all littermates of Ts65Dn P30
mice) and four Ts65Dn P30 mice (aviable from http://medgen.unige.ch) [102]. 7 Intraepithelial lymphocates: Two libraries, generated from T cell receptor (TCR)αβ + and (TCR)γδ + enriched intraepithelial
lymphocytes (aviable from http://www.iiwe-irg.umds.ac.uk) [56]. 8 CD4+ T cells: Six libraries generated
from two resting Th1 (GSM3677 and GSM3679), one resting Th2 (GSM3678), Treg (GSM3679) and one
resting Tskin (GSM3680) CD4+ T cell clones derived from spleen cells isolated from primed A1(M)×RAG1−/− TCR female trangenic mouse that had been previously grafted with male tail skin, and draining
lymph nodes taken on day 7 from male skin grafted anti-HY TCR transgenic female A1(M)×RAG-1 −/−
mice (GSM3680) [103]. 9 CD4+ spleen T cells: Four libraries, two from CD4+ CD25− spleen cells purified from naive CBA/Ca mice without (GSM3683) and with overnight activation by solid phase andiCD3 (GSM3685) and two from CD4+ CD25+ spleen cells purified from naive CBA/Ca mice without
(GSM3686) and with overnight activation by solid phase andi-CD3 (GSM3684) [104]. 10 Dendritic cells:
Four libraries, generated from CBA/Ca mouse bone marrow derived cells cultured for 7 days in GM-CSF
(GSM3833) or cultured for 6 days and treated with lipopolysaccharide (GSM3834), interleukin 10 (IL10) (GSM3834) and IL-10 and LPS (GSM3835) (unpublished). 11 Testis: Two libraries, generated from
testis of adult mice 60 days after treatment with busulphan (GSM5435) and from W v /Wv E18 embryos
(GSM5434)[105] 12 Mouse 3T3 fibroblasts: Single library generated from untransformed 3T3 fibroblasts
(aviable from http://www.sagenet.org) (unpublished).
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Table 3.10: List of ATDC5-specific tags with a count of at least 5
#
Sequence Sum Udf1 Def2 Symbol3 UniGene
Description4
S1 CCAATACGAA
37
0 37
no hit - NOVEL5
S2 ATAATACGAA
12
0 12
no hit - NOVEL5
S3 TCCTTCCGAC
12 120
0
EST
no hit - Mus musculus similar to
G protein pathway suppressor 1
(XM 126542)5
S4 TGCTTATAAA
11
7
4
multiple hits (2)
S5 TCCCCCAATG
10
0 10
no hit
S6 GAGTCTGGGA
8
2
6
multiple hits (2)
S7 TGTAATGATT
7
1
6
multiple hits (2)
S8 TGCTGAGCAA
6
3
3
no hit
S9 TCCCAAATGA
6
0
6
no hit
S10 TCCACAATGA
6
0
6
no hit
S11 TCCCTTCGAC
6
6
0
no hit
S12 ATTTTTGTGA
5
1
4 Ptgs2
3137 prostaglandin-endoperoxide synthase
2
S13 ATTACAGAAA
5
0
5
no hit
S14 TGACAATTGA
5
0
5
EST 29,250 RIKEN cDNA 4930517K11 gene
S15 CTAACTCTCA
5
0
5
EST 213,927 ESTs
S16 TCCCTCCGAC
5
5
0
no hit
S17 ATTCTTTGAC
5
1
4
no hit
S18 TTCATGCCCT
5
0
5
no hit
S19 TATTAGCTAC
5
3
2
no hit
S20 TGGATTAATA
5
3
2
no hit
For 1 Udf, 2 Def, 3 Symbol and 4 Description, see the corresponding footnotes in Tables 3.5,
3.7 and 3.8. 5 Gene assignment by GLGI for originally no hit tags.

3.3 LongSAGE of somitogenesis
(tissue C) of the PSM. Tissue C contains the only expression domain of genes
like Hes5 [107], EphA4 [108] and Pcdh8 [109]. By the last cut, made between
somites SII and SIII (tissue D, black), two pairs of the newly formed somites,
which for example express Unxc4.1 [110], Tbx18 [111] and Pax1 [112] are
obtained. By this strategy genes will also be captured, that are expressed
in two or more, but not all dissected tissues. For example Fgf8 [106] and T
(brachiury [113]) (data not shown) have its highest expression in A and B,
Mox1 and Mox2 [114] and Foxc1 and Foxc2 [115] are weakly expressed in B
and highly expressed in C and D. On the other hand, this approach is unable
to determine genes cycling over the whole PSM, like ( Lfng) [116], since by
collecting material from a large amount of embryos, the SAGE tag counts
obtained will represent an average of all states of a cycling gene. However,
genes locally cycling within one subset, like Mesp2 [117] in tissue C, at least
will be detected as being differentially represented.
The tissue pieces do not exclusively consist of paraxial mesoderm (B - C)
or somites (D) (defining the state of tissue A is difficult, since it in addition to
surface ectoderm contains ectodermal cells in the transition phase to become
mesoderm and endoderm). Mainly entoderm, notochord, neural tube and
surface ectoderm are also included. Nevertheless, as seen in the transversal
pictures in Figure 3.9, paraxial mesoderm and somites account for more than
half of the cells within the respective parts.
In total, 268 stage-matched E10.5 mouse embryos have been processed in
this way to obtain 268 parts of each of the four tissues.

3.3.2

Optimization of the SAGE protocol for tiny amounts
of cells

According to Table 1.5, tissue A contains less than 1000 cells per specimen
(the tail bud itself is not listed in the table, but it contains less cells than
the last somitomere). In principle, generating SAGE libraries with that small
amount of cells is possible with the modifications proposed by [55], but at the
expense of a high percentage of linker tags, and also requiring large numbers
of PCR cycles for the ditag amplification, whereby GC-rich ditags could be
less efficiently amplified ([118], J.M. Elalouf, personal communication). Thus
optimal conditions for both reverse transcription as well as RNA isolation
were determined before the LongSAGE libraries were generated.
To test the efficiency of different reverse transcriptases from several manufacturers, first-strand cDNA was generated by the particular reverse transcriptase and the yield was quantified by Real-Time PCR (Roche LightCycler). Starting with aliquots of the same size from a identical poly(A) RNA
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Foxc1

Foxc2
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Mox2
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Tbx18

Pax1

Lfng
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Pcdh8
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Figure 3.8: Embryos were dissected as indicated by the blue, red, yellow and
black arrowheads/ lines, based upon a study of marker genes for somitogenesis.
Genes with similar expression level are grouped: Top left: expressed within the
rostral 2/3 of the PSM and the newly formed somites; top right: expressed within
the newly formed somites; right: cycling expression over the PSM; bottom right:
expressed within tail tip; bottom left: expressed within rostral 1/3 of the PSM.

3.3 LongSAGE of somitogenesis

Figure 3.9: Dissection of different subsets of the tail region of E10.5 day old
mouse embryos (strain C57/BL6). By four successive transversal cuts rostral to
the posterior neuropore (blue arrows, resulting in part A), between the rostral
1/3 and the caudal 2/3 of the PSM (red arrows, part B), at the level between the
PSM and the recently formed somite (yellow arrows, part C) and between
somites SI and SII (black arrows, part D).
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Table 3.11: Efficiency of different reverse transcriptases
∆cp1 for

Roche AMV

Invitrogen
Qiagen Omni- Qiagen
SensiSuperScript II
Script
Script
Arbp
0
0.5
1.7
2.3
Hprt
0
0.6
2.6
3.1
Aliquots from identical poly(A) isolation (Qiagen mRNA Direct kit, poly(A) RNA isolated
from approximately 100.000 cells per aliquot) were used for each reverse transcription
(primed by oligo(dT) primers). 1 Calculated as arithmetic mean of the difference in crossing
points of the same dilution between the current RT and Roche AMV. Three different
dilutions were used; performed in independent duplicates. Positive values denote that the
amount of cDNA synthesized by particular RT is lower by a factor of 10∆cp

isolation, first-strand cDNA was synthesized strictly following the manufacturers protocols. Since SAGE and LongSAGE tags are extracted from the
3’ end of the transcripts, the number of transcript was quantified using two
primer pairs amplifying a fragment between the third- and the second-last
exons or the house-keeping gene Hprt (Hypoxanthine-guanine phosphoribosyltransferase; distance to 3’ end of the gene12 : 701-504 bp) and the ribosomal
protein Arbp (60S Acidic Ribosomap protein; 704-564 bp). As shown in Table 3.11, best results were obtained for Roche Avian Myeloblastosis Virus
(AMV) reverse transcriptase13 .
In order to the improve yield of RNA extractions, cell lysates were sonicated before RNA extractions. Aliquots of the same cell lysate were exposed
to sonic waves for different periods of time before extracting total RNA, and
the resulting amount of total RNA was measured by determining its optical
density (Table 3.12). Since sonication is known to damage RNA, the integrity
of the isolated RNA was successively examined by gel electrophoresis (Figure
3.10). In deed, increasing exposure time of cell lysate to sonication improved
the total RNA yield, but judging from the integrity of 18S and 26S RNA,
times longer than 20 seconds dramatically damaged RNA. Since the amount
of tissue used for the LongSAGE study of somitogenesis was lower, a similar
experiment was carried out with 100.000 cells per test. Poly(A) RNA was
isolated using the Qiagen mRNA direct kit. Due to its low amount, RNA
could not be measured by its optical density or by gel electrophoresis. The
amount of RNA was quantified by converting the mRNA into first-strand
cDNA using Roche AMV and successive quantitative Real-Time PCR (Table 3.13). Since best results were obtained for 15 seconds of sonication, this
12

according to EnsEMBL
The overall length of cDNA for Invitrogen SuperScript II RT was longest (data not
shown), but since most LongSAGE tags reside near the poly(A) tail, the RT that gave
rise to most copies of the 3’ UTR was used.
13
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Figure 3.10: Ethidium
bromide-stained gels of
RNA isolated from the
same tissue homogenate
sonicated for different
periods of time.
Durations were (left to
right) 0, 10, 20, 40 and 60
seconds (in pulses of 5 s;
tissue sample is cooled on
ice in between pulses).
Table 3.12: Effect of sonication time on total RNA yield
0s
10 s
20 s
40 s
60 s
1
1.3
1.8
1.9
1.8
OD of the RNA extraction without sonication was taken as 1. All other ODs are given
proportional to 3.10

duration was used for the subsequent construction of LongSAGE libraries.

3.3.3

General overview of SAGE libraries

For each tissue, two independent libraries were generated to minimize potential experimental bias, and for each of the (total of 8) libraries, (except for
library A) around 25,000 tags were sequenced (see Table 3.14). Contamination between the different libraries is avoided by using distinct Linker pairs
for each LongSAGE library construction. Even though the starting amount

Table 3.13: Effect of sonication time on poly(A) RNA yield
∆cp1 for
0 s2
10 s
15 s
20 s
Arbp
0
-1.0
-2.2
-1.4
Hprt
0
-0.8
-2.1
-1.5
1 Arithmetic mean of the difference in crossing points between specified duration of
sonication and 0 s (no sonication). Three different dilutions were used; performed
in independent duplicates. Negative values denote that the amount of cDNA
synthesized by particular RT is lower by a factor of 10 −∆cp . 2 In pulses of 5 s;
tissue sample is cooled on ice in between pulses
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Table 3.14: Summary of somite LongSAGE libraries
Sum1

A2

B3

C4

D5

Statistics
Total tags (excluding linker tags)
171,639 21,595 50,699 49,732 49,613
Unique transcripts
49,128 9,882 19,395 20,701 18,126
Transcripts observed in all libraries
2,633
Transcripts observed only in one librariy
4,690 11,113 12,512 10,022
with a count of > 1
550
582
772
477
Quality
Linker contamination
Frequency of identical ditags
1
Sum, tag counts from the four libraries combined. SAGE libraries generated from 2 tail
tip, 3 caudal 2/3 of the PSM, 4 rostral 1/3 of the PSM and 5 recently formed two pairs of
somites.

of cells greatly differed between the tissues used for library construction (see
Table 1.5), the same number of PCR cycles (24 + 12) was used for the ditag
amplification in any of the LongSAGE libraries. In total, excluding linker
tags, 171,639 LongSAGE tags were collected from all libraries combined.
These correspond to 49,128 unique transcripts, of which only 2,633 are common to all four libraries. However, excluding library A, whose total tag count
is less than half of the others, 4,333 tags are observed in libraries B to D.
The frequency of linker contamination and duplicate ditags, as well as the
fact that most of the abundant tags were represented in all libraries, proved
the high quality as well as the reproducibility of the LongSAGE libraries.

3.3.4

Tag to Gene assignment

Table 3.15 summarizes the statistics for the assignment of all LongSAGE tags
to the different LongSAGE mappings, sorted by abundance classes. Like for
the ATDC5 SAGE data, the number of no-hit tags increased with decreasing
tag abundance.

3.3.5

Genes abundantly expressed in the presomitic
mesoderm and the first formed somites

Table 3.16 lists the thirty most abundant LongSAGE tags in all somitic
LongSAGE libraries combined. Surprisingly, the majority (18 tags) hit multiple times to the databases. However, except for A1, A2 and A3, these
multiple hits could be manually resolved due to the existence of pseudogenes
(10 cases; indicated by footnote 7) or because of the inability to automatically
merge UniGene and Genome hit to the same gene (footnote 8).
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Table 3.15: Statistics of LongSAGE tag assignment sorted by abundance classes
Tag Abundan- Different Total UniGene hits Hits against
Genome
Mapping2
counts
ce in
kinds numwhole
hits
in the
tpm1
of tags ber of
genome
data
tags
set
> 31
>180
607 71,336
555 (91%)
585 (96%)
506 (86%)
575 (95%)
11-30 64 - 174
1478 24,686
1229 (85%)
1374 (93%) 1034 (70%) 1309 (89%)
6-10
35 - 58
1899 14,177
1371 (81%)
1674 (88%) 1128 (59%) 1489 (78%)
4-5
23 - 29
2068
9111
1305 (63%)
1714 (83%) 1031 (50%) 1451 (70%)
3
17
2133
6399
1137 (53%)
1720 (81%)
886 (42%) 1303 (61%)
2
12
4987
9974
1848 (37%)
3389 (68%) 1513 (30%) 2289 (46%)
1
6 35,956 35,956
4303 (12%) 22,522 (63%) 3913 (11%) 6086 (17%)
Total
49,128 171,639 11,748 (24%) 31304 (64%) 10011 (20%) 14502 (30%)
1
tpm: tags-per-million. 2 Mapping: Combination of mapping against UniGene (transcript)
and EnsEMBL (genome).

Table 3.16: List of thirty most abundant tags in the somite libraries
#

Sequence

Sum1

A2

B3

C4

D5

UniGene

Symbol

Description5

A1 GTGGCTCACAACCATCC 16424 15374 15247 15222 19289

multiple hits (16)

A2 GTGGCTCACAACCATCT 10353 13661 9487 8988 11166

multiple hits (59)

A3 CAAGGTGACAGGCCGCT

9910 9956 8738 9008 11993

multiple hits (23)

A4 TGGCTCGGTCACTTGGG 10103 7872 9507 10597 11187
A5 GGGACTGCATTGAGAGC

multiple hits (2): ACTIN, CYTOPLASMIC 2
(GAMMA-ACTIN), ACTIN-LIKE

7586 11484 8442 5469 7135

196718

no hit

Hbb- HEMOGLOBIN EPSILON-Y2 CHAIN.
b2,Hbb- [Source:SWISSPROT;Acc:P02104]
bh1,Hbbb1,Hbb-y

A6 AGCAGTCCCCTCCCTAG

6420 6900 6213 6756 6087

A7 GAGCGTTTTGGGTCCAG

6479 5742 6430 6073 7256

multiple hits (9): CYCLOPHILIN A 7

A8 CCTACCAAGACTTTGAG

5156 5511 5621 4042 5644

multiple hits (3): 40S RIBOSOMAL PROTEIN S207

A9 TTCATTATAATCTCAAA

4842 6622 5010 5067 3668

19187

A10 CCCTGAGTCCACCCCGG

4294 3334 4280 3660 5362

297

EST prothymosin alpha

A11 GCCTCCAAGGAGTAAGA

3892 2825 3925 3217 4999

multiple hits (28): GLYCERALDEHYDE
3-PHOSPHATE DEHYDROGENASE7

A12 GGCTTCGGTCTTTTTGA

3770 2176 4162 2694 5140

multiple hits (2): 60S ACIDIC RIBOSOMAL
PROTEIN P17

A13 GGAAGCCACTTTGACAG

3577 2454 3491 2896 4837

multiple hits (4): 40S RIBOSOMAL PROTEIN S27A7

EST ACTIN, CYTOPLASMIC 1 (BETA-ACTIN)
[Source:SWISSPROT;Acc:P02570]

table continues on following page
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D5

UniGene

A14 GGCTTCCGCGAGGGTAC

3577 2315 3610 2855 4817

906

A15 AGGCAGACAGTTGCTGT

3303 3705 3669 2835 3225

multiple hits (5): ELONGATION FACTOR
1-ALPHA 1 (EF-1-ALPHA-1) (ELONGATION FACTOR 1 A-1) (EEF1A-1)
(ELONGATION FACTOR TU) (EF-TU)7

A16 CCCTTCTTCTCTCCCTT

3111 4677 3373 2755 2520

multiple hits (2): HEMOGLOBIN ZETA
CHAIN, HEMOGLOBIN ALPHA CHAIN

A17 CGCCGCCGGCTCACCAA

3088 2454 2840 2855 3850

A18 GGATTTGGCTTGTTTGA

3158 1852 3077 2755 4213

multiple hits (2): 60S ACIDIC RIBOSOMAL
PROTEIN P28

A19 GTGGCTCACAACCACCC

2907 3334 2604 2433 3507

multiple hits (2): MITOCHONDRIAL RIBOSOMAL PROTEIN L51; MITOCHONDRIAL RIBOSOMAL PROTEIN 647

A20 ATGACTGATAGCAAGTC

2971 2871 3432 3056 2459

no hit

A21 TTTAATAAAGATCATCC

2517 5140 2327 2252 1834

35830

A22 CAAAAATAAAAGCCGCA

2628 3936 2110 2534 2681

multiple hits (5): ALPHA ENOLASE (EC
4.2.1.11) (2-PHOSPHO-D-GLYCERATE
HYDRO-LYASE) (NON- NEURAL ENOLASE) (NNE) (ENOLASE 1)7

A23 AGATCTATACAGTCGGG

2872 2315 3314 2332 3205

multiple hits (2): 60S RIBOSOMAL PROTEIN L77

A24 GTTGCTGAGAAGCGGCT

2698 3241 2466 2554 2842

multiple hits (5): QM PROTEIN (FRAGMENT), 60S RIBOSOMAL PROTEIN L10
(QM PROTEIN HOMOLOG)7

A25 ACCAGCTATGATCCCTC

2365 4353 2525 2131 1572

A26 AGAGCGAAGTGGCGGAA

2505 3288 2209 2252 2721

A27 GAAGCAGGACCAGTAAG

2587 2501 2387 2694 2721

A28 CCCGTGTGCTCATCCGC

2564 2454 2860 1910 2963

A29 CAGGCCACACAAGAGCC

2540 2176 2268 2332 3185

A30 GGGGAAATCGCCAGCTT

2703 1158 2899 2855 3023

#

Sequence

Sum1

A2

B3

C4

16423

141758

Symbol

Description5

Mdk MIDKINE PRECURSOR
(RETINOIC ACID-INDUCED
DIFFERENTIATION FACTOR).
[Source:SWISSPROT;Acc:P12025]

Rpl35 RIBOSOMAL PROTEIN L35

Hbb- HEMOGLOBIN EPSILON-Y2 CHAIN.
b2,Hbb- [Source:SWISSPROT;Acc:P02104]
bh1,Hbbb1,Hbb-y

Hba- hemoglobin X, alpha-like embryonic chain in
a1,Hba-x Hba complex
multiple hits (2): 60S RIBOSOMAL PROTEIN L418

4024

Cfl1 COFILIN, NON-MUSCLE ISOFORM.
[Source:SWISSPROT;Acc:P18760]
multiple hits (2): RIKEN cDNA 3010033P07
gene, RIKEN cDNA 6330437E22 gene

103838

Atp5b ATP SYNTHASE BETA CHAIN, MITOCHONDRIAL PRECURSOR (EC 3.6.3.14).
[Source:SWISSPROT;Acc:P56480]
multiple hits (2): THYMOSIN, BETA 10 8

Count values in tags-per-million. For 2 A, 3 B, 4 C and 5 D, see the corresponding footnotes
in Table 3.14.1 Sum: Tags-per-million for all libraries combined (count in all libraries,
divided by total tag count, multiplied by 1,000,000. Note that tags are not sorted by Sum,
but by sum of tpms of all four tissues. 6 Description: in case of multiple hits, the number of
matching genes is given in parenthesis. 7 Multiple hits to genome due to pseudogenes (only
single UniGene entry). 8 Hit to identical gene; automated link of Genome hit impossible
due to not annotated 3’ UTR.

3.3.6

Tags differentially expressed between the subsets

A total of 1007 genes were predicted to be differentially represented at the
confidence limit of 95% (P ≤ 0.05) between at least two of the four tissues
analyzed. Of these, 625 tags could be reliably assigned to a single gene,
whereas 173 tags matched to more than one gene, and 209 tags could not be
assigned to any gene.
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Table 3.17: Tags differentially expressed between libraries
Any1

A2

B3

C4

D5

vs A
vs B
301
vs C
315
307
vs D
350
255
255
vs any other
1007
575
721
721
713
1
Any of the four libraries. SAGE libraries generated from 2 tail tip, 3 caudal 2/3 of the
PSM, 4 rostral 1/3 of the PSM and 5 recently formed two pairs of somites.

3.3.7

Changes to members of FGF, Wnt and Delta/
Notch signaling pathways

For known members of the FGF, Wnt and Delta/Notch signaling pathways
the representation of the corresponding tags in the whole dataset was analyzed. The results are given in Table 3.18. Tags were only considered if they
match only to the particular gene.
Table 3.18: Representation of tags for FGF, Wnt and Delta/ Notch signaling
pathways in the dataset
A1
B2
C3
D4 Symbol
FGF signaling pathway
Ligands
0
0
0
0 Fgf1
0
0
0
0 Fgf2
0
0
0
0 Fgf3
0
0
0
0 Fgf4
0
0
0
0 Fgf5
0
0
0
0 Fgf6
0
0
0
0 Fgf7
139
158
40
0 Fgf8
0
0
0
0 Fgf9
0
0
0
0 Fgf10
0
0
0
0 Fgf11
0
0
0
0 Fgf12
0
0
0
20 Fgf13
0
0
0
0 Fgf14
0
20
0
0 Fgf15

Name

fibroblast
fibroblast
fibroblast
fibroblast
fibroblast
fibroblast
fibroblast
fibroblast
fibroblast
fibroblast
fibroblast
fibroblast
fibroblast
fibroblast
fibroblast

growth factor 1
growth factor 2
growth factor 3
growth factor 4
growth factor 5
growth factor 6
growth factor 7
growth factor 8
growth factor 9
growth factor 10
growth factor 11
growth factor 12
growth factor 13
growth factor 14
growth factor 15
table continues on following page
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Results
A1

B2

0
0
0
0
46
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Receptors
325
119
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
20
Mediators
RAS
0
0
0
0
0
20
0
0
0

0

0
0
0
0
0
139
0
0

0
197
0
0
0
59
0
0

0

0

0
0
0
20
0
20
509
394
0
0
MAPK
92
20
92
0
0
0
0
20
46
20
0
0
46
20
0
0
0
0
0
0

C3

D4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Symbol
0 Fgf16
0 Fgf17
0 Fgf18
0 Fgf20
0 Fgf21
0 Fgf22
0 Fgf23

141
60
0
0
0

60 Fgfr1
0 Fgfr2
0 Fgfr3
0 Fgfr4
0 Fgfrl1

40
0
0
0

0
201
0
0
20
241
0
0

20 Diras1
0 Eras
0 Ermap
0 Kbras1pending
0 Kbras2pending
0 Mras
241 Nras
40 Rasa1
0 Rasa2
0 Rasa3
40 Rasal1
0 Rasd1
0 Rasgrf1

0

0 Rasgrf2

0
0
0
664
0

0 Rasgrp1
0 Rasgrp2
0 Rasgrp4
585 Rasl2-9
0 Rras2

221
0
0
20
0
20
0
0
20
0

60 Mapk1
60 Mapk3
0 Mapk4
20 Mapk6
0 Mapk7
0 Mapk8
40 Mapk9
0 Mapk10
0 Mapk11
0 Mapk12

0

Name
fibroblast
fibroblast
fibroblast
fibroblast
fibroblast
fibroblast
fibroblast

growth
growth
growth
growth
growth
growth
growth

factor
factor
factor
factor
factor
factor
factor

16
17
18
20
21
22
23

fibroblast
fibroblast
fibroblast
fibroblast
fibroblast

growth
growth
growth
growth
growth

factor
factor
factor
factor
factor

receptor 1
receptor 2
receptor 3
receptor 4
receptor-like 1

DIRAS family, GTP-binding RAS-like 1
ES cell-expressed Ras
erythroblast membrane-associated protein
I-kappa-B-interacting Ras-like protein 1
I-kappa-B-interacting Ras-like protein 2
muscle and microspikes RAS
neuroblastoma ras oncogene
RAS p21 protein activator 1
RAS p21 protein activator 2
RAS p21 protein activator 3
RAS protein activator like 1 (GAP1 like)
RAS, dexamethasone-induced 1
RAS protein-specific guanine nucleotidereleasing factor 1
RAS protein-specific guanine nucleotidereleasing factor 2
RAS guanyl releasing protein 1
RAS, guanyl releasing protein 2
RAS guanyl releasing protein 4
RAS-like, family 2, locus 9
related RAS viral (r-ras) oncogene homolog 2
mitogen activated protein kinase 1
mitogen activated protein kinase 3
mitogen-activated protein kinase 4
mitogen-activated protein kinase 6
mitogen-activated protein kinase 7
mitogen activated protein kinase 8
mitogen activated protein kinase 9
mitogen activated protein kinase 10
mitogen-activated protein kinase 11
mitogen-activated protein kinase 12
table continues on following page
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A1

B2

C3

D4

0
46
0

0
0
0

0
60
20

139

99

20

Symbol
20 Mapk13
60 Mapk14
20 Mapbpippending
121 Mapk8ip

0

0

0

0 Mapk8ip2

0

79

20

0 Mapk8ip3

0

0

0

0 Mapkap1

46
46
93

39
79
20

0
40
60

120 Mapkapk2
60 Mapkapk5
20 Mapkbp1

MAPKK
92
39
93
158
0
20
0
20
46
0
0
0
0
0
139
0

40
80
20
20
20
20
0
20

MAPKKK
59

0

61
Name
mitogen activated protein kinase 13
mitogen activated protein kinase 14
mitogen activated protein binding protein
interacting protein
mitogen activated protein kinase 8 interacting protein
mitogen-activated protein kinase 8 interacting protein 2
mitogen-activated protein kinase 8 interacting protein 3
mitogen-activated protein kinase associated
protein 1
MAP kinase-activated protein kinase 2
MAP kinase-activated protein kinase 5
mitogen activated protein kinase binding
proten 1

40 Map2k1
40 Map2k2
0 Map2k3
60 Map2k4
40 Map2k5
20 Map2k6
0 Map2k7
0 Map2k1ip1

mitogen activated protein
mitogen activated protein
mitogen activated protein
mitogen activated protein
mitogen activated protein
mitogen activated protein
mitogen activated protein
mitogen-activated protein
interacting protein 1

0

20 Map3k1

mitogen activated protein kinase kinase kinase 1
mitogen activated protein kinase kinase kinase 2
mitogen activated protein kinase kinase kinase 3
mitogen activated protein kinase kinase kinase 4
mitogen activated protein kinase kinase kinase 5
mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase kinase 6
mitogen activated protein kinase kinase kinase 7
mitogen activated protein kinase kinase kinase 8
mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase kinase 9
mitogen activated protein kinase kinase kinase 10
mitogen activated protein kinase kinase kinase 11
mitogen activated protein kinase kinase kinase 12
table continues on following page

0

0

0

0 Map3k2

0

20

0

0 Map3k3

0

0

40

40 Map3k4

0

20

0

0 Map3k5

0

0

0

0 Map3k6

0

0

0

0 Map3k7

0

0

0

0 Map3k8

0

0

0

0 Map3k9

0

0

0

0 Map3k10

0

0

0

0 Map3k11

278

592

442

504 Map3k12

kinase
kinase
kinase
kinase
kinase
kinase
kinase
kinase

kinase
kinase
kinase
kinase
kinase
kinase
kinase
kinase

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
1
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A1

B2

C3

D4

0

0

139

20

120

185

59

80

0

MAPKKKK
0

0

Symbol
0 Map3k14

Name
mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase kinase 14
121 Map3k7ip1 mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase kinase 7 interacting protein 1
20 Map3k7ip2 mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase kinase 7 interacting protein 2

0

0 Map4k1

46

0

40

0 Map4k2

0

0

0

0 Map4k3

0

79

20

20 Map4k4

0

0

20

40 Map4k5

46

20

20

60 Map4k6pending

Wnt signaling pathway
Ligands
0
0
0
20 Wnt1
0
0
0
0 Wnt2
0
0
0
0 Wnt2b
0
0
60
20 Wnt3
93
79
0
0 Wnt3a
0
0
0
0 Wnt4
139
158
161
40 Wnt5a
185
0
0
0 Wnt5b
0
20
20
0 Wnt6
0
40
0
0 Wnt7a
0
0
20
0 Wnt7b
0
0
0
0 Wnt8a
0
0
0
0 Wnt8b
0
0
0
0 Wnt9a
0
0
0
0 Wnt9b
0
0
0
0 Wnt10a
0
0
0
0 Wnt10b
0
39
20
0 Wnt11
0
0
0
0 Wnt16
Receptors
0
0
0
0 Fzd1
0
20
60
40 Fzd2
0
0
0
20 Fzd3
0
0
0
0 Fzd4
0
0
0
0 Fzd5
46
0
0
0 Fzd6
46
79
20
40 Fzd7
0
0
20
0 Fzd8
0
0
0
0 Fzd9

mitogen activated
nase kinase 1
mitogen activated
nase kinase 2
mitogen-activated
nase kinase 3
mitogen-activated
nase kinase 4
mitogen-activated
nase kinase 5
mitogen-activated
nase kinase 6

protein kinase kinase kiprotein kinase kinase kiprotein kinase kinase kiprotein kinase kinase kiprotein kinase kinase kiprotein kinase kinase ki-

wingless-related MMTV integration site 1
wingless-related MMTV integration site 2
wingless related MMTV integration site 2b
wingless-related MMTV integration site 3
wingless-related MMTV integration site 3A
wingless-related MMTV integration site 4
wingless-related MMTV integration site 5A
wingless-related MMTV integration site 5B
wingless-related MMTV integration site 6
wingless-related MMTV integration site 7A
wingless-related MMTV integration site 7B
wingless-related MMTV integration site 8A
wingless related MMTV integration site 8b
wingless-type MMTV integration site 9A
wingless-type MMTV integration site 9B
wingless related MMTV integration site 10a
wingless related MMTV integration site 10b
wingless-related MMTV integration site 11
wingless-related MMTV integration site 16
frizzled
frizzled
frizzled
frizzled
frizzled
frizzled
frizzled
frizzled
frizzled

homolog 1 (Drosophila)
homolog 2 (Drosophila)
homolog 3 (Drosophila)
homolog 4 (Drosophila)
homolog 5 (Drosophila)
homolog 6 (Drosophila)
homolog 7 (Drosophila)
homolog 8 (Drosophila)
homolog 9 (Drosophila)
table continues on following page
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A1

B2

0
0
92
157
Co-Receptors
46
39

C3

D4

63

0
120

Symbol
0 Fzd10
60 Frzb

Name
frizzled homolog 10 (Drosophila)
frizzled-related protein

201

20 Lrp1

low density lipoprotein receptor-related protein 1
low density lipoprotein receptor-related protein 2
low density lipoprotein receptor-related protein 4
low density lipoprotein receptor-related protein 5
low density lipoprotein receptor-related protein 6
low density lipoprotein receptor-related protein 8, apolipoprotein e receptor
low-density lipoprotein receptor-related protein 10
low density lipoprotein-related protein 1B
(deleted in tumors)
low density lipoprotein receptor-related protein 2 binding protein
low density lipoprotein receptor-related protein associated protein 1

0

0

40

0 Lrp2

0

0

0

0 Lrp4

0

20

40

0 Lrp5

0

20

0

0 Lrp6

0

0

0

0 Lrp8

46

59

0

101

81 Lrp10

0

0

0 Lrp1b

0

0

0

46

0

0

0 Lrp2bppending
0 Lrpap1

Extracellular mediators
0
20
0
0
0
0
93
40
80
0
0
0
Intracellular mediators
93
39
80
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0 Dkk1
0 Dkk2
81 Dkk3
0 Dkk4

dickkopf
dickkopf
dickkopf
dickkopf

0 Dvl1
40 Dvl2
0 Dvl3
0 Daam1

dishevelled, dsh homolog 1 (Drosophila)
dishevelled 2, dsh homolog (Drosophila)
dishevelled 3, dsh homolog (Drosophila)
dishevelled associated activator of morphogenesis 1
dishevelled associated activator of morphogenesis 2
naked cuticle 1 homolog (Drosophila)
naked cuticle 1 homolog (Drosophila)
axin
axin2
inhibitor of the Dvl and Axin complex

0

0

0 Daam2

46
139
0
46
0

79
178
20
79
0

20
121
20
20
0

0
139
0
0

0
59
0
20

0
141
0
20

20 Nkd1
0 Nkd2
20 Axin
20 Axin2
0 Idaxpending
0 Gsk3b
181 Catnb
0 Catnbip1
40 Dact1

231
0
0
0

79
0
119
0

341
0
40
0

120 Apc
0 Apc2
121 Tcf1
0 Tcf2

homolog
homolog
homolog
homolog

1
2
3
4

(Xenopus
(Xenopus
(Xenopus
(Xenopus

laevis)
laevis)
laevis)
laevis)

glycogen synthase kinase 3 beta
catenin beta
catenin beta interacting protein 1
dapper homolog 1, antagonist of beta-catenin
(xenopus)
adenomatosis polyposis coli
adenomatosis polyposis coli 2
transcription factor 1
transcription factor 2
table continues on following page
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A1
0
139
0
0

B2
0
139
0
0

C3
0
100
0
0

D4

Symbol
0 Tcf3
81 Tcf4
0 Tcf7
0 Tcf7l2

Name
transcription factor 3
transcription factor 4
transcription factor 7, T-cell specific
transcription factor 7-like 2, T-cell specific,
HMG-box
transcription factor 12
transcription factor 15
transcription factor 19
transcription factor 20
transcription factor 21
transcription factor 23
transcription factor-like 1
transcription factor-like 4
transcription factor AP-2, alpha
transcription factor AP-2 beta
transcription factor AP-2, gamma
transcription factor AP-2, delta
transcription factor CP2
transcription factor E2a
transcription factor E3
transcription factor EB
transcription factor EC
lymphoid enhancer binding factor 1

0
0
20
60 Tcf12
93
79
141
222 Tcf15
0
0
0
0 Tcf19
0
0
20
0 Tcf20
0
0
0
0 Tcf21
0
0
0
0 Tcf23
139
217
181
161 Tcfl1
0
20
101
60 Tcfl4
0
0
0
20 Tcfap2a
139
59
261
60 Tcfap2b
0
0
0
20 Tcfap2c
0
0
0
0 Tcfap2d
0
20
0
0 Tcfcp2
185
178
160
100 Tcfe2a
0
39
0
20 Tcfe3
0
0
0
0 Tcfeb
0
0
0
0 Tcfec
232
158
242
161 Lef1
Delta/Notch signaling pathway
Ligands
0
39
0
40 Dlk1
delta-like 1 homolog (Drosophila)
139
178
80
0 Dll1
delta-like 1 (Drosophila)
139
276
241
0 Dll3
delta-like 3 (Drosophila)
0
0
20
0 Dll4
delta-like 4 (Drosophila)
139
59
241
40 Jag1
jagged 1
0
20
0
20 Jag2
jagged 2
Receptors
0
139
261
81 Notch1
Notch gene homolog 1 (Drosophila)
0
0
0
20 Notch2
Notch gene homolog 2 (Drosophila)
0
0
80
0 Notch3
Notch gene homolog 3 (Drosophila)
0
0
0
0 Notch4
Notch gene homolog 4 (Drosophila)
0
0
0
0 Dner
delta/notch-like EGF-related receptor
Notch glycosylation
0
39
40
0 Lfng
lunatic fringe gene homolog (Drosophila)
0
20
0
0 Mfng
manic fringe homolog (Drosophila)
0
0
0
20 Rfng
radical fringe gene homolog (Drosophila)
0
0
0
0 Frcl1
frc, fringe-like 1 (Drosophila)
Proteolytical release of notch intracellular domain (NICD)
0
0
0
0 Psen1
presenilin 1
0
0
0
0 Psen2
presenilin 2
Mediators of notch signaling
0
20
20
0 Mesp1
mesoderm posterior 1
0
0
121
0 Mesp2
mesoderm posterior 2
table continues on following page
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A1
B2
C3
D4 Symbol
NICD association/ DNA binding
880
454
623
463 Rbpsuh
0

0

0
Effectors
0

0

0 Rbpsuhl

0

0 Gprk2l

65
Name
recombining binding protein suppressor of
hairless (Drosophila)
recombining binding protein suppressor of
hairless-like (Drosophila)

G protein-coupled receptor kinase 2, groucho
gene related (Drosophila)
0
0
20
0 Herpud1 homocysteine-inducible, endoplasmic reticulum stress-inducible, ubiquitin-like domain
member 1
0
20
20
60 Hes1
hairy and enhancer of split 1 (Drosophila)
0
0
0
0 Hes2
hairy and enhancer of split 2 (Drosophila)
0
39
20
60 Hes3
hairy and enhancer of split 3 (Drosophila)
0
0
0
20 Hes5
hairy and enhancer of split 5 (Drosophila)
185
79
60
161 Hes6
hairy and enhancer of split 6 (Drosophila)
46
39
0
0 Hes7
hairy and enhancer of split 7 (Drosophila)
0
20
40
60 Hey1
hairy/enhancer-of-split related with YRPW
motif 1
0
20
0
0 Hey2
hairy/enhancer-of-split related with YRPW
motif 2
0
20
0
0 Heyl
hairy/enhancer-of-split related with YRPW
motif-like
46
20
40
81 Tle1
transducin-like enhancer of split 1, homolog
of Drosophila E(spl)
0
20
20
20 Tle2
transducin-like enhancer of split 2, homolog
of Drosophila E(spl)
46
20
40
101 Tle3
transducin-like enhancer of split 3, homolog
of Drosophila E(spl)
46
0
0
0 Tle4
transducin-like enhancer of split 4, E(spl)
homolog (Drosophila)
0
20
0
0 Tle6
transducin-like enhancer of split 6, homolog
of Drosophila E(spl)
0
0
0
0 Aes
amino-terminal enhancer of split
0
0
0
20 hr
hairless
Count values in tags-per-million. For 1 A , 2 B, 3 C and 4 D, see the corresponding footnotes
in Table 3.14.

3.3.8

Functional annotation of genes represente in the
dataset

The GeneOntology (GO) consortium [64, 79] provides a hierarchical structured set of controlled vocabularies (ontologies), that describe gene products
in terms of their associated biological processes, cellular components and
molecular functions. Except for the evidence code IEA (inferred from electronic annotation), all GO associations are manually curated, therefore it can
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Table 3.19: Statistics for functional annotation of differentially expressed genes
InterProall comtop ontologies
GO
GO without
1
Scan
bined
IEA
Molecular Function
289
154
323
404
Biological Process
256
133
246
334
Cellular Component
265
178
157
310
all
347
234
355
453
1 Evidence code IEA (inferred from electronic annotation): It is the only GeneOntology source that has not been manually curated. 2 Considered only if single
GeneScan Prediction associated to single or multiple Genome hits.

be considered as a high-quality data source. However, new findings within
the scientific community lead to knowledge changes and updates, whose incorporation to GO always lag behind. Additionally, GO does not provide
a comprehensive dataset. Due to lack of GO curators, many genes with an
MGI Marker ID have no or incomplete GO associations, even though the respective data is available. Furthermore, there were many genes identified in
the dataset, that are either only represented by UniGene clusters, are novel
EnsEMBL genes, or are based upon GeneScan prediction, and therefore have
no association in GO. Thus, every peptide14 or cDNA sequence is analyzed
by InterProScan [73] to identify known protein domains from InterPro [119]
and its affiliated protein databases (PROSITE [81], PRINTS [82], Pfam [80],
ProDom [120], SMART [121] and TIGRFAMs [122]). To keep the standardized vocabulary, the IDs of the particular protein database are linked to the
GeneOntology terms.
As listed in Table 3.19, 234 tags (out of 623 single-hit LongSAGE tags)
could be directly associated to manually curated GeneOntology annotations.
This number could be increased to 453 by extending the GeneOntology
dataset with the approach described above. All GeneOntology terms with
ten or more tags associated are listed in Table 3.20.
Table 3.20: Functional annotation of differentially expressed genes
GO term ID
GO:0003674
GO:0005488
GO:0046872

14

name
number
molecular function
404
binding activity
252
metal ion binding activity
30
table continues on following page

available only for EnsEMBL genes (not EST genes).

3.3 LongSAGE of somitogenesis
GO term ID
GO:0005509
GO:0046914
GO:0003676
GO:0003677
GO:0003700
GO:0003723
GO:0003729
GO:0000166
GO:0030551
GO:0017076
GO:0030554
GO:0019001
GO:0005515
GO:0019956
GO:0008092
GO:0019838
GO:0005102
GO:0005125
GO:0008083
GO:0005179
GO:0003824
GO:0004386
GO:0016787
GO:0016853
GO:0016301
GO:0008478
GO:0016874
GO:0016491
GO:0008641
GO:0004839
GO:0008642
GO:0016740
GO:0005554
GO:0004871
GO:0004872
GO:0004879
GO:0004888
GO:0005102
GO:0005125
GO:0001664
GO:0008083
GO:0005179
GO:0005198
GO:0005201
GO:0005200
GO:0003735
GO:0030528
GO:0003700

name
number
calcium ion binding activity
19
transition metal ion binding activity
8
nucleic acid binding activity
119
DNA binding activity
62
transcription factor activity
26
RNA binding activity
32
mRNA binding activity
5
nucleotide binding activity
76
cyclic nucleotide binding activity
purine nucleotide binding activity
76
adenyl nucleotide binding activity
72
guanyl nucleotide binding activity
16
protein binding activity
50
chemokine binding activity
cytoskeletal protein binding activity
16
growth factor binding activity
2
receptor binding activity
12
cytokine activity
4
growth factor activity
8
hormone activity
2
enzyme activity
137
helicase activity
3
hydrolase activity
55
isomerase activity
6
kinase activity
18
pyridoxal kinase activity
ligase activity
9
oxidoreductase activity
25
small protein activating enzyme activity
3
ubiquitin activating enzyme activity
3
ubiquitin-like activating enzyme activity
1
transferase activity
37
molecular function unknown
21
signal transducer activity
37
receptor activity
21
ligand-dependent nuclear receptor activity
1
transmembrane receptor activity
9
receptor binding activity
12
cytokine activity
4
G-protein-coupled receptor binding activity
growth factor activity
8
hormone activity
2
structural molecule activity
36
extracellular matrix structural constituent
1
structural constituent of cytoskeleton
5
structural constituent of ribosome
20
transcription regulator activity
32
transcription factor activity
26
table continues on following page
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GO term ID
GO:0003705
GO:0005215
GO:0005386
GO:0005489
GO:0015075
GO:0008565
GO:0008150
GO:0000004
GO:0009987
GO:0007154
GO:0007155
GO:0007165
GO:0007166
GO:0007242
GO:0008151
GO:0016049
GO:0019725
GO:0016043
GO:0008283
GO:0007049
GO:0006810
GO:0015031
GO:0045045
GO:0016192
GO:0006928
GO:0016477
GO:0007275
GO:0030154
GO:0009790
GO:0009653
GO:0007389
GO:0007582
GO:0008151
GO:0016049
GO:0016043
GO:0008283
GO:0007049
GO:0042127
GO:0006810
GO:0008152
GO:0006519
GO:0009058
GO:0006118
GO:0006091
GO:0006139
GO:0006259

name
number
RNA polymerase II transcription factor activity, enhancer binding
transporter activity
60
carrier activity
17
electron transporter activity
14
ion transporter activity
11
protein transporter activity
12
biological process
334
biological process unknown
24
cellular process
153
cell communication
46
cell adhesion
7
signal transduction
37
cell surface receptor linked signal transduction
8
intracellular signaling cascade
25
cell growth and/or maintenance
105
cell growth
5
cell homeostasis
1
cell organization and biogenesis
22
cell proliferation
25
cell cycle
20
transport
55
protein transport
17
secretory pathway
2
vesicle-mediated transport
4
cell motility
11
cell migration
5
development
38
cell differentiation
9
embryonic development
2
morphogenesis
27
pattern specification
8
physiological processes
291
cell growth and/or maintenance
105
cell growth
5
cell organization and biogenesis
22
cell proliferation
25
cell cycle
20
regulation of cell proliferation
transport
55
metabolism
219
amino acid and derivative metabolism
9
biosynthesis
56
electron transport
23
energy pathways
9
nucleobase, nucleoside, nucleotide and nucleic acid
80
metabolism
DNA metabolism
10
table continues on following page
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GO term ID
name
number
GO:0009117
nucleotide metabolism
6
GO:0016070
RNA metabolism
19
GO:0006350
transcription
50
GO:0006793
phosphorus metabolism
13
GO:0006796
phosphate metabolism
13
GO:0019538
protein metabolism
90
GO:0006412
protein biosynthesis
36
GO:0030163
protein catabolism
25
GO:0009605
response to external stimulus
17
GO:0006950
response to stress
10
GO:0005575
cellular component
310
GO:0005623
cell
272
GO:0005622
intracellular
211
GO:0005694
chromosome
2
GO:0005737
cytoplasm
111
GO:0000153
cytoplasmic ubiquitin ligase complex
1
GO:0016023
cytoplasmic vesicle
1
GO:0005856
cytoskeleton
23
GO:0005783
endoplasmic reticulum
13
GO:0005794
Golgi apparatus
7
GO:0005739
mitochondrion
21
GO:0005840
ribosome
21
GO:0005634
nucleus
95
GO:0016363
nuclear matrix
GO:0005635
nuclear membrane
4
GO:0005730
nucleolus
7
GO:0005654
nucleoplasm
15
GO:0005681
spliceosome complex
5
GO:0030529
ribonucleoprotein complex
32
GO:0030532
small nuclear ribonucleoprotein complex
GO:0005732
small nucleolar ribonucleoprotein complex
2
GO:0005681
spliceosome complex
5
GO:0000153
cytoplasmic ubiquitin ligase complex
1
GO:0016020
membrane
90
GO:0012505
endomembrane system
6
GO:0000139
Golgi membrane
1
GO:0019866
inner membrane
7
GO:0005743
mitochondrial inner membrane
7
GO:0016021
integral to membrane
64
23
GO:0008372
cellular component unknown
GO:0005576
extracellular
60
GO:0005578
extracellular matrix
6
GO:0005615
extracellular space
58
Ontologies with ten or more differentially expressed genes (plus a few interesting handselected ones). Degree of Indention represents the level within the GeneOntology hirarchy.
Numbers assigned for each ontology include all ontologies lower in hierarchy.
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3.4

Genome-wide analysis of publically available SAGE libraries

3.4.1

Chromosomal localization of genes regulated by
signaling cascades or transcription factors

In the case of four publically available SAGE library pairs (listed in Table
3.21; including the ATDC5 libraries generated in this study), the chromosomal locations of the differentially expressed genes were determined15 . The
libraries were chosen, since they are derived from cell lines induced with
a single stimulus. Therefore, by comparing the libraries to the untreated
control, the effect of the corresponding factors could be monitored. As summarized in Table 3.22, in all four pairs of libraries a significant16 number
of tags were physically linked with a distance of less than 1 Mb (the genes
within each interval are listed in Table 3.23). In any set of libraries even the
very unlikely event17 , that two of the differentially expressed were immediate neighbors, occurred multiple times. Next, the pairs were analyzed for
DNA binding sites downstream of its corresponding pathways (BMP: Smad3
and Smad4 binding sites; SHH: Gli binding site; JNK2: AP1 and CREbinding protein1/c-JUN binding sites; c-MYC: c-MYC/MAX heterodimer
binding site; for sequences and references, see Materials and methods). Since
all binding sites are very short and therefore statistically occur every few
thousand bases, only those binding sites are considered, that are conserved
between mouse and human. Thus, for each chromosomal fragment its syntenic region in the other species was retrieved in a semi-automated way. The
program written for this purpose first determined the syntenic genomic fragment based upon genomic DNA alignments. Both fragments were analyzed
for the existence of putative orthologous genes with high ammino acid sequence similarity as well as conserved noncoding sequences (CNS) sharing at
least 70 percent identity over at least 100 basepairs. The program in parallel
generated pictures displaying all features of both genomic segments. Both
were only considered as being syntenic if a reasonable number of orthologous
genes was identified18 between both species. For most of the gene clusters
the syntenic region could be successfully retrieved (ATDC5: 4 out of 9 cases;
15

As described above (3.1.5; since the raw sequence data was only available for the
ATDC5 libraries, in the other cases the information about the 11( th) could not be used
to refine the tag-to-UniGene mappings).
16
as compared to 1000 simulations randomly picking the same number of genes.
17
observed on average in less than one case per library within the simulations.
18
Differences in the order of genes were accepted, since by definition the same order of
genes is required for ’conserved segments’ but not for ’conserved synteny’ [83].
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Table 3.21: SAGE libraries generated from cells induced with single factors
Factor

tags in control

BMP4

21,8751

tags in induced
cells
21,7812

cell kind

reference

embryonal
in press
carcinomaderived cell line,
mouse
Shh
87,8373
85,5104
primary granule not published
cell
precursor
cells, mouse
JNK2
38,8191
40,7682
PC3, human
not published
7
c-MYC
37,047
55,4267
HUVEC, human [123]
Publically available SAGE libraries used for analysis. Cells were either supplied with
growth factors (BMP4, Shh) or factor was overexpressed (JNK2, c-MYC). 1 GSM2575.
2
3
4
5
6
7
GSM2576.
GSM787.
GSM788.
GSM1515.
GSM1514.
available from
www.biochem.mpg.de/hermeking/mycsage.html.

SHH: 40/45; JNK2: 34/42; c-MYC: 16/24). Binding sites were only considered if they lie within CNS features. As shown in Table 3.23, some, but not
all clusters contained at least one conserved DNA binding site within a CNS
for its corresponding downstream transcription factors.
Table 3.22: Summary of physical linkeage
Factor

# Diff. expressed
# Clusters
Immed.
Simulated
total assigned ≥ 2
≥3
neigh.1
≥2
≥3
BMP4
139
120
9
3
2
3.4 ± 1.7
0.1 ± 0.3
SHH
600
263
45
11
12
26.8 ± 4.1
3.0 ± 1.7
JNK2
562
258
42
19
7
23.3 ± 4.1
2.2 ± 1.4
cMYC
421
164
24
5
4
10.3 ± 2.9
0.6 ± 0.7
Number of clusters ≥ 1 Mb with two or three differentially expressed genes upon induction
compared to 1000 random simulations. 1 Immediate neighbors: No other gene lied in
between two differentially expressed genes.

Table 3.23: Physical linkeage of potential factor-regulated genes
Chr.
Genes and interlocus distances
# BS 1
BMP4
Smad3 Smad4
5 Mor1 - 3 (0 partial) genes [118021 bp] - EST
3
0
6 Tpi - 0 (0 partial) genes [607 bp] - Usp5
0
0
7 Rps11 - 0 (0 partial) genes [1185 bp] - Rpl13a - 58 (0 partial)
n.a.
n.a.
genes [803396 bp] - Emp3 - 28 (0 partial) genes [930277 bp] Ldh1
table continues on following page
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Chr.
Genes and interlocus distances
# BS 1
1
10 EST - 50 (0 partial) genes [866328 bp] - Cd63
0
0
11 Hint - 9 (0 partial) genes [518954 bp] - Sparc
n.a.
n.a.
11 EST - 18 (0 partial) genes [204121 bp] - EST
n.a.
n.a.
17 Rab11b - 2 (0 partial) genes [63385 bp] - Ndufa7 - 8 (0 parn.a.
n.a.
tial) genes [116517 bp] - Rps18
X Plp2 - 25 (0 partial) genes [471900 bp] - Rbm3
0
0
X Filamin-like protein - 2 (0 partial) genes [24580 bp] - Rpl10 1
n.a.
n.a.
- 36 (0 partial) genes [972587 bp] - EST
SHH
Gli
1 Bzw1 - 11 (0 partial) genes [515240 bp] - EST
0
1 EST - 4 (0 partial) genes [487614 bp] - Itm2c
3
1 EST - 0 (0 partial) genes [9629 bp] - 2010320B01Rik
0
1 1110021H02Rik - 24 (0 partial) genes [757376 bp] - Nhlh1
0
2 EST - 1 (0 partial) genes [23249 bp] - EST
0
2 EST - 2 (0 partial) genes [119944 bp] - 2810027O19Rik
0
2 EST - 6 (0 partial) genes [197146 bp] - Csen - 2 (0 partial)
n.a.
genes [65325 bp] - Mrps5
2 5730494N06Rik - 0 (0 partial) genes [1504 bp] - Pcna
0
2 1010001H21Rik - 5 (0 partial) genes [212270 bp] - EST
0
4 Rps8 - 4 (0 partial) genes [408507 bp] - Prnpip1
0
4 EST - 6 (0 partial) genes [301315 bp] - 2810449C13Rik
0
6 EST - 1 (0 partial) genes [112031 bp] - 2410127E18Rik
0
6 EST - 5 (0 partial) genes [957681 bp] - Dfna5h
0
7 2410022M24Rik - 1 (0 partial) genes [99531 bp] - Psip2
0
7 EST - 3 (0 partial) genes [36959 bp] - Pold1 - 13 (0 partial)
0
genes [312911 bp] - EST
7 9030624J02Rik - 12 (0 partial) genes [932601 bp] 0
6330575P11Rik
8 Ris2 - 29 (0 partial) genes [835919 bp] - Tubb3
0
9 2010004J23Rik - 12 (0 partial) genes [924849 bp] - Nope - 12
0
(0 partial) genes [427101 bp] - AI840980 - 4 (0 partial) genes
[311308 bp] - 2810417H13Rik
9 Ccnb2 - 3 (0 partial) genes [258783 bp] - EST
0
9 Mapk6 - 1 (0 partial) genes [43758 bp] - EST
0
9 Gnai2 - 44 (0 partial) genes [956408 bp] - Arih2
0
10 1810010L20Rik - 20 (0 partial) genes [799916 bp] - Nnp1
0
11 EST - 9 (0 partial) genes [330004 bp] - Pold2
n.a.
11 Sqstm1 - 5 (0 partial) genes [83679 bp] - Canx - 2 (0 partial)
0
genes [52178 bp] - Hnrph1
11 Gps2 - 6 (0 partial) genes [74782 bp] - Gabarap
0
11 Zfp144 - 12 (0 partial) genes [327475 bp] - EST
1
11 Tk1 - 0 (0 partial) genes [23298 bp] - Birc5
0
table continues on following page
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Chr.
Genes and interlocus distances
11 EST - 16 (0 partial) genes [229610 bp] - EST - 37 (0 partial)
genes [746840 bp] - 0610008N23Rik
12 Bag5 - 7 (0 partial) genes [248335 bp] - 2010107E04Rik - 9 (0
partial) genes [680907 bp] - Siva-pending - 2 (0 partial) genes
[75605 bp] - EST
13 Trim27 - 27 (0 partial) genes [624606 bp] - EST
15 EST - 1 (0 partial) genes [111671 bp] - Pabpc1
15 Tuba3 - 12 (0 partial) genes [467232 bp] - Tegt
15 Pfdn5 - 0 (0 partial) genes [231 bp] - Myg1-pending
16 EST - 11 (0 partial) genes [347583 bp] - Nude-pending
16 EST - 3 (0 partial) genes [62328 bp] - EST
17 Tulp4 - 10 (0 partial) genes [694793 bp] - 1110008A10Rik
17 Pkmyt1-pending - 20 (0 partial) genes [428440 bp] - EST - 30
(0 partial) genes [549453 bp] - EST
17 EST - 6 (0 partial) genes [294755 bp] - EST
17 EST - 47 (0 partial) genes [854831 bp] - EST - 5 (0 partial)
genes [61899 bp] - 0610011P08Rik
19 Prdx5 - 14 (0 partial) genes [288361 bp] - AI850305 - 20
(0 partial) genes [939980 bp] - Men1 - 38 (0 partial) genes
[734691 bp] - 1500026D16Rik - 16 (0 partial) genes [217164
bp] - Sart1
19 Rad9 - 0 (0 partial) genes [-221 bp] - Ppp1ca
19 Gng3lg - 12 (0 partial) genes [118538 bp] - 2610301D06Rik 12 (0 partial) genes [865131 bp] - Fth - 14 (0 partial) genes
[547899 bp] - 2810441K11Rik
19 Ldb1 - 28 (0 partial) genes [984661 bp] - Ina
19 Xpnpep1 - 0 (0 partial) genes [100070 bp] - Add3
X Dlgh3 - 10 (0 partial) genes [613974 bp] - Nono - 19 (0 partial) genes [754125 bp] - EST
JNK2

# BS 1
0
0

0
0
0
1
0
0
n.a.
0
1
3

0
n.a.

1
0
n.a.
AP1

CRE/
cJUN2
0
0

1 MRPL20 - 17 (0 partial) genes [718931 bp] - EST
0
1 EST - 4 (0 partial) genes [387247 bp] - SFN - 21 (0 partial)
0
genes [802127 bp] - G1P3
1 PTP4A2 - 12 (0 partial) genes [395486 bp] - MLP - 9 (0 par0
0
tial) genes [439748 bp] - YARS
1 MUC1 - 33 (0 partial) genes [922045 bp] - LMNA - 8 (0 par0
0
tial) genes [169647 bp] - CCT3 - 10 (0 partial) genes [331048
bp] - NES
3 IMPDH2 - 29 (0 partial) genes [857619 bp] - MST1R - 6 (0
0
0
partial) genes [323099 bp] - GNAI2
3 EST - 13 (0 partial) genes [685228 bp] - TKT
0
0
3 EST - 0 (0 partial) genes [91719 bp] - SFRS10
4
4
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Chr.
Genes and interlocus distances
# BS 1
6 ABCF1 - 25 (0 partial) genes [676038 bp] - HLA-C - 13
n.a.
n.a.
(0 partial) genes [263657 bp] - BAT2 - 21 (0 partial) genes
[197344 bp] - C6orf48
6 TAPBP - 17 (0 partial) genes [922629 bp] - HMGA1
n.a.
n.a
7 FSCN1 - 7 (0 partial) genes [415594 bp] - EST
4
4
7 EST - 9 (0 partial) genes [825025 bp] - GTF2I
0
0
8 EST - 0 (0 partial) genes [1405 bp] - EEF1D - 9 (0 partial)
n.a.
n.a.
genes [194357 bp] - EST - 26 (0 partial) genes [513832 bp] EST - 20 (0 partial) genes [430220 bp] - RPL8
9 EST - 4 (0 partial) genes [218619 bp] - CLTA
1
1
10 CUL2 - 2 (0 partial) genes [246385 bp] - EST
n.a.
n.a.
10 SEC24C - 2 (0 partial) genes [10858 bp] - EST - 5 (0 partial)
8
8
genes [29312 bp] - CAMK2G - 0 (0 partial) genes [36567 bp] PLAU
10 KCNMA1 - 4 (0 partial) genes [396223 bp] - RPS24
43
39
11 POLR2L - 0 (0 partial) genes [886 bp] - CD151 - 15 (0 par0
0
tial) genes [222177 bp] - IRF7 - 5 (0 partial) genes [77273
bp] - HRAS - 7 (0 partial) genes [215745 bp] - IFITM1 - 6 (0
partial) genes [98805 bp] - EST
11 EST - 13 (0 partial) genes [497728 bp] - EST - 11 (0 partial)
0
0
genes [430404 bp] - FEN1 - 5 (0 partial) genes [167321 bp] FTH1
11 EST - 39 (0 partial) genes [810507 bp] - CFL1 - 5 (0 partial)
5
4
genes [35979 bp] - FOSL1
12 TPI1 - 18 (0 partial) genes [843456 bp] - APOBEC1
n.a.
n.a.
12 PRKAG1 - 4 (0 partial) genes [114672 bp] - TUBA1 - 1 (0
1
1
partial) genes [133687 bp] - EST
12 NACA - 23 (0 partial) genes [760893 bp] - MARS
n.a.
n.a.
14 EST - 16 (0 partial) genes [664542 bp] - PSME2 - 4 (0 par10
10
tial) genes [42499 bp] - TM9SF1
14 RPS29 - 6 (0 partial) genes [181251 bp] - KLHDC2
2
2
15 NOLA3 - 4 (0 partial) genes [145848 bp] - EST
0
0
16 TCEB2 - 13 (0 partial) genes [243568 bp] - TNFRSF12A
1
1
16 ALDOA - 11 (0 partial) genes [213238 bp] - EST
1
1
17 ETV4 - 0 (0 partial) genes [94055 bp] - MEOX1
4
4
17 EST - 9 (0 partial) genes [475002 bp] - PHB
0
0
17 EST - 2 (0 partial) genes [61960 bp] - PSMC5
0
0
17 EST - 1 (0 partial) genes [57569 bp] - EST - 34 (0 partial)
16
13
genes [945000 bp] - ITGB4 - 32 (0 partial) genes [976296 bp]
- SFRS2
17 LGALS3BP - 0 (0 partial) genes [11737 bp] - EST
3
3
19 BSG - 8 (0 partial) genes [213918 bp] - PTBP1 - 31 (0 par6
5
tial) genes [595257 bp] - DAZAP1
table continues on following page
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Chr.
Genes and interlocus distances
19 DPP9 - 16 (0 partial) genes [966492 bp] - RPL36 - 10 (0
partial) genes [203075 bp] - EST
19 PIN1 - 4 (0 partial) genes [236607 bp] - EST - 13 (0 partial)
genes [297879 bp] - CDC37 - 9 (0 partial) genes [250788 bp] ILF3 - 21 (0 partial) genes [743844 bp] - PRKCSH
19 EST - 8 (0 partial) genes [120140 bp] - JUNB - 0 (0 partial)
genes [3509 bp] - PRDX2 - 14 (0 partial) genes [303058 bp]
- EST - 2 (0 partial) genes [36672 bp] - EST - 16 (0 partial)
genes [964621 bp] - ASF1B
19 CHERP - 23 (0 partial) genes [860539 bp] - BST2
19 C20orf109 - 26 (0 partial) genes [940590 bp] - EST - 3 (0
partial) genes [101278 bp] - EST
19 FXYD5 - 19 (0 partial) genes [478370 bp] - COX6B - 28 (0
partial) genes [481231 bp] - CAPNS1
19 PPP1R15A - 41 (0 partial) genes [679654 bp] - NOSIP - 18
(0 partial) genes [348646 bp] - ATF5 - 27 (0 partial) genes
[863770 bp] - EST - 22 (0 partial) genes [542912 bp] - ETFB
20 NTSR1 - 18 (0 partial) genes [725528 bp] - EEF1A2 - 19 (0
partial) genes [371531 bp] - TPD52L2
X CETN2 - 18 (0 partial) genes [804260 bp] - EST - 14 (0 partial) genes [286077 bp] - IRAK1 - 10 (0 partial) genes [291555
bp] - FLNA - 24 (0 partial) genes [391037 bp] - DKC1
cMYC

# BS 1
2

75

1

7

4

0

0

n.a.
0

n.a.
0

0

0

3

3

18

18

n.a.

n.a.

cMYC/
MAX3
0
0
0
0

1 TIE - 11 (0 partial) genes [612875 bp] - EST
1 S100A10 - 0 (0 partial) genes [38674 bp] - S100A11
1 S100A6 - 17 (0 partial) genes [386257 bp] - JTB
1 ARHGEF2 - 13 (0 partial) genes [314617 bp] - EST - 0 (0
partial) genes [13292 bp] - CCT3
2 TMSB10 - 12 (0 partial) genes [677731 bp] - VAMP5
0
2 EST - 9 (0 partial) genes [510701 bp] - CNNM3
n.a.
2 EST - 0 (0 partial) genes [-16457 bp] - EST
0
3 EST - 28 (0 partial) genes [790454 bp] - STAB1
n.a.
6 HLA-C - 26 (0 partial) genes [369945 bp] - DDAH2 - 0 (0
0
partial) genes [324 bp] - CLIC1 - 5 (0 partial) genes [79034
bp] - HSPA1B
7 FSCN1 - 18 (0 partial) genes [970797 bp] - ZDHHC4
0
7 MDH2 - 3 (0 partial) genes [235992 bp] - HSPB1
0
7 EST - 3 (0 partial) genes [258997 bp] - EST
6
8 PLEC1 - 42 (0 partial) genes [794762 bp] - RPL8
n.a.
9 UBE2R2 - 15 (0 partial) genes [695560 bp] - DCTN3
n.a.
11 SLC25A22 - 16 (0 partial) genes [256579 bp] - HRAS
0
12 CD9 - 25 (0 partial) genes [528445 bp] - PTMS
0
table continues on following page
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Chr.
Genes and interlocus distances
# BS 1
14 APEX1 - 11 (0 partial) genes [343594 bp] - RNASE1
n.a.
17 PFN1 - 14 (0 partial) genes [484389 bp] - C1QBP
0
17 ICAM2 - 8 (0 partial) genes [488357 bp] - DDX5
6
17 ACTG1 - 6 (0 partial) genes [175914 bp] - MRPL12 - 2 (0
4
partial) genes [102313 bp] - P4HB - 8 (0 partial) genes [71870
bp] - PYCR1 - 11 (0 partial) genes [142049 bp] - FASN
19 EST - 28 (0 partial) genes [584282 bp] - GPX4 - 24 (0 par5
tial) genes [490379 bp] - EST
19 SH3GL1 - 7 (0 partial) genes [175609 bp] - SEMA6B - 2 (0
2
partial) genes [116729 bp] - DPP9
19 CDC42EP5 - 33 (0 partial) genes [911396 bp] - RPL28
n.a.
X BGN - 10 (0 partial) genes [283967 bp] - SSR4
2
Number of genes as well as length of interval between two or more differentially expressed
genes is given between gene symbols. Negative values for distance means, that the genes
overlap. 1 number of conserved binding sites between mouse and human. 2 CRE-binding
protein 1/cJUN heterodimer. 3 cMYC/MAX heterodimer

3.4.2

House-keeping genes

All publically available human and mouse SAGE libraries with at least 50.000
tags19 sequenced were adducted for a search for genes similarly expressed
within all libraries. All together, there were only 203 (out of 69 libraries)
human and 719 (out of 17 libraries) mouse SAGE tags detected in all libraries.
The top ten tags of mouse and human with the smallest changes (highest
mean to standard deviation ratio) are listed in Table 3.24.

3.4.3

Ribosomal protein gene expression

To construe the observed changes of gene expression of ribosomal protein
genes, all publically available mouse and human SAGE libraries with at least
50,000 tags were mined. For a total of 80 human ribosomal protein genes [90,
91] and 54 human mitochondrial ribosomal genes [92], which were mapped
to the genome, the corresponding human entry in EnsEMBL as well as the
syntenic mouse entry were retrieved. Due to the fact, that for most ribosomal
protein genes many pseudogenes exist in both genomes, this strategy was
needed to eliminate falsely annotated ribosomal protein genes. For each
gene the associated SAGE tag(s) were assigned through the corresponding
UniGene clusters (see Materials and methods). The data was normalized by
calculating the tags-per-million value of all SAGE tags corresponding to a
single ribosomal protein gene.
Next, the expression profile of all human (GEO/ own identifier is preceded
19

to minimize statistical fluctuations, libraries with less tags were not adducted.
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Table 3.24: Genes with most constant expression levels over all SAGE libraries
tag

UniGene
ID

human
GCCTGCTGGG 2706
TGGAGTGGAG
CGCTGGTTCC
TCACAAGCAA 32916
CCTATTTACT
ACAGTGGGGA
GCTTCCATCT
GTGACCTCCT 433901
CCCTGATTTT 183684
GTTCCCTGGC
mouse
GCTGCCAGGG 688
CATTGCGTGG 27955

Description

GPX4: Glutathione peroxidase 4 (phospholipid hydroperoxidase)
multiple hits(3)
multiple hits(2)
NACA nascent-polypeptide-associated complex alpha polypeptide
multiple hits(2)
multiple hits(3)
multiple hits(4)
COX8 cytochrome c oxidase subunit VIII
EIF4G2 eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4 gamma, 2
multiple hits(2)

mean

517.7±207.5
320.9±131.1
1220.5±500.3
465.2±200.3
387.0±167.11
287.3±124.5
168.1±73.0
446.6±193.8
189.5±82.8
591.3±260.8

Bcl2-associated athanogene 1
235.7±50.2
Williams-Beuren syndrome chromosome re300.7±79.1
gion 1 homolog (human)
CTCCTGCAGC 38055
esterase 10
222.0±60.5
GGAGGGATCA 8131
integrin linked kinase
181.9±50.5
GCTGGCAGCC
multiple hits(2)
589.8±165.3
GAGGGCATCC 20946
proteasome (prosome, macropain) 26S sub203.3±57.2
unit, ATPase 3
GGGTGCGTCT 196604 angio-associated migratory protein
163.1±46.3
TGCTGCTCGT
multiple hits(2)
212.0±60.7
GGGGTGACAG 22040
expressed sequence AW556797
46.9±13.6
AACAATTTGG
multiple hits(2)
1406.1±411.4
Top ten human and mouse tags with the smallest expression changes over all SAGE libraries. Mean and standard deviations were calculated for tpm values.
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Figure 3.11: human and mouse SAGE libraries clustered (hierarchical clustering,
euclidian distance) according to expression of ribosomal protein genes. All
libraries derived from the ncbi Gene Expression Omnibus are indicated by the
GEO accession number starting with GSM; for the remaining libraries, see Table
3.9. To label a particular clusters, each branching event is specified (a: top, b:
bottom, subscript indicates the number of branching [from right to left]; as an
example, two clusters are specified with the black bars).
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by Hs ) and mouse (Mm ) SAGE libraries adducted to hierarchical clustering.
As shown in Figure 3.11, the libraries could be separated into several distinct
clusters, with the first branching point at a height of around 23,000 to 24,000.
There is a tendency, that libraries generated from the same major tissue
fall into the same cluster (e.g. cluster b1 b2 b3 a4 consists mainly of libraries
derived from brain and brain-derived [eye] tissues whereas cluster b1 b2 b3 b4
contains almost no brain libraries). Furthermore, libraries generated from
cell lines (indicated by green asterisk in Figure 3.11) tend to separate at a
lower level from its counterparts derived from tissues. For example, within
cluster b1 b2 b3 a4 , all cell-line derived SAGE libraries are exclusively present
in sub-cluster a, but none in sub-cluster b. On the other hand, libraries
derived from cancer cell lines or tissues (green asterisk) are more randomly
distributed.
All mouse libraries were grouped into two separated clusters. Whereas
11 of the mouse libraries branch at the second node at a height of around
20,000, six of the mouse libraries, out of which three were derived of adult
brain tissues (Mm Geneva1 to 3), are included in the large (brain-enriched)
cluster b1 b2 b3 a4 , and do not branch before a height of around 8000. Another
interesting observation was, that most of the library pairs of the kind of
uninduced vs. induced or normal vs. cancer are very similar, even though
in most of the cases differentially expressed ribosomal protein genes were
observed between both libraries.
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Chapter 4
Discussion
4.1

SAGE mapping

Compared to the commonly used SAGEmap database [94, 68], the algorithms
developed in this work significantly improved the mapping of a SAGE tag to
its corresponding gene via UniGene, by decreasing both no-hit and multiplehit cases (Fig 4.1). This is mainly due to the fact, that for the SAGEmap
project no pre-selection for 3’ sequences is made. The critical point is, that
due to alternative splicing or alternative polyadenylation multiple SAGE
tags are possible for a single gene/ UniGene cluster. Based upon EST data
mining, at least 59 % of Human and 33 % of Mouse genes have alternative
splice forms [124] and 28.6 % of human genes show alternative polyadenylation [125]. Therefore even the large set of full-length cDNA sequences in
mouse (60,777 RIKEN full-length clones for mouse [4]) does not cover all
genes and its associated transcripts. In deed, a global survey showed that for
44% of human and 22% of both mouse and rat genes have different SAGE
tags due to alternative polyadenylation [126]. The difference becomes clear,
if a hypothetical gene is assumed, which has a rare transcript with alternative polyadenylation, present in only 15% of all transcripts. Statistically this
transcript should be represented in 15% of the 3’ reads, but is indistinguishable in the 5’ reads. Therefore, without a pre-selection of 3’ sequences, the
difference could only be detected in 7.5% of all sequences. Since SAGEmap
similarly discards the 10% of the most infrequent tags for each UniGene
cluster [94], this particular SAGEtag would be left out in the SAGEmap
mappings, but would be detected in the algorithm proposed in this work,
since its abundance in the 3’ reads lies over 10%.
In addition, for the first time, a strategy for assigning LongSAGE tags to
the genome as well as for combining both genome associations with UniGene
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Figure 4.1: Relative abundance of zero, one, two three to five, six to ten and
larger ten hits per SAGE and LongSAGE tag for different mappings. Mapping:
Combination of mapping against UniGene (transcript) and EnsEMBL (genome).

4.1 SAGE mapping
mappings was described in this work. Surprisingly, a large fraction of reliable
LongSAGE tags derived from the UniGene releases as well as many of the
experimentally extracted LongSAGE tags in this study (similar tendency for
human LongSAGE tags, M. Souquet, personal communication) can not be
assigned to the mouse or human genome. This could be explained in that
even at the current state of genome sequencing the assembled sequence is not
complete. Still there are gaps within the assembled sequence and also not
all sequence contigs could be mapped to the assembled sequence, mainly in
pericentromeric and subtelomeric regions [127]. Furthermore, even a 7-fold
coverage by shotgun sequencing, some parts of the genome are covered only
with one sequencing read, and are therefore more prone to sequencing errors.
Since the human genome sequencing is more advanced and since the murine
Y chromosome has not yet been sequenced, it is reasonable that the number
of no-hits of mouse LongSAGE tags is higher than for human. On the other
hand, the mouse genome was sequenced from the same strain (C57/BL6) as
the LongSAGE tags, and therefore polymorphisms, that could account for
no-hits to the human genome, can be excluded.
That several LongSAGE tags could not be assigned to its corresponding EnsEMBL gene is due to an artefact in the EnsEMBL gene annotation
pipeline [63]1 . As a result of the exon-intron structure of eukaryotic genes,
alignments of transcript sequences to its genomic counterpart contain gaps
of sometimes up to several tens of kilobases, whereby the score of the alignment often is lower than that to other homologous genes. Therefore genes are
only annotated to the genome either based upon homology to other species
or by aligning ESTs to computational gene predictions [63, 2, 1]. However,
untranscribed regions of genes are less conserved than coding regions (between human and mouse: 84.7% for coding regions compared to 74.7% for 3’
UTRs [1]), and gene prediction programs have shortcomings in determining
UTRs [96]. Thus, most of the EnsEMBL genes lack at least parts of the 3’
UTR, in which the LongSAGE tag could reside. Furthermore pseudogenes,
which share a very high sequence homology to its active counterparts but are
not described [128], interfere with the correct identification of the genomic
locus of a gene. Therefore it is estimated that 76% (of a total of 2,700) of
the annotated mouse genes lacking a equivalent in a syntenic human interval
and 30% (of a total of 5,143) of genes, that are members of local gene clusters and lack a reciprocal best match in the human genome, correspond to
pseudogenes [1].
1

the EnsEMBL genome annotations contain a redundant set of genes, which are solely
annotated based upon protein sequences from the same or other species, and EST genes,
which are based upon GeneScan predictions verified by cDNA and EST alignments.
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Furthermore two very powerful strategies to annotate the genome based
upon LongSAGE tags were proposed in this study. As described above, transcript sequences hardly can be assigned to the genome based upon sequence
homology programs. But if the chromosomal position was uniquely defined
by the LongSAGE tag, all ESTs aligned to this positions could be used to
annotate the gene. In addition to 1827 newly annotated genes in this approach, 2348 additional genes could be annotated to the genome based upon
GeneScan prediction supported by LongSAGE tags. GeneScan prediction
are a very powerful tool in identifying cDNA sequences of known genes, but
more than two-thirds of GeneScan prediction to Human and Mouse genome
without any additional proof are false-positives [129]. Interestingly, also 546
antisense genes were identified.

4.2

SAGE of Chondrogenesis

This is the first report on a transcriptome analysis in early chondrogenesis
triggered by BMP signaling. By investigating a total of 43,656 tags derived
from both the uninduced and induced SAGE libraries, 17,166 different transcripts were identified. Of these, 139 transcripts are predicted to be differentially expressed upon BMP4 induction. The success rate of verification for
the changes predicted by SAGE is 73% in the case of unique tag-to-gene assignment, and is comparable to those in other SAGE studies [130, 102, 131].
These differentially expressed transcripts can be regarded as candidates for
genes regulated by BMP signaling. Indeed, whole-mount in situ hybridization analysis of selected genes has revealed, that their expression patterns
are largely overlapping to that of Bmp4 in mouse embryos at E10.5 (Figure
3.7), suggesting that these genes are under the control of BMP signaling.
Table 4.1 lists the 77 known genes out of the 139 predicted genes, sorted by
functional groups, based on our own literature search for their functions (for
details and used references, see Table B.1 in the appendix). The products
of the listed genes function in a variety of cellular processes including transcriptional regulation, protein metabolism (biosynthesis, folding, transport
and degradation), vesicle functions (mineralization and transport), general
metabolism, cell signaling, and cell adhesion. In some cases, differential expression during chondrogenesis is expected or reasonable. Fn1 (tag U94)
and Sparc (tag U90) are upregulated in ATDC5 cells treated with BMP4,
consistent with the previous reports that their expression is enhanced in areas undergoing chondrogenesis [132, 133]. Downregulation of Actg (tag D31)
and Vim (tag D2) is reasonable since alteration of cellular morphology is
closely associated with the changes in the cytoskeletal organization during
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Table 4.1: Functional classification of predicted genes
Transcriptional
regulation
DNA binding
D64
Calr
D67
Nca
Inhibitor of DNA binding
U106
Idb3
U126
Idb2
DNA packaging
D33
Ptma
D61
Hmgn1
Protein metabilism
Protein synthesis
ribosomal proteins*
D5
Eef1a1
U91
Sui-rs1
U123
Eif4g2
Protein folding
U80
Serpinh1
U134
Hspa5
Protein transport/ sorting
D67
Nca
U116
Sec61g
Protein degradation
D38
Ppp2cb
D44
Psmb4
D51
Psmb1
D57
Psmb3
U110
Vcp
U116
Sec61g
U121
Usp5

Signaling

Vesicles

Extracellular
D54
Cxcl12
U77
Ptn
Transmembrane

Vesicle mineralization
D68
Anxa5
Vesicle transport
D53
Rab11b

D13
D19
D42
D50
D62
U125
Intracellular
D32
D38

D68
Anxa5
U110
Vcp
U133
Sara
U139
Shfdg1
Metabolism/homeostasis
D12
Ftl1
D39
Ndufa7
D71
Mor1
U81
Cox6c

Sdc2
Tm4sf8
Gas1
Emp3
Itgp
Cd63
Tpt1
Ppp2cb

D40
D47
D49
D64
D66
D68
U99

Lag
Gnai2
S100a6
Calr
Hint
Anxa5
Ywhae

U118
U129
U135
U136

Ywhag
Btg1
Bnip2
Pla2g4a

Others or unknown
D8
Rbm3
D27
H2afx
D56
Plp2
D66
Hint
D70
filamin-like
protein
U107
Fin14

U89
U93
U96
U111
U127
U136

Eno1
Ldh1
Idh2
Atp6g1
Tpi
Pla2g4a

Structural
Components of ECM
D28
Col1a2
U90
Sparc
U92
Osf2
U94
Fn1
U103
Tgfbi
U108
Col3a1
Cell adhesion
D13
Sdc2
Cytoskeleton

D31
Actg
D21
Ptmb10
Associated with cytoskeleton
D32
Tpt1
D40
Lag
Tag numbers correspond to those in Table 3.8. The prefixes for Tag numbers, D or U, indicate predicted
downregulation or upregulation, respectively, as in Table 3.8.
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the early stage of chondrogenesis [134]. Tgfbi (tag U103) is known to be
induced by TGF-β signaling [135], and the product of this gene is implicated
in cartilage formation as a collagen-binding protein, with a high level of expression in prehypertrophic chondrocytes [136]. It has been reported that
stimulation of cells by TGF-β/BMP factors leads to induction of Idb genes
including Idb2 (tag U126) and Idb3 (tag U106) as direct targets [137, 138].
Osf2 (tag U92) has been shown to be a TGFβ/BMP-inducible gene mediated by upregulation of twist in osteoblastic cell line [139]. Downregulation
of Gas1 (tag D42), encoding a Wnt-inducible, Shh-binding protein [140], is
consistent with the recent finding that this downregulation is required for
chondrogenic precursor cells to be recruited into forming cartilage nodules
[141].
Remarkably, in the rest of the cases, the listed genes have never been
implicated either in chondrogenic differentiation or in BMP signaling. Thus,
our SAGE analysis may provide new and wider insights into molecular and
cellular mechanisms that are controlled by BMP signaling during chondrogenesis. In general, genes in one or related functional groups are not regulated
only in one direction. Rather, it appears that some components in the same
functional group are upregulated, while others are downregulated. As a net
effect, function of a complex or a pathway may be modulated by BMP signaling. The most remarkable case is seen in the ribosomal protein genes (14
downregulated and one upregulated, see Table 3.8). Changes in expression
of ribosomal protein genes have also been reported in other global expression
studies. For example, overexpression of nMYC results in a characteristic
change in expression of a number of ribosomal protein genes, thereby leading
to a notion that nMYC controls ribosome biogenesis and protein synthesis
[142]. Another discrete change in expression of a subset of ribosomal protein genes is reported in the brain transcriptome analysis of Down syndrome
model mice [102]. Indeed, in a survey on public gene expression databases,
it could be realized that in many cases expression levels of ribosomal protein
genes are, more or less, changed. Thus, modulation of the ribosome function
might be a general strategy to control cellular statuses in a variety of biological contexts. Alternatively, but not exclusively, the changes in expression
of ribosomal protein genes may reflect extra-ribosomal functions of some of
them [143], as discussed by Chrast and colleagues [102]. In any case, it is
intriguing to examine whether BMP signaling exerts its effects in part via
modulation of protein biosynthesis. It should be noted in this context that
a translation elongation factor, Eef1a1 (tag D5), and a translation initiation
factor, Eif4g2 (tag U123), are included in our list. In gastrulating Xenopus
embryos, BMP4 upregulates a translation initiation factor, eIF-4aIII, and
this upregulation is causally related to epidermal induction and inhibition of
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neural fate [144]. It has also been shown that the action of BMP signaling in
the inhibition of neurogenesis is due to selective proteolysis of Mash1 [145].
In this regard, it is interesting that our list contains seven genes encoding
products that are implicated in protein degradation (Table 4.1). Specific
proteasomal degradation of the Smad1/5 proteins via activation of Smurf1
by BMP signaling plays a critical role in the dorsoventral patterning of Xenopus embryos [146]. Thus, our results suggest the possibility that the effects
of BMP signaling on chondrogenic differentiation is also exerted via control
on protein synthesis on one hand and via (specific) protein degradation on
the other hand. The genes listed in the group of ’Signaling’ in Table 4.1 are
implicated in a variety of signaling pathways, but no obvious connection to
BMP signaling can be made under the current status of knowledge. The predicted differential expression in these genes might reflect the fact that BMP
signaling interact with or modulate other signaling pathways, like those of
Wnt, Ca2+/Calmodulin, Erk-MAPK and JAK-STAT (reviewed in [21, 23]).
In addition to the potentially BMP-regulated genes, our SAGE analysis
identified 190 ATDC5-specific transcripts as compared to seven other mouse
SAGE libraries by virtual subtraction (Table 3.10 and 3.10). As already
exemplified with the top 20 of the ATDC5-specific transcripts listed in Table
3.10, the majority of them are ’no-hit’ tags. These ’no-hit’ tags may represent
novel genes that preferentially function in chondrogenic cells.
In conclusion, the present transcriptome analysis of BMP-induced chondrogenesis has provided several lines of new, unexpected findings. The results
suggest that BMP signaling affects diverse cellular functions within a short
period of time by controlling expression of a number of known and uncharacterized genes, as well as potentially novel genes. Further study will clarify
how these concomitant changes in gene expression are brought about and are
organized into the concerted cellular event of chondrogenic differentiation.

4.3

LongSAGE of somitogenesis

This study presents for the first time a comprehensive analysis of somitogenesis by analyzing different subsets of tissues involved in the process. Within
a total number of 171,639 LongSAGE tags derived from the tail bud (tissue
A), the posterior 2/3 of the PSM (B), the anterior 1/3 of the PSM (C) and
the two pairs of nascent somites (D), 1007 transcripts were identified that
show statistically different expression profiles between at least two of the libraries. Since the whole dataset generated from the LongSAGE study is too
complex to be discussed in full detail, the following paragraphs will only deal
with two different aspects. First it will be analyzed, how our knowledge on
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the roles of the FGF, Wnt and Delta/ Notch signaling pathways could be
extended by the LongSAGE prediction. Afterwards it will be tried to associate the observed morphological and cellular changes during the transition
of mesenchymal presomitic mesoderm to epithelial somites with gene expression changes. The discussion will not be restricted to differentially expressed
genes, but also those genes, that can be detected at a reasonable level in the
dataset (count of three or higher2 ) will be utilized. The inclusion of the latter
genes is valid, since unlike microarrays, SAGE counts do not interfere with
background noise, but supply quantitative expression data. Therefore those
genes are in deed expressed in the tissues analyzed, although no definite predictions can be made, whether they are differentially expressed within the
subsets.
FGF, Wnt and Notch signaling pathways In vertebrates there are at
least 22 fibroblast growth factors (FGFs) and four FGF receptors, for which
several alternatively spliced isoforms are known (reviewed in [147]). In concordance with the SAGE data, Fgf8 is expressed in a anterior-posterior gradient with the highest expression in the caudal tail tip [106]. The fine-tuning of
this Fgf8 gradient is crucial, since ectopic FGF8 leads to the absence of or to
smaller somites, whereas lack of FGF8 results in larger somites. It is believed,
that the high levels of FGF8 in the caudal part of the PSM keeps cells in a
immature state, whereas once cells reach a position below a FGF8 threshold
at the cranial part of the PSM, the segmentation program can be launched
[148]. Among the FGF receptors, only Fgfr1 is expressed in the presomitic
mesoderm [149, 150], which could be reproduced with the SAGE analysis.
Lack of Fgfr1 impairs the formation of somites [151], and a hypermorphic
allele of Fgfr1 causes smaller somites [152]. Since other FGFs and FGF receptors are either not detected in the LongSAGE data or its expression level
is statistically not evaluable, they are therefore either not expressed or at a
lover level than Fgf8 or Fgfr1, suggesting they play no or a minor role during
somitogenesis. The downstream events of the FGF signaling cascade during
somitogenesis are little known. As FGF receptors are receptor tyrosine kinases, FGF signaling is implicated to the RAS-MAPK cascade, albeit other
signaling pathways are known to mediate FGF-dependent events (reviewed
in [153, 154]). There is experimental evidence that the RAS-MAPK pathway
is activated during the formation of somites, since antibodies against double
2

At the PCR step of the library construction or during sequencing, errors could occur.
However, it is extremely unlikely, that exactly the same base substitution occurs three
times in independent tags. The sequences must not be derived from the originally same
tag, since the PCR and sequencing steps are after ditag ligation, and duplicate ditags are
discarded
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phosphorylated forms of Mapk1 and 3 (synonyms: Erk 2 and 1) stain the
posterior PSM of zebrafish [155]. In the mouse, however, only sporadic signal
is observed in newly forming somites [156]. The specificity of the signaling
by different FGFs and FGF receptors or through other receptor tyrosine kinases is thought to be mediated by the use of different components of the
RAS-MAPK pathway. In this respect it is interesting to observe that only
a subset of RAS, MAP, MAPK, MAPKK, MAPKKK and MAPKKK could
be detected.
WNT signaling is closely connected to the function of FGF8 during somitogenesis. Although other modes of WNT signaling are known, for the
canonical pathway Wnt proteins bind to its receptors, Frizzled and LRP5/6
(low-density-lipoprotein-receptor like protein 5 or 6), which in turns activate
Dishevelled. Active (phosphorylated) Dishevelled leads to an inactivation
of GSK3, thereby preventing β-catenin degradation. Stabilized β-catenin
enters the nucleus and in cooperation with TCF/Lef protein activates the
expression of WNT target genes. Furthermore several WNT signaling antagonists exist, like Dickkopf, which interacts with LRP, or Naked cutikule, an
antagonist of Dishevelled (reviewed in [157, 158]). Like Fgf8, Wnt3a is also
expressed in the tail tip, but the expression in the PSM is restricted to the
very caudal part [159], explaining why in addition to library A Wnt3a is also
represented in library B. The absence of Wnt3a transcripts also prevents the
formation of somites [160], which can be explained by the fact that FGF8
acts downstream of Wnt3a [161]. However, despite of the assumed cranial
to caudal gradient of Wnt3a protein, its action is thought to take effect in
regular pulses, since the inhibitor Axin2 of canonical Wnt signaling is dynamically expressed throughout the PSM. These pulses of Wnt/β-catenin
signaling in turn controls oscillations of the Delta/Notch signaling pathway.
A constitutive missexpression of Axin2 throughout the whole PSM strongly
disturbs the formation of somites [161]. Since the concept that WNT signaling is involved in somitogenesis is rather new, little is known how WNT signal
is received and mediated in the PSM and nascent somites. For several of the
Frizzleds, Lrps and Dickkopfs, no knock-outs are avilable. And among those,
for which null alleles exist, somite phenotypes are not apparent or have been
not been analyzed in detail (like for Fzd3, Fzd4 and Fzd5 [162, 163, 164]),
or mice die prior to somite formation (Lrp1 and Lrp6 [165, 166]). With the
exception of Lrp1 (embryos die around implantation stage [165]), for Fzd2,
Fzd7, Lrp10 and Dkk3 no null mutants have been published. But according
to its abundance in the LongSAGE data, exactly these genes might be the
mediators of the canonical WNT signaling pathway during somite formation.
The largest set of cycling genes are involved in Delta/Notch signaling. In
general, upon binding of Notch ligands Delta or Jagged (Serrate in drosophila),
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which are membrane-bound proteins expressed on neighboring cells, the intracellular domain of Notch (NIc) is cleaved by a γ-secretase complex (including Presenilin and Nicastrin). NIc is translocated to the nucleus, where it
binds to a transcriptional repressor, recombining binding protein suppressor of hairless (Suppressor of Hairless in drosophila), facilitating the expression of target genes of Notch signaling such as the HES (Enhancer of
Split in drosophila) basic helix loop helix family of transcriptional regulators. The Fringe proteins modulate Notch signaling by glycosylating Notch,
resulting in a altered specificity of Notch ligands to Notch itself (reviewed in
[167, 168, 169]). In agreement with the LongSAGE predictions, Notch1 [170]
and its ligands Dll1 [171] and Dll3 [172] are expressed in the PSM, and the
cycling gene Lfng is also detected as expected [116]. In the absence of each
of the four genes, boundaries between somites are not formed and anteriorposterior patterning of formed somites is disturbed [173, 174, 175, 176]. A
lack of the ligand Jag1, expressed in the tail bud and throughout the PSM
except for the anterior halves of S0 and S-I [177] does not result in an obvious somite phenotype [178]. Surprisingly, Psen1 is not observed, although
its absence affects (but not completely inhibits) somite boundary formation
and disturbs A/P compartment determination in formed somites [179, 180].
But this could be explained in that expression level of Psen1 is low and
therefore can not be detected at this scale of LongSAGE analysis. Lack of
RBP-Jκ, which is ubiquitously expressed in the tissues assayed, delays the
formation of somites, but (however poorly) segmented somites with a correct
anterior-posterior polarity can be observed [181]. Out of the four effectors
of the HES family, which could be detected in the LongSAGE data, Hes1
and Hes7 cycle within the PSM in the course of the generation period of one
somite [182, 183], whereas Hes3 and Hes5 show a static expression pattern
inside the PSM [184, 107]. But only for knock-out alleles of Hes7 a somite
phenotype, irregular epithelial somites and especially for cranially located
somites a anterior-posterior patterning defect, has been reported [183, 185].
For targeted disruption of Hes1, Hes3, Hes5 alone and double knock-outs of
Hes1 and Hes3 as well as Hes1 and Hes5 no defects during somitogenesis
are reported [186, 187, 188]. One very interesting aspect is the measured
expression of Mesp1 and Mesp2, two mediators of Notch signaling. Both
show cycling expression between S-1 and the cranial half of S0 [189, 117].
While in the absence of Mesp2 no segmented somites are observed and the
anterior-posterior polarity in the fragmental somites formed is disturbed, lack
of Mesp1 does not cause a somite phenotype, albeight both are functionally
redundant, since a knock-in of Mesp1 cDNA into the locus of Mesp2 largely
rescues the Mesp2 phenotype [190]. Knowing from the LongSAGE data, that
the expression level of Mesp2 is higher than that of Mesp, and since the res-
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cue of the Mesp2 phenotype by Mesp1 is dose-dependent, this can be easily
explained just by the higher amount of Mesp2. New within the dataset is
the observed expression of different Tle genes (reviewed in [191]), which have
not yet been analyzed in detail for its function during somitogenesis. The
knockout of Tle1 did not show embryonic defects [192], however this is not
surprising, since the LongSAGE data suggests that the similarly expressed
paralogs Tle2 and Tle3 could compensate for its function.
In summary, the LongSAGE predictions for elements of all tree pathways
is in accordance with previous reports. Based upon the measured expression
level, candidates mediating downstream events of the particular signaling
pathways during somitogenesis could be proposed.
mesenchyme-to-epithelium transformation This transition is not a
abrupt change, but a progressive shift of initially loose, unoriented mesenchymal cells, that become compacted at the anterior part of the PSM and in the
periphery start to become organized in an epithelial-like structure. Thereby
epithelial structures on the dorsal and ventral aspects of the future somites
precede the final separation of the nascent somites by epithelia [193]. Timelapse analysis of chick embryos showed that this separation is not a simple
conversion in fate of the particular cells, but a highly dynamic event including tissue separation, cell movement, and selective integration of cells into
the anterior and posterior somite borders [194]. The epithelial morphogenesis, which is associated with the assembly of a basement membrane (basal
lamina plus an associated layer of reticulin fibers), can be monitored by the
expression of basal lamina constituents Laminin, Fibronectin and Collagens
[195], whose protein expression (shown for Laminin and Fibronectin) in deed
co-localizes at the basal lamina of forming epithelia, despite each of them
on its own is not required for the aggregation of PSM cells in vitro [193].
Among the Laminins, which form glycoprotein heterotrimers of α, β and γ
chains (reviewed in [196]), the α subunits Lama1 and Lama5 as well as the γ
subunit Lamc1 are similarly expressed in the PSM and the recently formed
somites, with a higher expression peak of Lama5 in the nascent somites.
Though, targeted disruption of most of the Laminin did not yet revel its
function during somitogenesis (reviewed in [196]). Fn1 however, which interestingly is no longer observed in tissue D (in contrast, protein could be
detected in nascent somites [193]), is essential for somite formation, since
in knock-out mice no somites are formed [197]. Even though it has been
shown that collagen synthesis inhibitors severely interfered with the formation of somites [198], detailed roles of collagens during somitogenesis are not
known (reviewed in [199]). In the case of Col4a1 (and other type IV Col-
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lagens, which are expressed at around the detection level) and Col18a1, its
integration in basement membranes is known (reviewed in [195]). For the
remaining Col2a1, Col5a1, Col5a2, Col8a1, Col11a1, Col13a1 and Col19a1
it is intriguing to analyze its function during the process of somitogenesis.
Integrins predominantly function as transmembrane receptors for ECM proteins including Laminin, Fibronectin and Collagen, albeight participation in
direct cell-cell adhesion is known for some integrins (reviewed in [200, 201]).
Both alpha and beta subunits of heterodimeric integrins are detected, namely
Itga2b, Itga3, Itga5, Itgav, Itgb1, Itgb2, Itgb4 and Itgb5. The statistically
differentially expressed ones (Itga2b, Itgb2 and Itgb4 ) have its highest expression in tissue C, like for the integrin receptor Vcam1 (reviewed in [200]),
suggesting its importance for epithelial cells. Concordant, single- knock-outs
for many integrins showed its requisite for basement membrane ECM organization and anchoring to epithelia (reviewed in [202]). Blocking beta 1 class
of integrins by monoclonal antibodies results in lateral translocation of PSM
and somites, but segmentation itself is not affected [203].
Among cell-cell adhesion receptors, the epithelial marker Cdh1 (old name:
E-cadherin) (reviewed in [204]) as well as Cdh2 (N-cadherin), Ncam1, Pcdh8
(Papc) and Cdh11 are expressed, though (except for Pcdh8 : highest expression of tissue C) statistical changes can not be predicted. Inhibition of Cdh2
and N-CAM prevented aggregation of dissociated PSM and of somite cells
in vitro [193], and a secreted from of Ncam as well as lack of Cdh2 in vivo
results in small irregular somites [205, 206, 207]. Double homozygous null
mutants for Cdh2 and Cad11 as well as antibodies against Pcdh8 epithelia
between somites are almost absent, although segmentation still takes place
[208, 209]. Furthermore, additional Cadherins (Cdh3, Cdh5 and Cdh11 ),
CAMs (Mcam and Pecam) and Protocadherins (Pcdh10 and Pcdhga11 ) are
detected. Pcdhga11, the only other Protocadherin included in the dataset,
might be a good candidate cross-reacting against the antibody against Pdch8,
since Pdch8 knock-outs showed no phenotype [210]. Additionally 86 (9 differentially expressed) additional cell-adhesion genes (GO:0007155), including
9 uncharacterized ESTs, are recorded in this study. Aside from being candidates mediating epithelial-mesenchymal transition, these genes moreover
could facilitating anterior-posterior sub-division of nascent somites, in case
they would only be expressed in one compartment of the nascent somites.
Yet no cell adhesion molecules accountable for this events have been shown
(discussed in [208]).
In conclusion, the LongSAGE data suggests, that the conversion of mesenchymal presomitic mesoderm to epithelial somites requires a concerted
action of many often redundant cell adhesion molecules and components of
the ECM. Among the large families of molecules, only a small subset is ex-
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pressed at high levels, suggesting that only a small subset within each family
is involved in the process. However, within most of the families more than
one gene is expressed, which could compensate the function of its paralog
when that is inactivated, explaining why knock-outs for many cell adhesion
molecules did not result in defects during somite formation. Interestingly
most discussed genes have its expression peak within tissue C, indicating
that the most dramatic changes at the molecular level occur at the anterior
end of the PSM. In the same tissue components of the cytoskeleton, the tubulins Tuba8 and Tubgcp2 become significantly upregulated. Expression levels
of actins itself do not change, but the Rho GTPase activating and interacting
genes Arhgap8 and Rhiip3 become upregulated. Reorganization of actin and
myosin fibers, mediated by Rho GTPases, catalysators of filament polymerization, is a typical sign of cell movement (reviewed in [211, 212]). Similarily
the dynein motors Dnahc11 and Dnchc11 as well as the myosin motor Myh2
are most abundant in tissue C. Furthermore there are 11 additional differentially expressed genes associated to the GeneOntology terms ’cell motility’
(GO:0006928) or ’cell migration’ (GO:0016477) in the dataset, all together
suggesting that, as observed by above mentioned time-lapse analysis, cell
movements or even cell migration plays a major role during the transition
from PSM to epithelial somites.

4.4

Genome-wide analysis of publically available SAGE libraries

physical linkage The finding that 18 - 46 % (BMP4: 18 %; SHH: 41 %;
JNK2: 46 %; cMYC: 34 %) of the genes predicted to be differentially expressed in all four induction systems analyzed are physically linked is of great
interest. Even though simulations showed that some of the clusters are random, due to high gene densities in the respective chromosomal domain (see
Table 4.2), the number of clusters is approximately twice as high compared to
the mean of the simulations and clusters with three ore more genes or genes
next to each other are highly overrepresented3 . This observation fits in a
line of earlier reports also describing that based upon data mining in a large
collection of human SAGE data highly expressed genes cluster to certain
gene-rich chromosomal domains [75]. Furthermore, studies based upon EST
and microarray data analysis detected that a significant fraction of tissuespecific genes are in close vicinity on the genome of the lower vertebrates C.
3

It should be noted, that more genes within these clusters could be differentially expressed; its expression level is just too low to be addressed at this scale of SAGE
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Figure 4.2: Clusters containing two or more differentially expressed genes within
1 Mb plotted to each single mouse chromosome. Library-specific colored boxes
indicate the area the clusters cover. Black vertical bars represent chromosomes
(names left to respective bar). Turquoise histograms on top of chromosomes
display gene density. Mouse fragments were directly used, and for Human
fragments, its corresponding syntenic region was used. Red: BMP4, cyan: JNK2,
blue: SHH, green: cMYC.

4.4 Genome-wide analysis of publically available SAGE libraries
elegans [213] and D. melanogaster [214, 215]4 . Although there are striking
examples, conserved transcription factor binding sites of the downstream effectors of the TGFβ (SMAD3 and 4 [85]), SHH (GLI [84]), JNK (AP1 [86, 87]
and CRE-binding protein 1/c-Jun heterodimers [88]) signaling pathways and
cMYC (cMYC/MAX heterodimer (reviewed in [89])) itself within conserved
noncoding sequences between mouse and human are observed, but not significantly enriched in the respective clusters, suggesting that most of the genes
are not direct targets. In deed, by inhibiting protein synthesis in cultured
ATDC5 cells, changes for some of the differentially expressed genes were no
longer observed upon BMP induction (data not shown). The data indicates
that there might be a common mechanism for transcriptional control of gene
expression in many different biological contexts. Solely based upon these
observations based gene expression data, it is difficult to speculate the nature of this mechanism. It has been suggested, that these observations are
due to changes in the chromatin structure [214]. Since chromatin in its most
packed form is inaccessible for transcription factors and RNA polymerases,
it has to be unpacked in an ATP-dependent manner before being transcribed
(reviewed in [216]). Also histone modification enhances chromatin recruitment complexes and thereby boost transcription, as shown for the IFN-β
promotor [217]. But the complexes yet identified mediating mucleosome remodeling prior to transcriptional activation all act locally on single genes
[218]. Therefore a recruitment of these to a certain chromosomal domain
can not account for affecting gene expression for multiple neighboring genes.
Another reason to argue against selective chromosomal ’opening’ and ’closing’ at the particular chromosomal domains is, that this way all genes within
such a cluster should be either up- or downregulated. However, the focus in
this study was on differentially expressed genes independent of the direction.
In deed, in many of the linkage groups, gene both up- and downregulated
genes were included.
House-keeping genes To be applicable as a house-keeping gene, a gene
should be expressed at a medium level, and its expression should be constant
within any tissue. Surprisingly, there were only a few genes that could be detected within all SAGE libraries. However, since SAGE is a tag-sampling experiment, low abundant genes might not be represented within the libraries,
although they were expressed. This also explains why there were more com4

However, in all three studies differences between tissues are not statistically significant, due to low numbers of ESTs or the wrong assumption, that microarray data are
quantitative, and furthermore no statistical evaluation of the microarray data is discussed
in the publication of [214].
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mon mouse tags than human tags, since the number of human SAGE libraries
was larger.
Taken together, the results argue against a true house-keeping gene. For
both human and mouse, the most constant genes still vary between 21%
(mouse) to 40% (human). Interestingly, genes commonly used as ’housekeeping genes’, like Gapdh or Hprt, are not included in the list.
Ribosomal gene expression In agreement with the observations made
during the SAGE analysis of chondrogenesis in ATDC5 cells, there have been
several additional reports from SAGE analyses pointing out strong changes
in ribosomal protein gene expression upon induction, like by nerve growth
factor [219] or nMYC [142]. Similar results have been obtained in a own
survey on SAGE library pairs of normal compared to cancer tissues, which
is in accordance to non-SAGE publications showing differential ribosomal
protein expression between normal and cancer cell lines[220] and tissues [221]
on the protein level.
When all publically available SAGE libraries were adducted to cluster
analysis according to its expression profile of ribosomal protein genes, very
distinct sets of libraries could be identified. Unexpectedly, those libraries derived from exactly the same tissue or cell line were clustered together, even if
cultured cells with and without induction by an ectopic stimulus were compared or if libraries were generated with tissue from cancer patients and corresponding tissue from wildtype controls. Since most of the analyzed SAGE
libraries were generated one after another in a semi-automated fashion in the
lab of Greg Riggins at Duke University with the same people specialized on
a single step of the SAGE library construction (personal communication),
it can be excluded that this phenomenon is due to experimental artefacts
introduced by a particular experimenter. Some outliers appeared in clusters
that mainly comprised of libraries generated from another tissue. This could
be interpreted in that the nature of the cell type within the particular tissue also influences the expression of ribosomal protein genes. For example,
the prostate SAGE libraries HS GSM683 to 686, generated from epithelium
and stroma are very distinct from the prostate SAGE libraries Hs GSM739
to 740, which were made from microdissected adenocarcinoma and its wildtype equivalent. Interestingly, this phenomenon is even conserved between
mouse and human, since three mouse brain SAGE libraries fall within the
large cluster consisting mainly of brain libraries. However, there was no correlation of sex and age of the individual (from whom/ which the tissue was
extracted from) with particular clusters.
These observation suggest that every cell type has an characteristic state

4.5 Outlook
of ribosomal protein gene expression. Since the main function of ribosomal
protein genes is to contribute to ribosomes, which in turn carry out protein
biosynthesis (reviewed in [222]), this difference could lead to a different global
level of protein synthesis. Recently, the ’ribosomal filter hypothesis’ has been
proposed by Mauro et al [223]. They suggest, that ribosomal proteins itself
mediate interactions between mRNAs and components of the translation
machinery, thereby selectively regulating protein synthesis. Therefore, the
cell-/ tissue-specific ribosomal protein gene expression observed in this study
could be to some extend responsible for the synthesis of cell-/ tissue-specific
proteins. The fact, that SAGE libraries constructed from cell lines clearly
separated from those generated from tissues could imply that cell lines can
only in part substitute for in vivo data.

4.5

Outlook

All experimental results obtained as well as the bioinformatical analyses accomplished in this study are based upon gene expression data. Such a approach is very powerful, since all genes are included and a large number
of biological states can be assayed. But it should only be considered as a
screening approach. All observation will have to be analyzed by functional
studies.
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Appendix A
Database tables
Table A.1: tables in database SPECIES master
Field
Type
Null Key DefaultExtra
table 3prime unigene buildVERSION fantomVERSION
id
int(10)
PRI NULL auto increment
genbank id
varchar(15)
YES MUL NULL
riken clone id
varchar(25)
YES
NULL
varchar(25)
YES
NULL
image clone id
sequence
text
YES
NULL
unigene id
int(7)
YES MUL NULL
riken rts
varchar(10)
YES
NULL
riken fantom2
int(7)
YES
NULL
sequence source
enum(’unknown’,
YES
NULL
’cDNA full-length’,
’cDNA partial’,
’cDNA unknown’
,’EST 5prime’,
’EST 3prime’,
’EST unknown’)
polyA tail
enum(’no’, ’yes’)
no
polyA signal
enum(’no’, ’yes’)
no
strand
enum(’+’,’-’)
YES
NULL
table description unigene buildVERSION | fantomVERSION
id
varchar(15)
YES
NULL
description
text
YES
NULL
table gxd DATE
id
int(10)
PRI NULL auto increment
mgd id
int(8)
YES
NULL
symbol
varchar(255)
assay type
varchar(100)
result detail
int(8)
0
mutation
varchar(255)
YES
NULL
table continues on following page
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Field
Type
Null Key DefaultExtra
age
varchar(50)
YES
NULL
structure
varchar(255)
YES
NULL
detected
enum(’yes’, ’no’)
YES
NULL
table link mgd DATE
id
int(10)
PRI NULL auto increment
mgd id
int(8)
UNI 0
symbol
varchar(255)
YES
NULL
name
text
YES
NULL
cm position
varchar(8)
YES
NULL
chromosome
char(2)
YES
NULL
genbamk id
text
YES
NULL
unigene id
varchar(255)
YES
NULL
refseq id
varchar(255)
YES
NULL
table link unigene VERSION enstrans VERSION
id
int(10)
PRI NULL auto increment
unigene id
varchar(15)
YES
NULL
ensembl gene stable id
varchar(25)
YES
NULL
ensembl transcript stable id varchar(25)
YES
NULL
percent identity
double(3,1)
YES
NULL
hit length
int(5)
YES
NULL
table sequence unigene[ unique] buildVERSION | fantomVERSION
id
varchar(15)
YES
NULL
sequence
text
YES
NULL
Data from the respective sources was directly loaded into tables of SPECIES master without being processed.

Table A.2: tables in database SPECIES longSAGEmapping VERSION
Field
est mapping
id
genome hits id
tagseq
rep ensembl stable id

Type
int(10)
int(10)
varchar(17)
varchar(25)

Null Key
PRI

DefaultExtra

NULL auto increment
0
YES MUL NULL
YES
NULL
table continues on following page
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Field
sequence

Type
Null
ENUM(’genome hit- YES
transcripts
AND
genome hit ests’,
’genome hit transcripts
ONLY’,
’antisense
transcript’, ’antisense
transcript upstream’,
’antisense
transcript
downstream’,
’genome hit transcripts
NEW
INTRON’,
’genome hit transcripts
NEW 3prime UTR’,
’NOVEL’)
distance
INT(6)
unigene ids
varchar(255)
YES
mgd ids
varchar(255)
YES
description
text
YES
table genome hit est sequences
id
int(10)
genbank acc
varchar(40)
ensembl gene stable id
varchar(25)
YES
ensembl transcript stable id varchar(25)
YES
double(3,1)
YES
percent identity
hit length
int(5)
YES
table genome hit est sequences
id
int(10)
genbank acc
varchar(40)
sequence
text
table genome hit ests
id
int(10)
genome hits id
int(10)
genbank acc
varchar(40)
table genome hit transcriptss
id
int(10)
genome hits id
int(10)
ensembl stable id
varchar(25)
YES
table genome hits
id
int(10)
int(10)
tags id
chromosome
char(2)
YES
start
int(9)
YES
end
int(9)
YES
strand
int(1)
YES
table hits
id
int(10)
tags id
int(10)
table

Key

DefaultExtra
NULL

0
NULL
NULL
NULL
PRI

NULL auto increment
NULL
NULL
NULL
NULL

PRI

NULL auto increment

PRI

NULL auto increment
0

PRI

NULL auto increment
0
NULL

PRI

NULL auto increment
0
NULL
NULL
NULL
NULL

PRI

NULL auto increment
0
continues on following page
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Field
Type
Null Key DefaultExtra
genome hits id
int(10)
0
unigene hits id
varchar(255)
0
rep ensembl stable id
varchar(25)
YES
NULL
table map 17 genome VERSION
id
int(10)
PRI NULL auto increment
tag sequence
char(17)
YES MUL NULL
chromosome
char(2)
YES
NULL
start
int(9)
YES
NULL
end
int(9)
YES
NULL
strand
int(1)
YES
NULL
table map 17 unigene VERSION
id
int(10)
PRI NULL auto increment
unigene id
varchar(15)
YES
NULL
tag sequence
varchar(17)
YES MUL NULL
full length
double(3,2)
YES
NULL
3prime
double(3,2)
YES
NULL
table mapping
id
int(10)
PRI NULL auto increment
hits id
int(10)
0
tagseq
varchar(17)
YES MUL NULL
genome hit
enum(’yes’, ’no’)
YES
NULL
unigene ids
varchar(255)
YES
NULL
rep ensembl stable id
varchar(25)
YES
NULL
varchar(255)
YES
NULL
mgd ids
description
text
YES
NULL
table tags
id
int(10)
PRI NULL auto increment
tagseq
char(17)
YES MUL NULL
status
enum(’new’,
’hits’, YES
NULL
’hits analyzed’)
table unigene hit transcripts
id
int(10)
PRI NULL auto increment
genome hits id
int(10)
0
ensembl stable id
varchar(25)
YES
NULL
table unigene hits
id
int(10)
PRI NULL auto increment
tags id
int(10)
0
unigene id
varchar(15)
YES
NULL
full length
double(3,2)
YES
NULL
3prime
double(3,2)
YES
NULL
table xref mgd
id
int(10)
PRI NULL auto increment
hits id
int(10)
0
mgd id
int(8)
YES
NULL
All tables within SPECIES longSAGEmapping VERSION are linked to the master table
(tags) by its primary id. Characters preceeding any id denote the name of the table
this particular number is the id for (e.g. tags.id = genome hits.tags id).
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Table A.3: tables in database SPECIES SAGEmapping
Field
Type
table map TAGLENGTH unigene VERSION
id
int(10)
unigene id
varchar(15)
tag sequence
varchar(17)
full length
double(3,2)
3prime
double(3,2)
Database with tables for non-LongSAGE mappings.

Null Key

DefaultExtra

PRI NULL auto increment
YES
NULL
YES MUL NULL
YES
NULL
YES
NULL

Table A.4: tables in database SPECIES tag2genome
Field
Type
Null Key DefaultExtra
table cluster2chromosome ensembl VERSION unigene VERSION
id
int(10)
PRI
NULL auto increment
ensembl id
varchar(25)
YES
NULL
unigene ids
varchar(100)
YES
NULL
riken rts
varchar(15)
YES
NULL
riken repclone id
varchar(15)
YES
NULL
number exons
int(3)
YES
NULL
start
int(9)
YES
NULL
end
int(9)
YES
NULL
chromosome
char(2)
YES
NULL
sequence
text
YES
NULL
symbol
varchar(30)
YES
NULL
description
text
YES
NULL
For each non-redundant transcript entry in EnsEMBL, all associated sources were written
to a single database table.

Table A.5: tables in database SAGE data
Field
table master
id
sample id
titel
anchor
taglength
single count tags
organism
source

Type

Null Key

DefaultExtra

int(10)
PRI
NULL auto increment
varchar(100)
YES
NULL
varchar(255)
YES
NULL
enum(’NlaIII’,
YES
NULL
’Sau3A’)
int(3)
YES
NULL
enum(’yes’, ’no’)
YES
NULL
enum(’Hs’, ’Mm’, ’Rn’, YES
NULL
’At’)
varchar(255)
YES
NULL
table continues on following page
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Field
Type
Null Key DefaultExtra
description
text
YES
NULL
count
int(8)
YES
NULL
author
varchar(255)
YES
NULL
institute
varchar(255)
YES
NULL
table SAMPLE ID
id
int(10)
PRI
NULL auto increment
tag
char(TAGLENGTH )
count
int(7)
0
Any SAGE and LongSAGE data used is initially written to seperate SAMPLE ID tables, and its attributes are stored in table master (master.sample id: Name of the SAMPLE ID table

Table A.6: tables in database SAGE project
Field
table master
id
project name
status
mapping database
ensembl database
table PROJECT ID
id
data id
group name
kind

Type
int(10)
varchar(100)
enum(’new’,
cessed’)
varchar(40)
varchar(40)

Null Key

DefaultExtra

PRI NULL auto increment
UNI
’pro- YES
NULL
YES
YES

NULL
NULL

int(10)
PRI NULL auto increment
int(10)
0
varchar(255)
NULL
enum(’data’,
’vir- YES
tual subtraction’)
table project PROJECT ID
id
int(10)
PRI
NULL auto increment
tag
char(TAGLENGTH )
DATA
int(4)
0
DATA vs
double(5,2)
0
for each set of DATA SAGE libraries
DATA vs DATA
double(5,2)
0
for each combination of DATA
data tpm
double(5,2)
0
data short tpm
double(5,2)
0
vs VS
double(5,2)
0
for each set of VS SAGE libraries
factor VS
double(5,2)
0
for each set of VS SAGE libraries
For each analysis including more than one SAGE library, project tables were generated. master: General attributes of analysis; PROJECT ID: Libraries used for analysis;
project PROJECT ID: Results of analysis.
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Table A.7: tables in database SPECIES longSAGEannotation VERSION
Field
table annotation
id
tagseq
sequence source

table go similarity
id
annotation id
prot db

Type

Null Key

DefaultExtra

int(10)
PRI NULL auto increment
char(17)
UNI
enum(’new’, ’no hit’, YES
NULL
’multiple hits’, ’no
hit
multiple
predictionTranscripts’,
’EnsEMBL protein’,
’EnsEMBL estgene’,
’EnsEMBL predictionTranscript’,
’MGD’,
’UniGene’)

int(10)
PRI NULL auto increment
int(10)
0
enum(’Coils’,
’Fam- YES
NULL
ily’,
’Lowcompl’,
’Pfam’, ’Prints’, ’Profile’, ’Prosite’, ’Sigp’,
’Superfamily’, ’Transmembrane’ ,’blastp’)
prot db id
varchar(40)
go id
varchar(10)
YES
NULL
table PROTEIN DATABASE 2go
prot db id
varchar(40)
go id
varchar(10)
YES
NULL
go similarity holds the final result of annotation for any tag loaded to annotation (annotation.id = go similarity.annotation id). Tables PROTEIN DATABASE 2go contain
link of PROTEIN DATABASE ID to GO ID.
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Appendix B
ATDC5
Table B.1: Detailed annotation for genes differentially expressed between the two
ATDC5 libraries

#
Symbol
Function
References
Transriptional regulation
DNA binding
D64
Calr
interacts with DNA-binding domain of gluco- [224, 225]
corticoid receptor (prevents it from binding
to glucocorticoid response element)
D67
Nca
stabilizes AP-1 complex formed by c-Jun
[226, 227]
homodimer on target sequence
inhibition of DNA binding
U106
Idb3
negative regulator of basic helix-loop-helix
[228, 229] (reviews)
transcription factors; cell cycle regulation;
arrest of myotube differentiation
U126
Idb2
negative regulator of basic helix-loop-helix
[228] (review)
transcription factors
DNA packaging
U33
Ptma
interacts with histones (H1- binding); in[230]
teracts with CBP (CREB-binding protein);
stimulates AP1 and NK-kB-dependent transcription
D61
Hmgn1 reduces compactness of chromatin fiber and [231] (review)
enhances transcription from chromatin templates
Protein metabolism
protein synthesis
ribosomal
proteins
table continues on following page
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#
D5
U91

Symbol
Function
References
Eef1a1 translation elongation
[232]
Sui-rs1 homolog to Sui1 (S. cerevisiae); translation
[233, 234]
initiation factor interacting with eIF2 (eukaryotic inititiation factor 2)
U123
Eif4g2
homolog to Eif4G; inhibits cap-dependent
[235]
and cap-independent translation
protein folding
U80
Serpinh1 heat-shock protein; collagen biosynthesis
[236]
U134
Hspa5
heat-shock protein
[237]
protein transport/sorting
D67
Nca
signal-sequene specific sorting and transloca- [226, 227]
tion
U116
Sec61g gamma subunit of Sec61/Sec complex; co[238] (review)
and post-translational transport of proteins
into ER; integration of membrane proteins
protein degradation
D38
Ppp2cb catalytic subunit of protein phosphatase 2
[239] (review)
(beta isoform)
D44
Psmb4 beta subunit 20S core proteasome (of 26S
[240] (review)
proteasome)
D51
Psmb1 beta subunit 20S core proteasome (of 26S
[240] (review)
proteasome)
D57
Psmb3 beta subunit 20S core proteasome (of 26S
[240] (review)
proteasome)
U110
Vcp
involved degradation of ubiquitin-fusion pro- [241]
teins and proteasome-dependent cleavage of
ER membrane proteins
U116
Sec61g gamma subunit of Sec61/ Sec complex; ret- [242] (review)
rograde transport of misfolded proteins from
ER lumen to cytosol for degradation
U121
Usp5
disassembly of polyubiquitin changes after
[243], [240] (review)
ubiquitin-dependent protein degradation (26
S proteasome)
Vesicles
Vesicle mineralization
D68
Anxa5
mediates influx of Ca2+ into (mineralizing) [244] (review)
vesicles
Vesicle transport
D53
Rab11b associates with Myosin Vb (motor for vesi[245] (review)
cle movement on F-actin); regulates plasma
membrane recycling
D68
Anxa5
anchors vesicles to ECM (binds type II and [244] (review)
X collagen)
table continues on following page
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#
U98

Symbol
Function
References
Hspa8
part of complex removing clathrin from
[246] (and refs
coated vesicles
therein)
U110
Vcp
associated with clathrin and Hspa8 (tag D98) [247]
on coated vesicles
U133
Sara
involved in COPII coated vesicle transport
[248] (review)
from ER; COPII assembly and disassembly
are regulated by Sar1 cycle
U139
Shfdg1 function in association with exocyst complex [249, 250]
in yeast
metabolism/ homeostasis
D12
Ftl1
ion metabolism/ transport
[251] (review)
D39
Ndufa7 subunit of NADH:ubiquitone oxidoreductase [252]
complex
D71
Mor1
malat dehydrogenase; participates in malateaspartate shuttle
U81
Cox6c
respiratory chain complex IV
U89
Eno1
glycolysis
[253]
U93
Ldh1
glycolysis
[254]
U96
Idh2
tricarboxylic acid cycle
[255]
U111
Atp6g1 proton transport, ATP biosynthesis
U127
Tpi
triose phosphate isomerase (glycolysis/ gluconeogenesis, fetty acid biosynthesis)
U136
Pla2g4a lipid degradation
[256] (review)
signaling
extracellular
D54
Cxcl12 Receptor in Lymphocytes: CXCR4: activates [257]
G-coupled phosphoinositide 3-kinase activates
ERK1/2
U77
Ptn
heparin-binding cytokine with multiple func- [258]
tions
transmembrane proteins (integral membrane protein)
D13
Sdc2
regulates signaling of HS binding growth
[259] (Review)
factors and cell-cell signaling (e.g. modifies
signals generated by integrin-mediated cell
adhesion
D19
Tm4sf8 signal transduction (members of family; no
[260]
functional data about gene itself
D42
Gas1
block of cell proliferation in vitro (entry to
[140], [261]
S phase); no growth inhibition observed in
Gas1 -/- mice; antagonist of shh (somites)
D50
Emp3
cell-cell signaling
[262]
D62
Itgp
integrin-mediated signaling
[263] (review)
U125
Cd63
signal transduction (members of family; no
[264]
functional data about gene itself
table continues on following page
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#
Symbol
Function
References
intracellular
D32
Tpt1
anti-apoptotoc (could bind and scavenge
[265, 266]
Ca2+ released in response to apoptotic
stimul)
D38
Ppp2cb Wng-beta-catenin signaling; Protein phos[267, 268]
phatase 2A inhibits Wnt signaling
D40
Lag
blocks (phosphorylated) cell cycle (arrest at [269, 270]
G2/M interphase)
D47
Gnai2
Adenylate cyclase inhibitor
[271]
D49
S100a6 Ca2+ (and Zn2+) binding protein of EF[272] (review)
hand type: involved in ca2+ - dependent signal transduction
D64
Calr
integrin-mediated calcium signaling
[224, 225]
D66
Hint
[273], [274] (review)
D68
Anxa5
inhibitor of phospholipase A2 and protein
[244] (review)
kinase C
U99
Ywhae multiple signaling pathways
[275] (review)
U118
Ywhag Ca2+ - binding; inhibitor of phospholipase
[276]
A2 and protein kinase C
U129
Btg1
cell-cycle: anti-proliferative
[277, 278]
U135
Bnip2
anti-apoptotic
[279]
U136
Pla2g4a calcium-dependent phosphatase
[256]
structural
components of ECM
D28
Col1a2 one of two alpha chains of type I collagen
[280]
(heterotrimer of two alpha1 and one alpha2 chains); most abundant collagen, major
structural protein of the ECM of bone, skin
and tendon
U90
Sparc
bone formation (decreased in k.o. mice)
[281]
U92
Osf2
supports cell spreading and attachment in
[282, 283]
vivo
U94
Fn1
heparin-binding; involved in limb precartilage [284]
condensations
U103
Tgfbi
integrin ligand
[285, 135]
U108
Col3a1 essential for normal collagen I fibrillogenesis [286]
(in variety of organs)
transmembrane cell adhesion molecules
D13
Sdc2
heparin-binding
[259] (review)
cytoskeleton
D21
Ptmb10 G-actin sequestering peptin: prevents sponta- [287]
neous nucleation
D31
Actg
cytoskeletal gamma-actin
[288]
table continues on following page
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#
Symbol
Function
References
associated with cytoskeleton
D32
Tpt1
transiently associates with microtubules dur- [268, 266]
ing cell cycle
D40
Lag
microtubule-destabilizing factor
[269, 270]
Others
D8
D27
D56
D66

or unknown
Rbm3
[289]
H2afx
repair of double-strand breaks
[290]
Plp2
ion channel
[291]
Hint
Nucleotide-binding and diadenosine
[273, 274]
polyphosphate hydrolase
D70
filamin- unknown
like
protein
U107
Fin14
unknown
[292]
Detailed annotation with referenes for the genes listed in Table 4.1
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